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In Berlin, back in the early 1920's, I came upon something I thought the most 
irrational conduct I could well imagine~ It was a mass meeting, held in the hall of 
the Philharmonic, to protest against the theory of relativity of Dr. Albert Einstein . 
The meeting was crowded, and, as I recall it, was addressed by at least one fairLy 
reputable scientist. The purpose of the meeting, of course, was anti-semitic, and 
the intention was to disparge the scientific work which !rad already won world-wide 
notice and acclaim for Dr. Einstein. I simply could not understand how anyone in his 
right mind hoped to prove that the theory of relativity was wrong by declaiming 
against it in a mass meeting . 

As early as 1905, Dr. Einstein clearly stated that mass and energy are e~uiva
lent. He also stated that this e~uivalence might be found by the study of radio
active substances. He set down his formula, E e~uals mc2, perhaps the most startling 
and far-reaching assertion of its kind ever made. For it says that energy is the 
equivalent of mass, multiplied by the square of the speed of light. To put this 
statement into numbers, and ~uoting the Smyth report, one kilogram of matter -- just 
over two pounds -- if converted into energy, would give 2,,ooo,ooo,ooo kilowatt hours 
of energy, or as much as is generated in nearly two months by the entire electric 
power e~uipment of the United States . So scientists have beon familiar with this 
concept for a long time. Some of them accepted it as probably true, but undemonstra
ble. Some dared to believe that ono day atomic energy would be unlocked and give 
man the use of power beyond his most fantastic dreams~ since he then could wield the 
basic power of tho universe itself . 

I am not going into the history of the development of atomic research. I do 
wish it could be made s1mple and could be grasped by everyone. For unless the mind 
fathoms at least a little of the depths of meaning of man using atomic power, there 
can be no wise political action which makes that use safe and beneficial. 

HISTORY OF ATOMIC BOMB 

But tonight I am going to tell a little of the history of the dove~opment of 
the atomic bomb which has not been more than referred to in the government release 
on the project. 

It brings me once more to the name of Dr. Einstein. The mass meeting in the 
Philharmonic in Berlin had not affected the theory of relativity, but the organized 
bigotry behind it had led the groat physicist and mathematician to go abroad, and 
finally to take up his home at Princeton . And thoro, on August 2, 1939, just a 
month before the outbroa!c of World \-Tar II, he wrote a remarkable letter. It is not 
as remarkable as that formula that E equals mc2 , But it is the letter that approxi
mateLy led to the development of the atomic bomb and the demonstration of the valid
ity of the formula. So it was a stop to the expansion into another dimension of the 
power available to the hun~n raco. 

This letter 1vas addressed to "F .D. Roosevelt, President of the United states, 
White House, Washington." It starts with the sentence: "Some recent work by B. Fermi 
and L. Szilard, which has been communicated to me in manuscript, leads me to expect 
the element uranium may be turned into a new and important source of energy in the 
innnediate future. 11 
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ALEXANDER SACHS VISITS ROOSEVETir 

It happens that this letter did not reach President Roosevelt until after the 
outbreak of war. It was not posted to him. It was taken to him, along with scienti
fic memoranda and data, by Alexander Sachs, of New York City. Mr. Sachs is one of 
t he most brilliant of living economists. He also is a noted student of world 
affairs, and one of the most brilliant analysts of them. And he is a friend of Dr. 
Einstein. Both he and Dr. Einstein believed in A~gust, 1939, that catastrophe hung 
over the human race, and that in the course of that catastrophe atomic energy would 
have a part. They felt they must bring the latest news of atomic research to the 
knowledge of the President in the cause of national defense. 

Let me quote another passage from Dr. Einstein's letter to President Roosevelt. 
"In the course of the last four months it has been made probable," he stated; 
throu~1 the work of Joliot in France, as well as Fermi and Szilard in America, that 
it may become possible to set up a nuclear chain reaction in a large mass of uranium, 
by which vast amounts of power and large quantities of new radium-like elements 
ivould be generated. Now it a~pears almost certain that this would be achieved in the 
innnediate future." Dr. Einstein went on: "This new phenomenon vrould also lead to the 
construction of bombs, and it is conceivable -- though much less certain -- that 
extremely powerful bombs of a now type may thus be constructed. A single bomb of 
this type, carried by boat and exploded in a port, might very well destroy the whole 
port, together with some of the surrounding territory. However, such bombs might 
very well prove to be too heavy for transportation by air." 

This was a few mont~lS after Hitler had seized Prague, and Dr. Einstein told the 
President that Hitler thereupon had stopped the sale of uranium from the 
Czechoslovakian mines. This action, he suggested, wns linked with the fact that the 
son of the German Secretary of State von Weizaecker was attached to the Kais·er 
Wili1elm Institute in Berlin, where some of the American work on uranium was at that 
time being r.opeated. Dr. Einstein recommended that the President appoint someone on 
his behalf to keep government departments informed of developments, who also could 
give attention to obtaining a supply of uranium for the United States, and that 
experimental work in this country should be speeded up. 

With the material Mr. Sachs took took t ·o President Roosevelt on October 11th, 
1939, was a memorandum by the physicist Szilard, one of the men whose work at 
Columbia had. brought uranium research to the brink of culmination. His statement 
reported that investigations so far had been limited to chain reactions based on the 
action of slmv neutrons. "At present," he said, "it is an open question whether such 
a chain reaction can also be made to work with the fast neutrons which are not slowed 
dovm. There is reason to believe," he continued, "that if fast neutrons could be 
used, it would be easy to construct extremely dangerous bombs. The destructive power 
of these bombs can only be roughly estimated, but there is no doubt that it would go 
far beyond all military conceptions." I hardly need to interpolate that tho fast 
reactions were made to work, which is the secret of the atomic bomb as it finally 
was used. 

BRIGGS COMMITTEE SET UP 

To his everlasting credit, President Roosevelt grasped fully what he was told, 
instructed his aide General Watson to act as liaison in the matter, and asked Dr. 

' ' Lyman Briggs of the Bureau of Standards to constitute a committee of the armed 
services, a committee on which Mr. SP.chs served as representing the President. 

-------------•------

J 
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There were tedious delays before the atomtc project was to be t urned over to 
the entirely new Nat tonal Research Comm:i ttee under Dr . Vannevar Bush, vrhich brouerh.t 
the bomb to reality . Of t he severa l physicists consulted, some were anything but 
sanguine of success . Dr . J:: instein and Professor Szilard were the ones mst out 
s-::olcenly confident t hat results could be achieved . A preliminary experiment at 
Columbia had to be i-n::tited for . It V-n::ts on a. small scale, but it turned out as.tonish·· 
ingly favorably, so the Briggs Committee was able to recommend further action . But, 
in t he meantime , pricel ess months were dribbling aivay, and the Gernnns were working 
ivith all scientists available to them on uranium. 

Our Navy Department put up $6,000 to buy some materials . And anot her memoran
dum about atomic power by Professor Szilard spoko of the possibility of' driving 
battleships with atomic engines . If only slow neutrons were utilized, a ton of 
urnnium, he said, would eq_ua l 3 ,000 tons of oil: if the fast neutrons could be 
utilized, one ton of uranium would equal 300,000 tons of oil. A battleship with 
such a reserve of energy coul d stay away from fuel resources almost indefinite l y . 

On Mnrch 7th , 1940, Dr . Einstein felt the need for greater haste . This was 
during the "Phoney War" period, with the invasion of the western democracies ;imminent . 
11 Sinco the outbreak of the war, 11 he -vrrot e, "interest in uranium has intensified in 
Germany. I have now lec..rnod that r esearch thoro is being carried out in great 
secrecy and that it has been extended to another of tho Kaiser Wilhelm institutes, 
t he Institute of Physics . " Dr . Einstein spoko of the need to keep scientists in the 
democracies from pub.Lishing t heir work on settinG up a ch..1in reaction in uranium. 
Dr . Szilard himself had writ~on up a method f or setting up the chain reaction . 
Later the effort was mado to huvo t ho physicists in tho democracies withhold their 
work from publication , so as t o keep news of it from the Germans. The British 
agreod , but because one man\tscript a lready had boon inadvertently published, the 
French balked . Later , of cou~se , this r osoarch bocamo the top secret of all top 

secrets . 

PROJECT EXPJl.NDS 

The war itself wo.s t o br1ng pressure on the project at this stage . By April 

27th, after t he invasion of Norway, tho Briggs Cornmi ttoo vas ready to recommend 
further action, as tho doubtful Thom~sos among its mombors became much l ess doubtful . 
On }.h y lOth , the very day of t he Gorman invasion of Holland, Belgium and France , tho 
f our chi ef Columbia University scient ist s, Fermt, Szilard, Pegram and Urey , wore 
r eady to plump up for a l argo-scale experiment, that woul d cost anything up to half 

a million dollars . 

And so it became clear that a bigger and better functioning organization was 
needed to take the place of the modest Briggs Committee . Mr. Sachs recommended his 
views to the President, and that was the genesis of the National Research Defense 
Committee under Vannevar Bush, which handled the $2,ooo ,ooo ,ooo and produced the 
atomic bomb . Naturally what this committee accomplished is the main part of the 
story. But before this could be done there had to be a chain of actions, which in 
the field of governili~nt can be as diff icult to assure as in treating the atoms of 
uranium. Genius , fri endship , and patriotism, and in t he President, the intelligence 
to know what it all could mean, had t o combine to get the most original of all 

government projects under way . 

To come back to that anti-Einstein maos meeting in Berlin, indirectly it served 
this country, fabulously, as did the tyranny in Germany and Italy, in bringing us 
the services of great scientists whose joint ef f orts produced the release of atomic 

energy . 

J 
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Atom Scientists Protest 

U.S~ Use of Weapon 

By Dorothy Thompson 

T O my mind one of the most 
important news stories of 
the week was a report 

from Chicago of a luncheon at
tended by 17 scientists who 
worked on creating the atomic 
bomb, and who expressed, in no 
uncertain terms, their indigna
tion at the "tragic use" made of 
the new discovery, and the treat
ment they themselves have since 
been accorded. 

If anyone has a right to advise 
on the use of atomic bomb and has 
the power to back such advice, it 
is the scientists who are res-pon
_sible for the greatest discovery in 
history. 

They know its potentialities, 
for infinite disaster or infinite 
good. They have power, because 
without them secrecy cannot in
definitely be kept; and, secondly, 
progress in this science is unlikely 
without them. 

At this stage, the pure theoreti
cian is still essential; atomic 
science still needs the Galileos 
and Einsteins. There are only a 
handful of men in the world. who 
really, basically, understand 
nuclear physics. 

One of them is Dr. Samuel Alli
son, head of the Institute of Nu
clear Studies at the University of 
Chicago, and one of the men in 
charge of the first atomic bomb 
experiment in New Mexico. Speak· 
ing for all 17 of his colleagues 
at the luncheon-they included 
two Nobel Prize winners, Harold 
C. Urey and Enrico Fermi-Dr. 
Allison said that all considered it 
a "great tragedy" that so impor
tan• a discovery should be re
vealed under such circumstances; 
that they had hoped that by mere
lv demonstrating the bomb on an 
~noccupied island or in Japanese 
ho..ne waters, the war could have 
been ended. 

Dr. Allison vigorously criticised 
the dropping of the second bomb 
on Nagasaki, and he made a strong 
plea that further experimentation 
with atomic science be under
taken, with a view to putting it 
creatively to· work for the welfare 
of mankind, suggesting "some city 
be created or taken over for the 
sole purpose of conducting these 
experiments on a life-size scale" 
-the experiment being to heat 
and operate an entire area by 
atomic energy. 

• • • 
lJr. Allison also protested a situ

ation in which the atomic scien
tists have become virtual prison
ers, at a time when they are 
"m· ing a desperate attempt to 
retun to free research nd inves
tigation, as it was before the ex
periment began .... We have 
been virtually locked up ever 
since." 

F ~ threatened that "if attempts 
are made to continue censorship 
and p ·event free dissemination of 

scientific knowledgE:," the scien• 
tists would, in effect, go on strike. 
"We will begin an elaborate study 
>f th£ colors of butterflies," he 
re. •arked 

He said that, among nuclear sci
..!ntist.. everywhere "there is no 
rea' secret about the atomic bomb. 
Our only secret is the capacity of 
the bomb." 

The 17 scientists in Chicago 
were not the first to utter a pro• 
test. On Aug. 22, Lise Meitner, 
remarkable woman scientists and 
exi1 .. from Berlin, who played a 
decisive role in the whc'e de
vdopment, wrote a short article, 
whic1 was cabled from Stock
holm, where she has done her 
work. 

She said, "When the original re
search began before the war noth· 
ing was farther from our minds 
than the utilization of this energy 
for the manufacture of bombs. 
When the theoretical possibility of 
sue: utilization was discovered, 
!, like any other responsible per• 
son, hoped that its practical real• 

:ion would not be possible. 
• • , The scientist is ever awe
struc}r at the discovery of the laws 
of nature, and to use these laws 
for the construction of weapons 
which might lead to the anni
hilaticn of mankind is blasphemy 
to him. May the first two atom 
bomb~ to have been dropped also 
be the last ones ..•• The energy 
liberated must find application to 
raise the prosper! ty of all na:• , 
tions." ... 

• • • 
A revolt of scientists is serious 

for political and military leaders. 
Science has always been interna
tional, except in times of actual 
warfare. Scientists are looking for 
natural truths, and these have no 
nationality. If a state wants to 
n,onopolize such scientific dis· 
coveries as that of uranium fi~sion, 
it must first cut ' •1e international 
ties of science, and, second, abolish 
all constitutional freedoms for 
scientists. 

There may be those who think 
that is not too high a price for 
power-but they won't get or in· 
crease power that way. For tne 
best scientists won't work in 
chains. The proof of that is that 
the greatest atomic scientists are 
in this country, because they love 
-and need-freedom. 

Scientists should be encouraged 
to speak. They should be en
couraged to tell us, with complete 
candor, what the results are likely 
to be of dropping atomic bombs 
around on land and sea. And at 
least a fraction of the money ~pent 
to discover thr bomb should im• 
mediately be invested to continue 
research into its creative possibil
ities. 

The task of the statesmen, or 
politicians, should be exclusively 
restricted to eliminating forever 
its use for war. 

V. · H. h. -p q{rl lSlt to lrOS lma roves t 
World's Most-Damaged City 
Four Square Miles Leveled by the Atomic 
Bomb-People Reported Dying at Rate of 

100 a Day-Hate for Us Shown 

By W. H. LAWRENCE 
l!y Wlreluo to THI Nzw Yoax Tndu. 

HIROSHIMA, Japan, Sept. 3 Japanese announced that the 
(Delayed)-The atomic bomb still death toll had passed 53,000, an 
is killing Japanese at a rate of 100 increase of 20,000 in the figure re
daily in flattened, rubble-strewn ported Aug. 20 and last Saturday, 
Hiroshima, where the secret and it was predicted the final 
weapon harnessing the power of count would exceed 80,000 dead. 
the universe itself as a destruc- On Aug. 20, the latest date for 
tive agent was used for the first which Japanese official detailed 
time on Aug. 6. statistics are available, the casual-

! was among the first few for- ties were 33,000 dead, 30,000 miss
eigners to reach the site of this ing, 13,960 seriously wounded and 
historic bombing and walked for 43,500 listed as wounded "not 30 
nearly two hours today through seriously." 
streets where the stench of death This accounted for approximate
still pervades and survivors or ly one-third of Hiroshima's pre
relatives of the dead, wearing war population of 343,000, but in 
gauze patches over their mouths, addition it was stated that most of 
still probe among the ruins for the other persons in the city auf
bodies or possessions. fered minor wounds that were not 

This is the world's most dam- considered serious enough for med-, 
aged city, worse than Warsaw or ical treatment in view of the great 
Stalingrad, which held the record shortage of doctors to deal with 
in Europe. Fully four square miles, this disaster. t 
constituting 60 per cent of the Japanese doctors told us they 
city, are absolutely levelled and were helpless to deal with burns 
the houses and building!! in the \caused by the bomb's great flaSh 
rest of the dty are irreparably 
damaged. Continued on Page 4, Colwnn S 

Scientists Fear 
Atom Bomb Race 
81/ the Astoc!ated Preu. 

CHICAGO, Sept. 10.-Secrecy 
regarding the atomic bomb will be 
only a temporary safeguard and 
may initiate a secret armament 
race, 65 University of Chicago pro
fessors and scientists decided to
day, and sought to have President 
Truman obtain a mutual sharing 
of information among the United 
Nations to avert such a conclu
sion. 

In a petition addressed to the 
President, the professors asserted 
"the atomic bomb accentuates an 
already desperate need for world 
unification." 

Atomic Bomb Secret 
Won't Keep, U. S. Told 

I 

By the Associated Pres•. 
WASHINGTON, Sept. 10. - A 

soldier-turned-lawmaker said to
day the secret of the atomic bomb 
.should be passed on to the World 
Security Council to strengthen its 
hand in maintaining peace. 

Rep. John E. Lyle <D., Tex.), 
who was elected to Congress while 
fighting the Nazis, disagrees with 
Sen. Tom Connally CD., Tex.) on 
that matter. Mr. Connally, chair
man of the Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committee, said Saturday he 
thought the United States should 
retain the secret but provide the 
.security council with bombs and 
an adequate air force. 

"We would be stupid to think we 
could keep this secret to our
selves," Mr. Lyle said. "It is m
evltable that other nations will 
work out the answer. ,.,. •, no 
monopoly on scient' 

British Bar Baring 
Atom Bomb Secret 
1111 tht Un.ited Press. \ J 

LONDON, Sept. 10.-Great 
~ritain took a firm stand today 
against any discussion of the 
future control of the atomic bomb 
at the Big Five Council of Foreign 
Ministers opening here tomorrow. 

Foreign Commissar V. M. Molo
tov of Russia arrived by plane to
day for the meeting of the Council 
established at Potsdam to set the 
eourse toward the final peace set
IJ.ements and maintain liaison 
among the United Nations gov
ernments. 

Mr. Molotov arranged a pre
eonference meeting with British 
Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin for 
tomorrow morning. Mr. Bevin 
wa.s seeing Georges Bidault of 
P'ra.nce and Wang Shih Chieh of 
China. later today. Secretary of 
State James F. Byrnes was due at 
Southampton on the Queen Eliza
beth in time for the first formal 
1ession tomor.J"ow. 

An official British spokesman 
revealed Britain's opposition to ' 
taking up the future of the atomic 
bomb at the conference. He ex
pressed surprise at a London Star 
dispatch saying that Russia. France 
and China would present a request 
to share the atomic secret when 
the council opened. 

.. 
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VISIT To HIROSHIMA in some ways more powerful. Itl2,600-foot naval fighter plane strip, and to talk with the city'a resi- ~ 
~ppeared that most of the build- into which Captain Magnan made dents As we walked along I chat-

mgs. of Nagasaki disintegrated, an overwater approach, slamming ted ....;ith the lieutenant from Sac-

SHOWS VAST RUIN leavmg no rubble t? mark the dam- on the brakes almost as soon as ramento and Dr. Taira. Neither 

aged a~ea. Only m a few places the wheels of the big bomber was in Hiroshima at the time the 

were ~1les of stone, steel, galva- touched the ground. We stopped bomb exploded but came to the 

Continued From Page 1 
nized Iron and_ wood, t_ypical of barely fifty feet short of stone city to aid the relief work a few 

bomb damage m any c1ty. obstacles that would have wrecked hours after the blast 

~lthough our Japanese naval our plane at the _edge of t~e fiel~. Dr. Taira said s~aring burns 

or with the other physical ailments gmdes from ~ure, who sho~ed us y.te were the first Amencans m were the principal cause f death 

caused by the bomb. Some said through the c1ty, told us without this battered Japa.nese naval base . . 
0 

~hey thought that all who had been emotion that the residents of Hiro- and the surprised airfield staff ~~d InJUrY· d.H; tJ:~h~ght f 08\ 1 of 

In Hiroshima that day would die shima hated Americans, whom gaped at our big plane as it rolled e peop e Ie WI m a rae on 

as a result of the bomb's lingering they regarded as the cruelest peo- to a stop. We explained our mis- ofi~ s~~ond. He co:bar~~ the burns 

effects. pie in the world, this party of war sion to them and they found two w ose caus~ Y ~ overuse 

They told us that persons who correspondents and photographers battered Ford automobiles that of X-ray. He said h_e be~Ie_ved the 

had been only slightly injured on attached to the United States stra- carried the reporters to the r?~r\ th~~ th~ radiOactivity ere

the day of the blast lost 86 per cent tegie Air Forces-the outfit that bombed-out granite headquarters a e Y e omb would. make 

of their white blood corpuscles, de- dropped the bomb-was able to of the naval base some miles away. ster~le th~se who were not ~lled. 

veloped temperatures of 104 de- walk at will through the streets Japanese officers served tea to J?Iscussmg the dest~uct10n of 

grees Fahrenheit, th~ir hair began without being molested. the correspondents, _who sat be- wh1te blood corpuscles 1~ the h~

t? drop out, they lost their appe- A 22-year-old . American-born neat~ the covered dnveway of the man b?dy, the doctor sa1d he dtd 

btes, vomited blood and finally Japanese naval lieutenant inter- bmldmg entrance wh1le Col. Ches- not th:mk that a st~y of a few 

died. preter, With whom I walked ter W. Colothorp of the Far East hours m the blasted c1ty would at-

The bomb fell about 8:15 A. M. stopped persons on the streets fo~ Air Force and Lieut. Col. John R. feet newcome~s. _ 

on a clear day, just after the "all us to. ask them whether they had McCrary of_ the Strategi? Air After walkmg through the c1ty 

clear" signal ending an air raid been m the city the day the bomb For_ce went ms1de to explam our for about two hours we were ~&ken 

alert had been sounded, and many fell. A deaf old man, recognizing desires to the Japanese naval com- to a modern ~ndamaged b~.ulding 

of Hiroshima's residents were in us as Americans, came up and mander. on the outskirts, where m the 

the streets when the sky above shook hands with each of us and They were received by Vice Ad- paneled former board room of. the 

them was lighted by a brilliant made the sign of the Cross to t.ell mira! Masao Kanazawa, five feet Eastern Oriental Manufacturing 

flash that seared everything be- us that he_ was a Christian. four inches tall, English-speaking Company, motorcrcle manu_factur

low it. Through the mterpreter he told us former spokesman of the Japanese ers, we were received by H1rokunl 

Most of the deaths and destruc- his fa.nil.y had perished in the Naval Ministry, whose first words Dazai, who controlled the "Though.t 

tion occurred in a fraction of a raid. were: "It is all finished; it is Police" in the Hiroshima prefec- 1 

second, although fires smoldered Our Interpreter, who asked us good!" ture. The "Thought Police" are 

for more than a day in the ruins not to insist that he give us his. Smiling and joking, the admiral similar to the Gestapo in Nazi Ger

of wooden and stone houses name, said that he was born in spoke without apparent bitterness many or the NKVD in the Soviet 

crumpled inward. Bodies of men, Sacramento, Calif., and that his of the sad fate of the Japanese Union. 

women and children were thrown father still lived in the United Navy, pointing outside his window Dazai, who had returned to 

about the streets and the cries of States. He came to Japan with his to the anchorages where twisted Hiroshima from Tokyo forty min

the terrified wounded filled the mother about ten years ago and wrecked battleships, aircraft car- utes before the bomb exploded, pro

air. lives in Kure, battered Japanese riers and cruisers lay in ruins from vided the official casualty statis-

A witness of the bombing said naval base. the attacks of Navy and Army tics and gave us an account of 

"everything had bee~ scorched ~o y.r~ walked past large granite fli~rs. H~ said no_ big _combat what happened _to him. 

t?e ground, _eyeryth1~g }hat still bmldings _from which stone frag- sh1p remamed operat10nal m Kure He was w~armg a white gauze 

lived was _waiting to dte. ment.s still were dropping and and that only about ten destroy- bandage around his head. He said 

So terrible was the blast that peered inside a roofless stone struc- ers were fit for sea .duty. he had suffered a slight wound 

every wo~~ed perso:r:t ~hought he ture that serves as the emergency Felt Twelve Miles Away when his house collapsed upon him 

had b_een h1t by an in~1V1dual bomb, headquarters for three banks, to . . and his family. His wife was 

and ~t was not until hours later which an imperial messenger had He sa1~ that although Kure 1s knocked unconscious but his two 

that 1t was recogruzed that a new just delivered relief funds for twelve mtles from H1rosh_1ma he children were only scratched. 

weapon _o~ undrea~ed of power had which residents were standi~g in ha~ felt the ternble exp~os10n. . He said he had not noticed the 

been utihzed agamst them. line. It felt like a great wmd, whtch airplanes overhead and that the 

W~ were told that the bomb de- Surprisingly, the street cars made the ~.rees of_ Kure sway back great flash that arced through 

scended by parachute from three which were not burned out, still and forth,_ he sa1d_- . the sky was his first knowledge 

Superfortresses and had exploded operate and Japanese riding on The adn11ral prov1~ed two Bmcks that a bomb had fallen. He said 

about_ 150 feet above the ground. them looked out with more curl- and a_ Ford ll:nd asstgne~ English- he had believed hundreds of bombs 

Wh1le the Jap_a:r:te_se . still are osity than hostility at the tall white speakmg officers, the mterpreter had fallen when he felt the blast. 

st~ggered by the ~mtu~.l 1mJ?act of men in Army uniforms, studying from Sacramento and ~ Japanese It was Dazai who sent the first 

th1s weaJ?on ~nd. 1ts h~germg ef- the devastation their country had naval surgeo~, Dr .. Ta1r_a, to ac- report of the new bomb to Tokyo. 

fects, thel.T scientists still have not caused company us mto Htroshtma. We His report undoubtedly played a 

figured out whether the blast will · drove through ruins of Kure's major role in the emperor's deci-

have continuing harmful effects Some Bodies Still in Ruins urban district, 46 per cent de- sion four days later to advise the 

upon all who live in Hiroshima. It was a chilly drizzly day but strayed by a Superfortress incen- United Nations that Japan was 

T~ey _ alread~ have banned the hundreds were ~oving amid the diary ra1d on July 2, and_ moved willing to ?ccept the Potsdam dec

drmk~ng of c1ty water because of rubble, from which most of the swiftly along _a paved _highw~y, laration if he could keep his job. 

che~mca! changes caused by the bodies had been removed and ere- the stdes of whtc?. were lmed wtth Dazai said great fires kept relief 

radiOactive rays of the bomb, and mated, but a few still remain, giv- boxe~ of ammumt10n, shells, crat- parties out of the central part of 

the! _ask~d us whether we thought ing off the awful, sickening odor ed a1~plane motors and other war the city for hours and interfered 

res1dmg m the bombed area would of death. supphes. that had been moved out with land transport, including 

be harmful. Even the trees were killed by of the city_ for safe~y. ::ailways, so that it was a~most 

U. S. Scientists Plan Study the bomb. Birds that looked like On 8; slippery btt of ro~d our Impossible to move doctors m or 

. buzzards perched on the torn lea!- car sktdded and crashed mto a take patients out. 1 

We told them that we dtd. not less limbs. ' crated motor and bounced off it We asked him his opinion of the 

~ow _but that a party of Amencan Nobody was smiling. The patient into another but none of the corre- use of this type of bomb. He re

scientists, who had worked on de- long-suffering Japanese who be~ spondents was injured. plied that he believed we had in 

velopment o~ the _bomb, soon wo~ld lieved they were Winning the war On arriving in Hiroshima the our possession the ability to de-\ 
come to Hiroshima to study 1t~ up to the very day the Emperor party of Americans split up to stroy every living thing of the 

e~fect's and to make recommenda- announced he had surrendered walk through the piles of debris civilization established by the gods. I 
tlons. . . moved slowly and quietly through J 

[America!). ll:tom1~ bomb ex- the streets to carry out their per-
perts have arrived m Japan to sonal business. There is no work · 
chec~ the_ effects of the bombs for them here, except in cleaning , 
on Hiroshima and Na~asa11i, an up, and, as in all Japanese •cities, 
American Broad~stmg Com- there is little to eat. 
pany correspondent reported In the rubble of destroyed stone 
Tuesday from Japan. He quo~ed and wooden houses we saw, occa
one of the experts as saymg sionally an unbroken bottle of 
that "effects of the bomb could sake th~t somehow had survived 
well disi~tegrate the white cor- the blast, 'but nobody seemed to be 
puscles m the human blood drinking. 
stream," but that . Japanese re- A visit to Hiroshima is an expe
ports that emanations from the rience to leave one shaken by the 
bomb_e~ area damaged the health terrible, incredible sights. Here is 
of_ VISitors three weeks later the final proof of what the me
might be exaggerated.) chanica! and scientific genius of 
Of Hiroshima's pre-war popula- America has been able to accom

tion of 343,000 we were told that plish in war through the invention 
about 120,000 lived in the rubble of the airplane, especially the B-29 
of the city and its suburbs. Most Superfortress' and the atomic bomb 
of these have suffered injuries and It should be the last evidence need- . 
it has been noted that those who ed to convince any doubter of the 
spent more than a few hours in need to retain and perfect our air 
the bombed area daily suffer offense and defense lest the fate I 
from severe headaches a!ld general of Hir?shima be ::epeated in Ind!-
physical disorders. It 111 not be- anapolls or Washmgton or Detr01t 
lieved that a stay of a few hours or New York. 
will affect a person. Three Japanese newspaper men 

As a war correspondent in Eu- who interviewed us wanted to know 
rope and the Pacific I have never the role of the atomic bomb in 
looked upon such scenes of death future warfare. We told them it 
and destruction. It was enough to was our purpose as one of the 
take your breath away when stand- United Nations to make certain 
lng in the center of the area where that peace is maintained through· 
the bomb fell. You could see no- out the world. 
thing but rubble and the seared This has been the most unusual 
walls of a few earthquake-proof press trip this correspondent has 
buildings that remained upright. ever participated in. We took off 

Steel was twisted and tile was about 8 o'clock this morning from 
burned into dust. The wood was the Atsugi airfield near Tokyo in 
charred and torn into small trag- The Headliner, a Flying Fortress, 
rnents. Air-raid shelters were piloted by Capt. Mark Magnan of 
crushed in. Milwaukee, and flew through foul 

The damage in Hiroshima is weather and dangerous mountain 
greater than that in Nagasaki, ranges toward Kure. Just over 
which I saw from a low level in Kure there was an opening in the 
an airplane, but there were indica- clouds and we were able to get 
tiona that the Nagasaki bomb was down low enough to spot a short 

Big Medical Supply 
Given Hiroshima 
By the AS&octa.ted Preu. I J 

SAN FRANCJ:SCO, Sept. 10.
An American Investigation team 
has given the atomic bollfbing 
Yictlms of Hiroshima 12 tons of 
medical supplies, Col. Sum, chief 
of the American military govern
ment sanitation division, was 
quoted as having disclosed to the 
~Agency in Japan today. 



• THE NEW YORK TIMES, TUESDAY, SEP_.:.T..=E_._M::..:.B_.:.E_R_l.....:.l,.----19_45_. ______ _ ATOMIC BOMB SITE: AT THE PROVING GROUND FOR THE POWERFUL EXPLOSIVE TEACHER-BROTHERS 
AIDED ATOM BOMB 

Wade Commends High-School 
Instructors, Whose Work on 

Project Remains Secret 

Two brothers, both teachers onl leave from their posts in the New York City schools, were honol'ed yesterday for their work on the atomic bomb project. In a brief ceremony in his office at 110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, Superintendent of Schools John E. Wade told Milton and Harold Goldberg that the Board of Education "takes pardonable pride in the fact that you are teachers in the public school system." 
In 1942, when Harold, 32 years old, a teacher of physics at Brook. lyn Technical High School, and Milton, 34, who taught the same subject at Haaren High School, applied for leaves, they could explain only that "it was for an important wartime project." Even yesterday, when the nature of their emergency job was made public, their specific contribution to it was still secret. However, Prof. John Dunning of Columbia University, one of the scientists in charge of the atomic research said: "The Goldbergs had, from their past expe:·ience, a unique background, vital to the carrying through of atomic energy plans." The brothers were graduated from City College and did graduate work at Columbia University, where they specialized in nuclear research. Since 1935 they have been associated at various times 

ht . .,..,. 
. 

.. ..... ~: . • ·- • .... with . the c_olumbia physicists in 

.• ,,w;,.;"""h . 
.rf•• 

· , ~ atom1c stud1es. They are unmar-
Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, chief of the Manhattan Engineering District, walks over the scorched eart.h at Alamog~rdo, New Mexico,. which ~~e3~ :f:,~ ~~~~~\~~eifr~~~er at 

was crystallized by the detonation of the test missile prior to its being used against the Japanese. At left 1s what rernams of the foundations of Scheduled to 'return to their 
the tower from which the bomb was dropped. 

classroom duties in January, the brothers are undecided about their futures. They explained yesterday ATOMIC BOMB AID WINS 'E' that they would like to continue their atomic research, but that Nine Companies Associated With they felt also .that teachers have 

A soldier holds a piece of crystallized sand 
Associated Press Wlrephotoa 

. d an extremely rmportant post-war Oak R1dge Base Honore job, since "the only hope for world 
peace is through education.'' Special to THJ: NEW YoRK TIM IS, D W d · h · t • t th WASHINGTON, Sept. 10- r. a e, m IS gree mg 0 e . brothers, said: Twenty-seven more compames "You have played an immeasurhave won the Army-Navy . award able part in bringing to an end this for excellence in war production. most horrible of all wars and in Nine of the awards went to com- bringing victory to our arms. You 1 · ted with the con- have served your country and all pan es associa mankind as few other men have struction or operation of the Clin- had the opportunity or the qualifiton Engineer Works, huge indus- cations to do." • trial base at Oak Ridge, Tenn., 

which had a leading part in the 
development of the atomic bomb. 
These companies were Carbide and 
Carbon Chemicals Corporation, 
Clinton Laboratories, Fercleve 
Corporation, H. K. Ferguson Com-
pany, Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc., 
J. A. Jones Construction Com-pany, Inc., Kellex Corporation, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation and Tennessee East-
man Corporation. \ The other recipients of today's awards were: 
highp itch-
All American Aviation, Inc., manufacturtna: dJvJslon, Wilmington, Del. 
~~~te;!a~t~~~:·~~~~·aux'b~ft,~e~,::r:, ¥!.'1~; N.Y. 
~r:~:io" r.t~~U~~~c;lor8o· .. N:~. Yg{:nt, Ntarara. Falls. N.Y. 
GameweH Co., Newton, Man. Harshaw Chemical Co., Area 0, Brooklyn plant, Cleveland. Hooker ElectrochemJcaJ Co , aptclal materials 
Tg~·~incf.1al~J• pf~J~cta co , Ceramic' plant, Tonawanda, N. Y. Newark Wire Cloth Co .. Newark. N. J . Oberdorfer Foundries, Inr. Syracuae. N. Y. Odin Stove Manufacturing Co .. Erie, Pa. Prescott Wilson. Inc .. New York plant. Fnnk G. Schenult Rubber Co., Baltimore. 
~~~~~:~~nr0J\~~frl~\11t,s1.:l~i'lo:r'1:fo~.yncllnton, 
JJ:l:~~ L. Thompson Mfr. Co.. Waltham. 
w~r'k":hop Associates. Ntwton Hlllllanda, Mass. 

• 
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64 EDUCATORS ASK 
ATOM DATA SHARING 
Members of the University 

of Chicago Staff Sign 

Petition to Truman 

Special to T>U: NEW YoRK TIMBS. 

CHICAGO, Sept. 9--A recom-

J nendation that the United States 

•hare the secret of the atomic 
oomb with other nations in a. ges
ture of confidence has been sent to 

President Truman in the form of a 
petition signed by sixty-four mem

bers of the fac\J.lty and research 
Jcientists of the University of 
::::hicago, it was disclosed today. 

The signers did not include such 
leaders in the university's atomic 
research wt>rk as Dr. Robert M. 
Hutchins, chancellor; Dr. Arthur 
Holly Compton, Nobel Prize winner 
and dean of the division of phyical 
sciences, and Dr. Samuel K . Alli
son, Professor of Physics, who has 
been appointed head of the new 
Institute for Nuclear Study. 

"Our country has shown its 
strength in war," the petition 
stated. "Now, in peace, it can 
show its generosity and, where 
need be, its penitence." The time 
also had come, it was added, for 
the United States to show its 
"wisdom," "magnanimity" and 
"constructive daring." 

Hit at "Temporary Safeguard" 

"Secrecy concerning the atomic 
bomb is a temporary safeguard 
against frightful dangers," the I 
petition declared. "Yet, if we at
tempt, probably vainly, to main
tain the secret for long we thereby 
reveal and encourage unfaith in 
the United Nations and appear to 
initiate a secret armament race,' 
F- e-eminence in which could only 
be determined by sudden war, pre
sumably catastrophic to both sides 
but giving a probable advantage to 
the aggressor or to the country 
with the most dispersed industry 
and population. • 

"If we could secure mutual shar
ing of information among the 
United Nations, a new basis of 
confidence and real security might 
be a t tained. We ask the Govern
ment to seek-through national 
and international investigation, 
adequately financed- for a more 
hopeful and statesmanlike plan 
concerning the atomic bomb than 
mere persistence in secrecy." 

The petition urged that America 
speed coal, food, clothing and other 
necessities to Europe and Asia 
"even at the cost of American dis
comfort and continued rationing." 
It also urged that "plain Japanese 
citizens shall encounter more hu
manity and Jess rancor and racial 
antipathy than the past might 
lead them to anticipate." 

Signers of the Petition 

The signers of the petition were 
the following: 

James L . Adams, David S. Anthony, 

~
gustine 0 . Allen, William B. 

lakemore Jr., J oseph C. Bowe, 
erome Brewer, A. M. Brues, George 
arlson, Harvey Carlson, Mary M. 
ailey, Fred Eastman, Ha rold B. 
ans Miriam F inkel , Raymond 

lnltle' Melvin Friedman, F . L. Fried
an Winfred E. Garrison, M. Gins-

Eg, L. A. Greenblatt, Charles 
rtshorne, David R. Hill, Wllburg 
ts . 

Also, Leonard I . Katzln, Truman P. 
J(ohman, Wil ton M. Krogman, H er
miLn Lisco, Francis McMahon. Wm
~ton M. Ma nning, Ralph Ma rcus, 
Richard M. Martin, Robert Maurer, 
:f'l'orm!Ln Modine, R. J. Moon, Hans 
J . Morgenthau, Charles Morris,. Theo
dore J. Neubert, James H . Nichols, 
William P. Norris, Victor Obenha'!s , 
Alfred Pfanstlehl, Dallas B. Phemis
ter C Ladd Prosser, William Rubin
Ben', George Sacher, John Sada~skis. 

Also, R. P. Schuman, Benjamm F. 
Scott Michael Shandor, Francis R. 
Shonka Eric Simmons, Henry C. 
Simons: J . A. Simpson Jr., Lawrence 
Steefel, Ellis R. Steinberg, Reginald 
Stephenson, George Svlkla, Ralph W. 
Tyler, Henry N. W1~man , Amos N. 
Wilder Daniel D. Williams. John A. 
Wilsor{, N. Wood, Sewall Wright and 
W . H . Zachariasen. 

STRABOLGI ASKS ATOM USE 

Bids Foreign Ministers Agree

Fears du Pont Monopoly 

By Wireless to TKZ NEW YORK TIMES. 

LONDON, Sept. 9-The Council 
of Foreign Ministers, which opens 
its meeting here Tuesday, should 
agree on using ••,e secret of the 
atomic bomb, Lord Strabolgi said 
tonight. He claimed there was a 
"pull baker, pull devil" struggle in 
the United States because certain 
interests want all secrets and pat
ent rights turned over to the du 

• Pont chemical firm. 
"If these commercial interests ' 

had their way," Lord Strabolgi 
· continued, "it would raise the most 
: difficult situation for all the other 
· interested parties, including this 

country." 

--
~MEXICO NATIONALIZES 
· DEPOSITS OF URANIUM 
l 

' .J 
Spect&l to TRI NEW You Tn.u:s. 

MEXICO CITY, Sept. 12-The 
Ministry of National Economy 

; today issued a deere~ nationa~i~ing 
' all deposits of uramum, actmmm 

and other radioactive minerals that 
' could be used in atomic bombs. 
! The newspaper No-vedades said 
1 the Ministry had verified ~e e~
: istence of uranium deposits m 
; Chihuahua, Durango and Guerrero. 
l Geologists, it added, have been sent 
& to those states to investigate the 
: extent of the deposits. 

The Ministry said the decree was 
1 prompted by the "surprising 1:1se 
1 of radioactive substances, which 
1 must in the future be used for the 
: general welfare of mankind." 

REGINA, S;;Wept. 12 (Cana
dian Press) - A source of uranium, 
without which there would have 
been no atom bomb, lies undevel-

. oped in northern Saskatchewan, 
, north, officials of the Resources 
: Department said today. 

A deposit of pitchblel!de, from 
~ which uranium is obtamed, w~s 
. discovered by Joseph Erringt~~ m 
: July, 1935. Federal ~eophysiCISts 
: examined the find durmg the sum
l mer and reported their findings to 

'Ottawa. --------
GEN. GROVES GETS D. S. M. 

· Chief of Atomic Bomb Project 

Cited for Part in Ending War 

WASHINGTON, Sept. 12 <U.P.l
. Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, offic':r 
. in charge of the atomic. b~mb ;proJ

ect received the Disbngmshed 
· Se~vice Medal today for achieve

ments "of unfathomable impor
. tance to the future of the nation 

and the world." 
In presenting the medal, Secre

tary of War Henry L. Stim~on 
said it was a very rare occasiOn 
when the work of a single officer 
has so much to do with ending a 
war. 

The citation said that Genera~ 
Groves coordinated, administered 
and controlled the development of 
the atomic bomb. · 

"He accomplished his task with 
such outstanding success,'' the 
citation said, "that in an amazing
ly short time the Manhat.tan En
gineer District solved thi~ prob
lem of staggering compleXIty, de
feating the Axis powers in the 
race to produce an ins.t~ument 
whose peacetime potentlahtles are 
no less marvelous than its wartime 
application is awesome." 

Truman Order P~ohibits Sale 

1
, . 01 'Atomic' Deposit Resources 

M. . d L ll-t. 
rnrng an Removal Rights on All Public 

Landa Are Reserved to U.S. Regardless 

of Leases and Licenses Issued 

Special to THI Nxw You TIMES. 

. WASHINGTON, Sept. 13-Pres- all public lands of the United 
ident Truman acted today to pro- st t 

. teet American sources of materials a es, including Alaska, which 

. for the atomic bomb by issuing an contain deposits of radioactive 

: executive order withdrawing from mineral substances, and all de

: sale all public lands that contain posits of such substances are 

: radio-active minerals. hereby withdrawn from sal~ and 

The order would prevent also all other forms of disposal under 
the sale of such minerals taken th b 
from public lands and reserves to e P~ ~ic-land laws, including 

· the United States the right to the mmmg laws, and reserved 

• "mine and remove" these minerals for use of the United States. 

• from any public land occupied un- (2) ~o. far as not in conflict with 
1 der leases, licenses or other au- ex1stmg law, all lands in the 

: thorizations granted in the future. United States, its territories or 
1 Al.though the order specifically possessions, heretofore acquired 

- applles to lands in the public b:y: the United States which con

I domain, it is understood that the tam deposits of radio-active 

- policy of the Government, by ap- mi~eral substances owned by the 

- propriate procedure, is to bring un- Umted States are hereby re-

• der its control all lands that pro- s.erved from sale, and all leases, 

1 duce the materials for the atomic llcenses, or other authorizations 

bomb, and it has been indicated in of whatever kind hereafter 

'• official circles that agreements granted to occupy or use such 

- have been negotiated with other lands, shall reserve to the United 
1 countries that would protect such ~tates the right, at any and all 

t minerals from falling into the ttmes to enter upon such lands 

- hands of nations that might mis- and mine and remove such 
1 use them. mineral substances; and. all such 

~ At the same time, Maj. Gen. lan?s hereafter acquired by the 

Leshe R. Groves, who directed the Umted States shall become sub

:~. job of developing the c.tomic in- ject to provisions of this para

. strument for offensive purposes, graph under their acquisition· 
1 predicted to a news conference Provided, that no reservatio~ 

· that it would be "a number of under this paragraph shall inter

' decades" before the energy of the fere with the use of the lands 

· atom bomb was harnessed for any established or indicated by any 

: beneficial peacetime civilian use. Act of Congress. 
President Truman's order ha.r- HARRY S. TRUMAN 

: ~essing all atomic mineral sources Scientists De t d ' 
mto Government control came as cora e 
no surprise. It had been rumored White House issuance of the 

· for days that the step would be President's order was without com-

1 undertaken as a means of keeping ment. It happened to coincide with 

· the means if not the secret of the the conference prediction of Gen

atomic bomb out of the hands of era! Groves at which Secretary of 

those who might, conceivably, use the Navy Jam.es . V. ~orrestal pre

it against the policy of this or sented the Distmgmshed Service 

: other Governments. Medal to Commodore William s. 
Parsons who represented the Navy 

TEXT 0~ TRUMAN'S ORDER in development of the atomic bomb 

The President's order, calculated In addition to decorating Com~ 

· to safeguard the secret as well as modore Parsons, Mr. Forrestal 

the s~mrces of supply, read: presented Distinguished Civilian 

: BJ: virtue of the authority vested Service Awards to Dr. Ross Gunn 

.m me as President of the Unit- and Dr. Philip H. Abelson of the 

ed States. it is hereby ordered Naval Research Laboratory for 

as follows: their scientific contributions to the 
( 1) Subject to valid existing rights, splitting of the atom. 

WOULD (JUA~D ATOM BOMB 

Sumners Bill Calls for Death for 
~evealing Its Secret 

WASHINGTON, Sept. 11 (JP)

Legislation providing the death 
penalty for divulging atomic bomb 
secrets to foreign powers was in
troduced today by Representative 
Ha~ton W. Sumners of Texas, 
chairman of the House Judiciary 
Committee. 
. "Some safeguard to protect our 
Interests . sho~Jd be taken pending 
~ determmat10n of policy," he said. 
Everybody is discussing what we 

should do about this terrible weap
on . . We ha:ve invesetd $2,000,000,-
000 m public funds in it. We have 
in it the world's most powerful 
force, yet with all this talking we 
may be letting the secret out be
for~ we formally determine what 
policy we should adopt." 

--------------------------~--------------------.1 
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Atomic Bomb Responsibilities 
Resolving of Problem in Relation to Peace 
Is Linked to Moral Leadership of America ·. 

By HANSON w. BALDWIN I I 
Five weeks ago the first atomic ;t will be ehded quickly-thus sav· the United Nations Organiza

bomb ever used in warfare was ing many lives at the expense ot a tion, better poliLical stabiliza
dropped on Hiroshima, Japan. relative f_ew, as in ~e case of Ja- tion of the world, determination 

In that five weeks the war has pan-;-or m the ultul!-a.te _case by of some of the outstanding 
, . . . malnng war so annihtlatmg and problems left from the war and 

ended, reconversiOn IS well started, terrible that it will be made im- progressive steps for the world-
! troops are pouring back from over- possible. wide limitation of armaments. 
· seas, some political problems-in- Regardless of the validity of (2) Immedi-ate proposals for the 
' tern a tional and domestic -have these arguments, in the mind of world-wide abolition of conscrip
. been at least tentatively resolved, many foreigners and of ~ consider- tion. 

and the American public is gradu- able . number of AmerJcans, the (3) Immediate proposals for 
· ally readjusting itself to the new atomiC bon:b ~as not<_ only a ~r~- world-wide limitations, even at 

dynamics of peace. m ndous sc1entJftc achievement, 1l high levels, of national armies, 
But nothing has been done about marl:<ed the end. of the moral lead- navies and air forces. 

the atomic bomb. ershlp of Amenca. (4) Rapid determination of the 
The great surge of public awe, of It is possible. that this ~s a mis- size of the armed forces to be 

. overwhelming interest and inter- taken conclus10n; c.:ertamly our made available to the United Na
national concentration has slack- leaders are earnest men who pon- lions Organization a..1d deter-

. ened; the iron of public opinion, d~red long a~d seri?usly t_he ter- mination of the exact role of the 
which was malleable, is settling r1ble alternatives With wh1ch. t~e military staff committee; the 
now into the cold mould of the old bomb confronted them. But 1t IS strengthening of both and a pro
order. What was needed to accom- certain that the United States, gressive internationalization of 
pany the atomic bomb was some which has won by far the materiel both as rapidly as possible; and 
action in the political and moral supremacy of the world, which to- the opening of the armed forces 
and psychological fields as dra- day is incompara.bly _the world's at the disposal of the United 
malic and as tremendous as the most powerful nat10n, IS not equal- Nations to international enlist
achievement of atomic fission. ly the world leader in the moral, ment. 
That no such action has yet been political and psychological fields. (5) Elimination of the veto power 
taken is the world's loss-and We have, it is true, pressed the in the voting procedure of the 
America's loss. cause for international collabora- Security Council of the United 

For the truth is that the United tion. But this is not enough; since Nations Organization. 
States has sacrificed its moral S&h Francisco the atomic bomb has (6) Eventual proposals for the out
leadership of the world. Actually changed the world as we knew it, Iawing of the atomic bomb. 
the first use of the atomic bomb We helped to achieve, with the These proposals might embody a 
did not mark the end-it is to be atomic bomb, the aim of winning mutual agreement on the part 
hoped ~e temporary end-{)f that the war, but we did not go beyond of all signatories not to utilize 
leadership. The mass bombmg of the war to enlist atomic fission in atomic fission for war purposes 
~u~o~~an ci~ies, miscalled "pre- the winning of the peace. except in retaliation. When 
CISJOn_ bombmg but actually area The first great psychological such an agreement has been 
bombm~ m 1ts effect_s,_ :-vas JUSt surge of mixed fear and hope- made, and when and if the 

, as ternble for the CIVIlian men , fear that man had at last created United Nations Organization has 
women and children killed and a Frankenstein monster hope that been strengthened and the above 
wounded _as for those blasted by at last wars might be ~nded-has P~~ram realized, at least in 
the atom1c bomb. passed and therefore the key mo- P , the secret o~ the manu!ac-

The f1re attacks upon Japanese ment i~ one but it is not erha 8 lure of the atom1c bomb m1ght 
. cities burned people _to death ful~y too late ~0 ~nunciate a stiteme~t be ~ransmitted t~ the United 
, as Irrevocably as . did the atomiC of rinci les and desires to be Nat10ns OrganizatiOn . 
. bomb. The atom1c bomb had a reised a~d fou ht for . Any such program as the above 

quantitative advantage in death p W h g b th t f' IS fraught With difficulties SO 

1 
and annihilation; more people were .e av~ may e, re~ 0 

1
1ve great that no easy accomplishment 

killed more burned more homes yeaxs-per aps more, per aps ess can be possible and our best ef
: destr~yed, but actu~lly the moral -before the secret o_f the manu- forts may be doomed to failure. 
, principle involved in its use was facture of the atolTilc bomb _be- But we must make those effort!! 
· no different from that established comes more or less ~orld-Wlde. nevertheless if the United State~ 
. a thousand times before in the war. They should be years . Wisely used, is to compensate for what in the 
1 for ~he opportun1ty Will not knock eyes of much of the world is it~ 

1\-loral Aspect :stressed agam. decline of moral leadership. 
It may be argued with perfect Program Is Suggested We must make those efforts. 

· validity that the Germans and the too, for the interest of man. Not 
· Japanese started the evil practices, _As a start, the progra_m that to prevent man's annihilation, or 
· and that there is no crime worse n:ught gu~de son~e of_ our mterna- the end of civilization, for neither 

than war itself. It may also be bona! acl!ons might mclude: is impending, but to prevent man's 
· argued that it is futile to try to (1) Retention for the time being reversion to the Dark Ages and 
· make war moral; in fact that - at least for several years-{)f the spiritual, mental and political 
' there is a certain humanity about the secrets of the atomic bomb, loss of all that our material prog-

trying to make it so horrible that pending the strengthening of ress has made possible. 
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U. S. ATOM BOMB SITE 
. BELIES TOKYO TALES 

U S ATOM BOMB SITE report just recieved by General ment of the bomb; Prof. Kenneth 
1 1 Groves from Brig. Gen. Thomas F. T. Bainbridge of Harvard Univer-

BELIES TOKYO A 
Farrell, llis next in command, who sity, who was in charge of the his-T LES is no~ in Ja_Pan. with a group of toric test e~ploslon that gave t~e 
Amencan scientists to study the go-ahead signal for the atomic 
effects of the bombs on the scene. bombings of Hiroshima and Naga-

Continued From Page 1 The studies of the American sci- saki; Dr. Victor R. Weisskopf, the-
1 ----- enlists are still in the preliminary 01·etical physicist of the Univer-

Range earth over a radius of 800 yards stage, General Groves stated. But sity of Rochester (N. Y .); Prof. ,1Tests on New Mexico 
Confirm That Blast, and 

Not Radiation, Took Toll 

from the center. he added that, according to Gen- Robert F. Bacher of Cornell Uni-
It gave mute testimony of the eral Farrell, Japanese sources now versity, Dr. Richard W. Dodson, 

enormous temperatures developed admitted that eleven days after the radiochemist of Pasadena, Calif.; 
at the split instant of the explo- bomb had pulverized Hiroshima Dr. Louis H. Hempelmann, radi
sion, fusing ~he earth for a radius the radiation there was m~ch ologist of St. Louis, Mo.; Dr. J. G. 

By WILLIAlf L. L<\.URENCE of 1,200 feet into a green, glass- less than the tolerance ~?se, which Hoffman of Buffalo,. and Major 
lil•e coating resembling fine J·ade. means, he added, that you could John Ferry, radiOlogist, of Oak 

Special to THE NEW Yor.K TrMr.!IS. li th f " R · d T 

A
TOMIC BOMB RANGE, New It told of the enormous pressure ve ere orever. I ge, enn. 

that had compressed the earth be- ~ost of the casualties in Hiro-
. Mexico, Sept. 9 (Delayed)-This low it over an area of 400 yards shu~~:a, these J.apanese sources now·t---------------, 
· historic ground in New Mexico, into a giant bowl that reached a adnnt, accord.mg to General Far-

scene of the first atomic explosion depth of twenty-five feet. rell, were owmg t(> the blast and 
1
0
n earth and cradle of a n'llw era It showed that by far the rna- ~ts consequen~ collaps~ ot build-

jorit~ of deaths within the radius mgs and flyrng debris and to 1 

,in civilization, gave the most ef- of the explosion's effectiveness had burns from radiant heat and sub-
\fective answer today to Japanese been caused by the tremendous sequent fires. By far the majority 
propaganda that radiations were power of the blast and by the heat of the d~aths came from the blast, 

.! responsible for deaths even after and fires resulting from the tern- they belleve. 
the day of the explosion, Aug. 6, peratures estimated at millions of Persons in the center of the ex-

\ 

degrees. ' plosion, General Groves ·stated, 
and that persons entering Hiro- " ld b k'll d b 'ft d'ff The visitors saw a scene of cou .. e I e Y ft e.en I e.rell:t i 
shima. had contracted mysterious desolation and devastation that ways, but all the eVIdence mdi
maladies due to persistent ra.dio- made the surrounding semi-desert cates that it was the blast. The! 

\

activity. appear as a fertile oasis. Both same Japa~ese sources now belle':'e 
To give the lie to these claims, from the ground and from the air, th.at t~ere IS no present da~g~r ml 

the Army opened the closely the sight is an unforgettable one. Hiros~a from ~urface radiat11~ns. 
. Before entering the a.rea white Vegetatwn growmg on the Hiro-

guarded gates of this area for the canvas sandals to pull over our shima parade grounds supports 
first time to a group of newa?aper shoes were furnished to us. This, this belief. I 
men and photographers to Witness \General Groves explained, was to Foe's Propaganda at Work 
for themselves the readings on make certain that some of the "Th J 1 . , G 1 d' t· t · 1 t'll t e apanese c aun enera 

diation meters carried by a ra wac Ive rna ena s 1 presen G dd d "th t ' 1 d' d l 
ra . · t in the ground might not stick to roves a e • a peop e Je 
group of \'adiologtsts, and to lis en our soles from radiations. lf this is true, the 
to the expert test~mony of several As we. walked over the ground nu~ber was very small. 
of the leading scientists who had we were preceded by radiologists However, any deaths from ~am
been intimately connected with the carrying Geiger counters, sensitive rna .rays were due ~o those emitted 

. . · t instruments that respond instantly durmg the exploswn, not to the 

. a.tonnc bomb proJeC · d' ti e t ft w d In 

. The ground visited for the first to any radiation in their vicinity, ~~ Ja ons p;es n a 1 er c a\d b 
• . . revealing on a graduated dial the . e area w . ere peop e ou . e 

. time even by MaJ. Gen. Leslle R. exact quantity present. killed by radiatwn th~y were k1lled 
; Groves, over-all director of the . by other causes, particularly blast. 

. . t . that historic Instruments Belie Japanese "While many people were killed 
1 atomic proJeC , smce . . , 
t . f M d y July 16 gave The Geiger counters supple- many llves were saved, particularly 

\

mormng 0 on a ' ' b mented the testimony given by the American lives. It ended the war 
> awesome testimony on a num er ground's appearance. They showed sooner. It was the final punch that 
~ of subjects. that less than two months after the knocked them out. Otherwise they 
·\ It revealed, even at a glance, t~e~explosion the radiations on the sur- might hav~ k~pt on fighting for a 
, tremendous power of the atomi face had dwindled to a minute longer penod. . . 

\ 
1 

· th t had blasted th quantity, safe for continuous hu- The Japanese are stlll contrnu-
i exp osion 8 man habitation. ing their propaganda aimed at ere-

Continued on Page (, Column~ Only in the center of the saucer, ating the impression that we won 
================ over a radius of about fifty yards, the war unfairly, and thus at
~ were the radiations higher than the tempting to create sympathy for 

standard tolerance dose for con- themselves and milder terms,. an 
tinuous exposure. In this area it examination of their present state
would take 600 hours of continuous ments reveals. 
habitation to produce fatal results, Thus, at ~e be,?inning, th.~ Jap
according to the scientists present. a~ese des.cribed symptoms that 

Furthermore, it was pointed outdtd not nng tru~. More ~ecen.tly 
that the radioactive material on they have sent m a radiologtst, 
the fused surface constituted only and since then the symptoms they 
about one-eighth of an inch. It d.ecribe appear to be more a.uthen
would therefore be relatively easy be on ~he ~m'face, accordmg to 
to remove this surface material the radwlog1sts present here to
and make the ground safe for im- day. 
mediate habitation. "Relief" Workers Misnamed 

At the rate the radiations have · 
diminished during the past two The Japanese, for ex~ple, had 
months, it was pointed out, the sent out ~ repor.t that rellef work
entire area will be free of them ers sent mto !firoshll'~a. after the 
within a relatively short time. blast had received radiatwn burns. 

The atomic explosion in New "We now know from Japanese 
Mexico was from a steel tower sources," General Groves went on. 
only 100 feet from the ground, "that these were actu~lly ~orkers 
wherE'aS the bombs over Hiroshima who were sent mto Hiroshima be
and Nagasaki were dropped from fore the b<;>mbing to evacuate the 
a bomber and exploded in the air c1ty on pr~or orde1: .. They s1mply 
from a much greater height, a sci- were hurt m th.e ongmal blast and 
entist pointed out. Detonation at were not examrned and treated as 
that height over the Japanese they shoul~ have been." 
cities, he said, greatly reduced the In addition to Gene~al Groves 
absorption of the gamma rays in who represented the Umted States 
the ground, so that there wereiArm;v, the group of experts con
fewer of these radiations in Japan ductmg the . tour lnclud~d Prof. J. 
than in New Mexico. R. Oppenheimer, who directed the 

This finding is borne out by a scientific research and develop-

Ud 
FTER·EFFECTS OF THE B01a 

The measurements of residual radio· 
activity which were made in New Mex
ico, over the area where the first 
atomic bomb was exploded in a test 
made nearly two months ago, do not 
support the reports that have come 
from Hiroshima and Nagasaki of lin
gering death caused by powerful radia-

l tions from contaminated soil and build
ings. There js no doubt that concus
sion and the terrific heat momentarily 
generateli were far deadlier than any 
long-delayed effects. An American 

t scientific mission is now in Japan, but 
it Is hardly to be expected that much 
residual radioactivity will be detected 
there and measured at this late date . 
More trustworthy will be the medical 
examinations of the many Japanese 
who believe that their health has been 
permanently injured by radioactivity 
ttnd that they face death. 

When it released Prof. H. D. 
Smyth's report on the bomb the War 
Department stated that "on account of 
the height of the explosion practically 

, all the radioactive products were car
ried upward * " * and dispersed over a 

1 wide area," and that "even if in the 
New Mexico test, where the height of ' 

1 explosion was necessarily low, only a 
very small fraction of the radioactivity 

1 was deposited immediately below the 
bomb." Evidently after-effects were 
studied before the bomb was launched 
against Japan. But it is with the ' 
physiological damage that we are now 
concerned. Experiments conducted with 

, animals ha'{e enabled radiologists to 
determine exactly what dosages of I 

powerful X-rays and gamma rays can 
• be safely administered in the treatment 

of cancer. On the basis of this experi
ence Japanese reports of a reduction in 
red-cell blood counts must be dismissed 
as fiction. On the ot._her hand, there is 
the possibility that white blood cells 
may dwindle in number, but even this c 
must be considered skeptically because E 

gamma rays are rapidly dissipated as t 
the distance from the source increases. c 

The bomb in the New Mexico test 
was exploded not more than a hundred 1 

feet from the ground, but each of those < 

loosed on Japan at a height which was 
not Jess than 1,000 feet and which was 
probably nearer 2,000. It would seem 
to follow that residual' radioactivity 
should be more marked In New Mex- , 
ico than in Japan. Nevertheless, it 
must be remembered that all three 
bombs were set off weeks ago and that 
the findings on this account alone are 
not conclusive. Though radiologists are 
convinced that, given the inten ity of 

' radiation from a source, they can pre-
3 diet physiological effects at any dis-
1 tance, it might be well to explode 
r another bomb in New Mexico, make the 
.1 necessary measurements, even note 
- what happens to the blood cells of ani-
.1 mals, and thus allay any lingering , 

doubts. 



ATOM BOMB KILLED 
NAGASAKI CAPTIVES 
8 Allied Prisoners Victims
Survivor Doubts After-Effect 
-2d Blow More Powerful 

By W. H. LAWRENCE 
By Wireless to THE NEW YoRK TIMES. 

NAGASAKI, Japan, Sept. 9-
Eight Allied prisoners of war were 
killed and thirt;y-eight were in· 
jured by the atomic bomb explo
sion over Nagasaki one month ago 
today. 

They were among 200 Nether
land, British, Australian and Indo
nesian captives in an unmarked 

. prison camp squarely in the center 
of the great Mitsubishi arms 
works-a location selected by the 
Japanese for the prisoners of war 

. in direct violation 6f international 
, law. 
1 It was a camp location that 
· never had been certified to the 
neutral Swiss Government nor to 

. the belligerent powers, and the 

. aviator who flew the Superfor
' tress from which the bomb was 

dropped could not have known 
. that the Allies' prisoners were be-
. low him in the center of a great , 

industrial area and an ideal and 1 

certain target for a bombing 
. force. 

The Nagasaki Police Superin
tendent, Gen. Shiro Mizogoshi, 1 

volunteered the information about : 

the killing of the prisoners of war 
, to reporters today as part of an 
obvious Japanese propaganda cam
paign calculated to shame Ameri
cans for using such a devastating 
weapon of war. 

Foe Seeks to Win Sympathy 

V'.' e .now have visited both Hiro
shima and Nagasaki, the only two 
cities against which the atomic 
bomb was used before Emperor 
Hirohito decided to surrender, and 
I am convinced that, horrible as 
the bomb undoubtedly is, the Jap
anese are exaggerating its effects 
in an effort to win sympathy for 
themselves in an attempt to make 
the American people forget the 
long record of cold-blooded Japa
nese bestiality. 

Reporting that 26,000 persons 
already have died in Nagasaki as 
a result of the bombing, Mizogoshi 
volunteered the estimate that 10,-
000 of these were members of the 
Catholic church. He went out of 
his way to make certain that we 
saw the ruins of a great Catholic 
cathedral. 

[Urekami Cathedral, the larg
est in the city, is in ruins, with 
only part of the front entryway 
standing, The Associated Press 
reported. A mile away a second 
and smaller church is gutted, but 
a third church in another valley 
was little damaged.] 
Mizogoshl pointed out hospitals, 

schools and a medical college that 
had been blasted and burned. He 
paid less attention to the great 
Mitsubishi and other arms facto
ries, which were in the heart of 
the area affected by the bomb. 

He said he thought 15,000 of the 
wounded would die, but I am in
clined to think that he over-esti· 
mated, .11ince the death rate now 
has dropped off to between ten and 
twenty persons a day. 

Survivor Discounts Effects 
While Japanese officials continue 

to spread the rumor that the area 
where the bomb fell may be unin
habitable for as long as seventy 
years, the evidence in both Hiro
shima and Nagasaki is that thous
ands of people are living in the 
deva-stated areas, seemingly with
out ill effects. 

we La1Kea toaay wnn LteuL. 
Jacob Vink of Bandung, Java, a 
medical officer with the Royal 

. Netherlands East Indies Army, 

. who was in the prison camp de-
stroyed by the bomb, and he does 

. not put much stock in rumors of 

. lingering harmful effects. 

. Lieutenant Vink did confirm,
1 , however, Japanese reports that 

· some persons who suffered only 
; minor burns or apparently had re-
1 covered from more serious burns 

get a mysterious relapse and weeks 
after the bombing die from an 
acute shortage of both white and 
red blood corpuscles. 

He told us these symptoms and 
told us that two of the Allied sol
diers under his care developed 
these symptoms and died-one of 
them twenty days after the bomb
ing at a time when his burns ap
peared well on the road to healing. 

Lieutenant Vink was not nearly 
so pessimistic as the Japanese, 
however, Who said that they be
lieved that every person burned by 
the bomb would die of this mys
terious malady. Lieutenant Vink 
said he thought the thirty-eight 
Allied wounded now under his care 
would recover. 

Lieutenant Vink said three 
Netherland and one English pris
oner were killed almost instant
ly by the bomb and the fires which 
followed, and that four Netherland 
soldiers, including the camp com
mandant, died later of their 
wounds and the' after-effects 
caused by the uranium in the 
atomic bomb . 

Lieutenant Vink, a 1936 gradu
ate of the University of Utrecht 
Medical School in the Netherlands, 
said that while he was inclined to 
doubt that lingering radioactivity 
would harm persons still residing 
in the area, he would feel much 
more comfortable about his pa
tients when it was possible to 
evacuate them from the Nagasaki 
area to a sector where they could 
receive adequate medical atten
tion. Their present camp is sev
eral miles from the point where 
the bomb exploded. 

In the course of the last two 
weeks this correspondent ha~ 
walked through both Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki and 1as had a good 
look at both from the air. 

While the area of destruction in 
Nagasaki is less than that ir 
Hiroshima, I am convinced thai 
the second bomb was more deva· 
stating tha.n the first one em
ployed against Hiroshima. 

The increased power of the 
bomb is clearly visible at the cen
ter of impact. The buildings of 
Nagasaki were knocked flatter 
than those of Hiroshima. There is 
less debris an't!, in the very center 
of the bombed-out area, where eye
vntnesses said the effect of a 
vacuum was created, there was 
scarcely any evidence of sticks and 
stones that make up the houses 
and buildings. 

The great steel foundry owned 
by the Mitsubishi trust is a mass 
of twisted steel girders, but there 
is little evidence left of the stone 
walls that these girders supported. : 
The red brick Catholic cathedral · 
cracked in several parts and the · 
big stone tower crashed through : 
into the auditorium below. On the ' 
rare occasions when they were I 
permitted to attend mass, some of 1 

the Allied prisoners told Lieuten
ant Vink they had evidence of 1 

Japanese ammunition stored in · 
this church. 

Mizogoshi estimated that the ' 
bombed-out area of Nagasaki was' 
three kilometers [1.864 miles] e 
from east to west, and five kilo- e, 
meters [3.107 miles] from north to N 
south. 

1 
He said 18,000 of Nagasaki's 50,· ( 

000 houses and buildings had been 1 destroyed by the single bomb and 1 that few of the other 32,000 struc- 1 

tures had escaped dama~. j 
The Allied prisoners and the 

Japanese agreed that the bomb hit 1 
Nagasaki about 11 A. M. Aug. 9, 1 
and that it fell from a great height 1 
attached to three parachutes until i 
it exploded 1,000 to 1,500 feet 1 
above the grounll. 

Its Effect Debated 

There are many contradictions 1 
about this bomb and the effect , 
that it has on physical material 1 
and property. Great buildings were ' 
crumbled into dust by the blast. ( 
Fires that raged for forty-eight 1 
hours were started and many peo
ple standing in the streets were 1 
burned only on those parts of the 1 

body that were exposed toward : 
the center o! the bomb explosion. 
The thinnest kind of summer 
clothing kept other parts of the 

ATOM FLIER TO QUIT AIR 

Lieut. Levy, Discharge Due To-
1 day, Will Be 'Landlubber' Again 

Special to THE NEW YORK TIMES, 

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 9-
Lieut. Charles Levy, bombardier of 
one of the "instrument planes" in 
the atomic bomb mission over Na
gasaki, said today that he expected 
to be discharged from the army to
morrow at Indiantown Gap and 
was determined "never to fly any 
more." 

"I only flew in the beginning be
cause it was my job," he declared .. 
"I'm just a landlubber and I in
tend to be a salesman -shoes or 
lumber or something." 

He spent the day with his wife 
and 11-month-old daughter. Fri
day, if he is discharged in time, 

, they vnll move into a new house 
; they have just bought. 
, He described the mission over 
1 Nagasaki as a fascinating experi· 

ence. 
1 "There probably Is a great peace· 
1 time future for atomic power," he 
; asserted, "but I'll remember Na· 
· gasaki for a long, long time." 

NO RAD lOA CTIYITY 
IN HIROSHIMA RUINI 

Army lnv~stigators Also Report 
Absence of Ground Fusing-
68)000 Buildings Damaged 

By W. H. LAWRENCE 
By Wlreleos tO THE NEW YoRK TIMES. 

TOKYO, Sept. 12-Brig. Gen. T. 
F. Farrell, chief of the War De
partment's atomic bomb mission, 
reported tonight after a survey of 
plasted Hiroshima that the ex
plosive power of the secret weapon 
was greater even than its invent
ors e~visaged, but he denied cate
gorically that it produced a dan
gerous, lingering radioactivity in 
the ruins of the town or caused a 
form of poison gas at the moment 
of explosion. 

Talking with reporters soon 
after his return from the site of 
the first atomic bomb explosion, 

iGeneral Farrell gave this report 
on the historic Aug. 6 bombing 
mission: 

For a radius of one and a quar
ter miles from the point of detona
tion, the area including the Japa
nese military headquarters was 
completely demolished, to a radius 
of two miles, everything is blasted, 
with some burning; between two 
and three miles, the buildings are 
about half destroyed; beyond·three 
miles, the damage is generally 
slight, but roof dam&,ge up to five 
miles and glass broken up to 
twelve miles. 

Blast Is Chief Effect 
General Farrell, former New 

York State Engineer at Albany, 
made it clear tha.t the weapon's 
chief effect was blast, and that 

· only in a limited area whose geo
gra.ghical extent he would not esti
mate was there any radioactivity 
and this exclusively at the moment 
of the explosion. 

He said his group of scientists 
1 found no evidence of continuing 

I radioactivity in the blasted area on 
Sept. 9 when they !Jegan their in-

1 vestigations, and said it was his 
opinion that there was no danger 

l to be encountered by living in the 
area at present. 

t He also reported that a Japanese 
radiologist, Dr. Masao Tsusuki, 
had told the investigating Ameri-

1 cans that he as a Japanese scien
~ tist "considered it possible tha,t 
r poison gases were released at the 
_ time of the explosion of the bomb." 
r "An official statement we made 

to Dr. Tsuzuki declared that such 
1 an assumption was entirely errone
t ous,'' General Farrell reported. "No 

poison gases were released." 
f Cotpuscle Effect Found 
.l Discussing the radio-active ef· 
• fllcts of the bomb at the moment 
n of explosion, General Farrell quoV 
'1 ed his chief medical officer as con; 

eluding that the largest number oj 
' casualties probably resulted from 
• blasts, missiles and fires, but h£ 
, confirmed the Japanese report..l 
that some persons who sufferec 
burns that were non-fatal ir 
themselves now are dying from~ 
marked decrease in fr.e101>.~of 
white corpuscles required to 
sustain human life. 

[General Farrell said there 
was no crater or sign of heating 
of the ground beyond that due 
to burning buildings, The Asso
ciated Press reported. There also 

·was no fusing of the ground nor 
melting of materials such as in 
New Mexico, where the bomb 
was set off at a much lower al
titude.] 
The extent of the physical dam.l 

age was greater than the men who 
designed the weapon believed that 
it would be, he said. 

"The physical destruction in the 
target area was practically com
plete," he reported. "The scene 
was one of utter devastation. The 
total number of destroyed and 
damaged buildings was 68,000, or 
somewhere between 80 and 90 per 
cent of all buildings in the city. 

"One of the reason$ Hiroshima 
was selected as the initial target 
of th,e atomic bomb was that it 
was a Japanese Army headquar
ters," he concluded. "The com
manding general and his entire 
staff were among the 4,000 troops 
killed by the bomb." 

• 

body from being burned. __________ _J----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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SCIENTISTS AT SCENE OF ATOMIC BOMB TEST 

Examining the Roentgenometer which recorded radio activity on the site of the explosion in New 
Iexico. Left to right are Prof. K. T. Bainbridge of Harvard; Dr. Joseph G. Hoffman of the University of 
~ffalo; Prof. J. R. Oppenheimer of the University of California; Dr. L. H. Hempelmann of Washington 
Jnlversity; Dr. V. W. Weisskopf of the University of Rochester; Prof. R. F. Bacher of Cornell University, 
md' D:r. Richard W. Dodson of Califomia Tech. A"octated Press Wirephoto 

ATOM ENERGY TEeT New York Central Railroad offi-
0 cials declined yesterday to confirm 

or deny Mr. Lucas's assertion that 

IN ENGINE PLAN~ED 
they had agreed to supply a Joe?-

/" : rnz;~~~~rA~ E~!;~:~ ~~!ec:f ~; 
-1. knowledge of his experiments. Lat- ' 

Noted Engineer Says He Cets er, however, the publicity deE_art-
ment of the railroad released a== 

Power From Mercury-To statement in Mr. Lucas's name say-
Try It in Locomotive 1 ing that he has been "working on 

a revolutionary power plant, whose 

Speclal to Tm: NEW Yon T!MlS. 

method of functioning has bee~ 
misinterpreted in some quarters. 

NEWARK, N. J ., Sept. 11-
Ralph Lucas, chief engineer of the 
United States Industrial Research 
and Dev11lopment Company of El
mira, N. Y ., said . here today that 
he had succeeded in releasing 
atomic energy from mercury in 
laboratory tests, and that the New 
York Central Railroad had agreed 
to provide a locomotive with which 
to make a test of the practical ap
plication of his method. 

Mr. Lucas, who displayed corre
spondence from New York Central 
officials expressing interest in his 
project, said he would begin at . 
once the construction of a turbine 
engine designed to use atomic en
ergy. He added that he expected 
to complete its installation in the 
New York Central locomotive 
within three or four months, 
whereupon the railroad would have 

, it tested in a remote area in the 
West. 

A teacupful of mercury would 
provide sufficient power by his 
method to propel a locomotive 
drawing 120 loaded freight car:s 

I forty-five times across the conti
nent at a speed of 200 miles an 

j hour, Mr. Lucas said. He declared 
the energy would be released in 

' such a fashion that it would not 
be explosive in its effects. 

Mr. Lucas said his turbine was 
not in blueprint stage, but that 

' small scale models had been built 
and operated successfully. He ex
plained that it would consist of a 
300-horsepower gasoline engine 

' that would power a dynamo gen
erating 220 volts of electricity. He 
said this would be rectified through 

, two transformers into 1,440 volts 
; of direct current. 
· This current would be discharged 

through two electrodes in a walled 
; steel container, in which the met·-
1 ~ury would be placed, he exp_lain~d. 

He said that the electronic dts
\ charge would set in motion at high 

velocity the mercury ato!ns, wtth
out disintegrating their cores. 

~ Enough of the atom's energy 
r would be released in this way for 

propulsive but not explosive uses, 
he said. 

1 Mr. Lucas, who is 54 years old, 
said that he held 128 patents for 
various mechanical, chemical and 
electrical inventions. 

A DECORATION FOR ATOMIC BOMB CHIEF 

I Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson, in ceremon! at Washin.gton, , 
l presenting the Distinguished Service Me_dal ~o MaJ. Gen. Lesh~ R. 
' G 

8 
in recognition of his service as off1cer m charge of the proJect. 

rove The New York Times IU. S. ArmYl 

,, 



ATOMIC POWER CONTROL 
HELD 'MUST' LEGISLATION - 9 f I I 
U. S. Experts Oppose United Nations 

Trusteeship of Development 

By CABELL PHILLIPS 
WASHINGTON, Sept. 15-0n cance, it is pointed out. that even 

Thursday President Truman took Congress would have to be de· 
belated cognizance of a situation prived of much of its privilege of 
that was causing the country's asking questions. 
atom smashers almost as much A third major requirement, it is 
grief as some of the abstruse physi- proposed, would be that active di
cal formulae over which they had rection of the work be in the hands 
labored. By executive order, he of men of the highest caliber and 
clamped rigid Federal control over integrity. It is not felt that con
the extraction of radio-active min- trol should properly be exercised 
erals- the raw material of atomic by the Army, Navy or any other 
energy-from all publicly owned lexisting agency of Government, but 
lands in the country. by scientists and production ex-

Thus was begun the urgent proc- perb1 free of any competitive 
ess of building a protective legal pressures. 
fence around a national asset of p t t to Government 
incalculable value and unmea.sur- a en s 
able potency. It almost certainly Finally, all patents and discov
was the forerunner of a stouter eries related to the work would 
wall of security which Congress remain in the possession of the 
soon will be asked to create Government, and the licensing of 
througH legislation. their use rigidly controlled. 
· But the interim since Aug. 6, What of the international as

when the first announcement of pects? Do not the British have a 
the atomic bomb was made and the stake in this development? Can 
cloak of secrecy partly lifted, has the secret of the atom be entrusted 
been a period of trial and alarmed to a United Nations trusteeship? 
foreboding for many officials con- These are among the most per
nected with the project. plexing problems that Congress 

will face when it starts considera.
One \'iew of Situation tion of legislation. 

"It looks like the golden moment • Since British scientists made 
:!or any enterprising genius who 1substantial contributions and par
wants to get in on the ground floor lticipated actively in the work at 
of the atomic power industry," · Oak Ridge, Pasco and the scores 
one of them remarked a few days of laboratories where the mosaic 
before Mr. Truman acted. "The of the atomic bomb was created, it 
door is wide open. There is nothing can be assumed that some of 
to prevent anyone setting up his them are privy to the whole se
own atom-smashing plant or even cret. Presumably with their help 
cornering the world supply of Britain could set up its own atomic 
uranium ores." power project with about the same 

While the President's order is of head start of know· how that 
limited scope-it applies only to American scientists possess. 
publicly owned lands- it does in- So far as can be learned, Brit
dicate a reassuring intention to ain has expressed no intention or 
fill the dangerous legal vacuum in desire to do this. Howevef, it ill 
which the secret of the process is felt that much depends on the 
now contained. It was unquestion- course of British-American rela
ably an emergency measure, de- tions in the immediate future. If 
signed to fill the gap until such the spirit of cooperation which 
time as a well-rounded legislative existed between the two Allies 
program can be whipped into dur ing the war gives promise of 
shape. extending in to the peace- and the 

What controls can Congress de- current financial conferences here 
vise which will safeguard national are pertinent in this respect- there 
as well as international interests, is r eason to believe that Britain 
and at the same time promote the will not undertake atomic power 
necessary further study and de- projects on its own for the time 
velopment of atomic power produc- being. 
lion? Thinking along these Jines United Nations Control~ 
:In milit~ry-leg!slative ~ircles he_re Numerous proposals h~ve been 
has coalesced mto a fairly consls- made concerning United Nations' 
tent pattern.. control of future developments in 

Foremost_ m the_ proposals now atomic physics. While officials 
bel':&' cons1de:ed JS that all de- connected with the work here are 
pmut~ of uramun:-beann~ ores ~e unwilling to be quoted , it is per· 
put m the publlc domam. This missible to say that they take a 
would remove the threat of these ldecidedly dim view of such plans. 
mi_nerals falling into unscrupulous They want to know what sort of 
pr1vate hands and the development a trusteeship, composed inevitably 
of . a monopoly. Naturally, thiS of representatives of varying and 
stricture would not apply to the competing national interests could 
large deposits in Canada and in be entrusted with such vast 'power 
parts _of Europe a':d Asia . How- over the very existence of tradl
ever, 1t would . ~1ff1ce for as long tiona! enemies as well as neutral 
as t~e procees.mg ~f the ores was and friendly powers. And how 
poss1ble only m this qountry. could the sanctions of any such 
Commission Likely international trusteeship ever be 

Secondly, it Is believed some1 imposed w hen all the parties there
form of national commission will to have the secret of the atomic 
have to be created to control not , weapon ? 
only the ore supplies but all ex- This point o! view resolves itself 
perimental work and developments into the conclusion that the only 
related to atom ic energy. The Safe and practical hands to be en
commission would be endowed trusted with the secret of atomic 
with a high degree of autonom y power are those of Uncle Sam 
and made answerable to the Presi- himseU. And that, it seems lilcely, 
dent alone. Much of the work still will be the intent of the legisla
to be done is so pregnant with tion which Congress will be asked 
military and diplomatic signifi- Lo pass. 

~ THIS RADIOACTIVE WORLD 
Last week's first-hand descriptions 

of the atomic bomb range in New Mex
ico, with its declining but still measur
able radioactivity, had an oddly reas
surmg effect. The scientists who con
ceived the bomb and put it together did 
~ot believe it would start a chain reac
tion that would destroy the earth. Still, 
they must have breathed more easily 
when it did not. They did not believe 
that it leave the exposed area in a 1 

permanently lethal condition. Never- r 
theless, they were obviously cheerful ' 
\~hen they could refute Japanese asser· 
tl~ns that this had happened at Hiro- 1 

~hlma. The bomb was bad enough. It 
Ill not-not yet, at least- as bad as it 
Was painted. Grass and trees might • 
resume growing in a country which had 
been sat~rate~ with atomic bombing. ' 
Some ammal life, including the human 
variety, would survive and reproduce. 

The prospect is not, however, very 1 

inv1tmg. It gives pungency to the 1 

weel<'s news of attempts now being 1 

made to restore normal conditions , 
around the globe after a war which 
might itself be considered as a sort of 
atomic explosion. In New Mexico the 
scientists used a Geiger counter to reg
ister the potentially harmful gamma 1 

rays. If there were a Geiger counter 1 

that would register economic, social and 
psychological disturbances it would be 
busy almost anywhere it was carried. 
C~n~erences like those of the Foreign 
~msters in London, or those now go
mg on between Britain and ourselves 
in Washington; attempts to set up 
governments in Eastern Europe; ef· 
forts to provide at least a minimum 
food and fuel supply for France, the 
Lowlands and even Britain herself· our 
own sometimes bungling experi~ents 
in Japan and Korea; the negotiations 
between Chungking and Yenan-all 
these have their hopeful side. But they 
do reveal that there are gamma rays 
alive in' the world today that might do 
incredible harm. 

Sometimes it seems that even very 
highly placed persons are treating the 
settlement of the late war as though it 
were like any other war, and did not 
threaten either the disintegration of 
matter or the disintegration of human 
society. There has been no world-wide 
awakening to the real emergency. A 

1 good deal of bargaining is going on. 
Much of this cannot be avoided. Much 
of it is a perfectly honest effort to re
duce friction between nations and 
groups of nations. Much of it cornell 
from dire human needs. When Britain 
after a great victory, has to tighten he; 
belt and eat and dress no better, per
haps worse, than during the black days 
of war, we can only imagine what life ' 
:Is like on the European continent 
Which, in turn, is far better off tha~ 
East Asia. Today's stakes are the 
means of livelihood for millions. 

The danger is that these means will 
be sought in a hurtful international 
competition, a sort of dry war among , 
tho_se who have renounced actual war. , 
It JS ~ot easy to write a prescription 
of av01dance. It is clear, however, that 
.some/ kind of world patriotism has to 
be born out of a common danger. This 
common danger is mutual destruction. 
It needs to be dramatized just as the 
danger of defeat in war was lately 
dramatized. The atomic bomb is still 1 

here, and, as a bomb, it is the enemy 
of all mankind, Its detonator is fear 
and hate. And no bargaining will do 
any luting good which does not bar
gain away these twin eviLs. 
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' World Union Proposed 
Joint Possession a Bond 

Atomic Bomb Held to Make Such 

A Move N eeessary 

The signers of the following letter 
are all deeply interested in foreign relll-

tions~ 'f j 
I TO T H.E EDITOR OF THE NEW YoRK IMES: 

The atomic bomb has given the 

, American, British and Canadian people 
a momentary opportunity and a mo
mentous responsibility to secure indi
vidual liberty and peace. The oppor-

1 tunity is brief, for we cannot hope to 
L keep this secret more than a few years. 

The responsibility will endure. If we 
fail to deliver manltind from tyranny 
and war now, we who first used this 
bomb may be remembered as we our
selves remember the Vandals of an

cient time. 
A free Government when attacked 

1 will use these bombs, but its nature 
gives the strongest guarantee a~ainst 
its initiating aggression. Prov1dence 
released the secret of the atom to three 

, free nations. How shall they solve the 

problem now facing them? 
Only a sovereign nation is likely to 

have the power to produce atomic 
bombs in secrecy or is likely to have 

the incentive to produce them. Only 
the existence of other sovereign na· 
tions is likely to provide that incentive. 

Only a sovereign nation need~ ato~ic 
bombs to coerce it. Where c1tJzens m· 
stead of nations are the sovereign units 
of society, no such bombs are needed 

to coerce them. 
To trust any league, alliance, associ-

1 ation or treaty among sovereign na
tions to outlaw the production or use 
of atomic bombs is to trust swamps to 

cease producing mosquitos. Such 
agreements really give the advanta:'e 
to the Governments most l!kely to vio
late them. The probability of a nation 
concealing such violation is in direct 
ratio to its lack of individual liberty. 

• Citizens Paramount 
The sooner we begin to reorganize 

international relations with the citizen 
instead of the nation as the governing 
and governed unit, the !looner we shall 
eliminate the only reason for producing 

1 the atomic bomb. The fastest progress 
that can be made in this direction by 
all the United Nations together will be 
too slow and uncertain. We have a 

L fivefold task: 
1. We must eliminate a.bsolule na· 

tional sovereignty first of all among 
those nations that already know the 
secret of the atomic bomb, and estab
lish governmental machin.ery whereby 
their citizens can determme and exe
cute a common policy conceming it. 

2. We must not lose our P,ead start 

in atomic power by slackening our re· 
' search work, or by divulgi~g our 

knowlet!ge to those nations or mstltu
tions that cannot, or do not, guarl!.~tee 
liberty enough to safeguard us agamst 
this power falling into the hands of 

dictators. 
3. But we must not proceed so 

cautiously or delay so impruden~ly 
that we lose our present opportunity 
to unite mankind freely and effectively 

behind atomic power. 

Joint possession of the secret of 
atomic energy gives those who have it 
the common wealth they need to bind 
them together. They have now a re· 
source to develop that is far richer 
than was the Northwest Territory 

when joint possession of it helped cr~- ~ 
ate the nucleus of our present Amen

can Union. 
To save themselves and everyone 

from the appalling dangers of World 

Depression II, Dictatorship and World 
War III, and to harness the power of 
the atom to the good of mankind, they 
must equal in the constitutional, social 
and spiritual fields their tremendous 
achievements in science, engineering, 
production and war. They can and 

they must do this now. 
The atomic bomb has given the peo

ple of the United States, the United 
Kingdom and Canada an enduring 

common responsibility that requires \ 
their united common sense and cour
age. This is only the latest and most 
urgent in a series ·of problems they 
have in common. But they have as 
yet no common machinery, responsible 
and responsive to them all, to unite 
their courage and their common sense 
democratically, effectively and endur- , 

ingly on any policy. 

Nucleus Needed 
The first necessity is that the1r dele

gates should meet to constitute such 
machinery. Until this is done, the 
world's power to govern the atomic 
age in freedom will lack the beginning 
of the atom's power-a nucleus. 

It is to be hoped that delegates of 
other peoples who also are experienced 
in the practice of individu;il.l liberty 
would be invited to send delegates too. 
All too few nations have succeeded in 
providing individual liberty even in 
their own territory for as long as 
thirty years-or one generation. It 
would therefore seem prudent to draw 
on the wisdpm of all who have at least 

this much experience. 
The undersigned propose that the 

United States should take immediately 
the proper steps to convoke a conven
tion to form a nuclear union on a free 
basis adequate to the exigencies of the 

' atomic age and functioning as a unit 
in the United Nations organization. 

We hold that the nucleus it creates 

should guarantee individual liberty as 
much, a.t least, u does the United 

\ Statee Constitution ~nd give all the 

other guarantees the federal system 
gives-fair representation, eq~al jus
tice, defensive strength, effecbve cen
tral power, independent home rule, do
mestic tranquillity. Membership in the 
nucleus should be open from the start 
to any people that is able and willing 

to uphold these g·uarantees. 
To offer any people that adequately 

guarantee!! individual libe~ty, the pr~
tection of the nuclear un10n s atom1c 
power, and all the other great advan
tages of full membership in it, would 
seem to be the swiftest, surest way to 
induce and to preserve real freedom 
everywhere. This policy would make 
the advantag·es of membership in the 
union ever greater, ill! territory ever 
vaster its vital centers ever more dil!• 
persed', and its lead in the creative, 
defensive and offen11ive development of 

atomic power ever more 
advanced. 

incalculably 

Union of this nucleus few years 
4. We cannot force individual f..-ee

dom .:>n others, and yet we must con· 
trive to extend it through the world 
and unite the free as we go. ~ore 

foreign dictatorship masters the atomJc 

bomb. 
5. At the same time we m~sl safe

guard freedom against dome~tJc dl~ta
torship rising from economic depres
sion and totalitarian "cures" for un-

ago meant union of actual ~ealmess 
but. potential strength. Now 1t mea?s 
union of both actual and potential 

power. 

' employment. 

From the start there would be prac- I 
tically no possibility of overwhelming 
it by surprise or of resisting its power 
of reprisal, and these a.dvantages 
would grow u it grew. At the same 
time, the guarantees it gave of indi· 
vidual freedom would be guaranteeing 
everyone more and more that its power 
would not be used aggressively. And 

so there would be neither hope of .vic
tory nor .rear of attack to cause others 
to combine against il. This union 
would g·ive ever stronger practical as
surance ag·ainst dangerous armament 
racing developing· during the interim 
period while it was growing to univer· 
sality. From the start attack on it 
would be suicidal for any dictator, even 
if he learned how to make atomic 
bombs before his people learned how 
to be free. 

It is of the highest importance that 
the nucleus be constituted as only the 
most practical first step toward unit
ing all humanity, in good time and 
peacefully, in the one way that can se
CUI'e life and liberty equally to every
one in this atomic age-a World Re
public of Free Men. 

Support Necessary 
To get this policy adopted, the first 

essential is for those who believe it to 
be, on the whole, the best solution to 
say so. We would be glad to know 
their opinions. Obviously it is in the 
general interest to know what support 
this atomic policy has, and obviously 
there is no time to lose. 

The Greeks had a name for heaven, 
and from it we got our name for 
uranium. Now uranium has given us 
the power to make of earth a heaven
or hell. There is reasoned cause for 
hope, and none for despair. 

Greater than the power of the atom 
is Ute power of man. For man has 
proved that he can govern the atom. 
It is much harder for men to govern 
themselves freely and equally than for 
them to govern atoms. Yet they had 
already proved in some long-tested ex
periments that they could do this, too. 

Significantly, the natione of men 
who had governed themselves the long
est were the first to govern atoms. This 
achievement is but the latest evidence 
of the power inherent in their princi
ples of individual liberty and union. 

With the faith and courage that such 
achievement gives, let us then begin 
to apply these principles now to unite 
all mankind. 
STRINGFELLOW BARR, LoUIS BROMFIELD, 

MRS. ROBERT S . BROOKINGS, BRIG. 

GE . ALBERT D . COX, FORREST DAVIS, 

HENRY S. DENNISON, JOHN l;>EWEY, 

WALTER DURANTY, CLINTON GoLDEN, 

MARION HEDGES, FELIX MORLEY, 

A. J. G. PRIEST, CLARENCE K. STREIT, 

ROBERT J. WATT, WILLIAM B. ZIFF, 

WILLIAM H. DANFORTH, NORMAN M. 

LITTELL, HARRY B. MITCHELL, DAVID 

S. MUZZEY, CHANDLER OWEN, EMIL 

G. SICK, HARRIS L. WOFFORD JR., EL

LIOTT NUGE T. 

Washington, Sept. 13, 1945. 

l. 

Uramum for Bombs 
Control of the political and economic 

power that goes with the atomic bomb 
is dependent' on two factors. The first 
is the secret of the bomb's manuf&c
ture, secrets now held mainly by the 
United States: the second is possession 
of sufficient supplies of uranium. the 
basic material used in produclrlg the 
bomb. Uranium ores- pitchblende and 
carnotite are the commonest-" re 
ltnown to occur in limited deposits, 
sparsely scattered throug·h Europe, 

I 
Russi!!. the Congo, southern Aulltralia 
and Nortll America. In the UmtM 
States, the mineral hu b.een discoveud 
In IJeveral Connecticut localities, in 
central Texas and in Colorado. 

Last week, in a move desig~ad to 
I maintain the United Statel!' pre-entl
l nence in atomic weapons. Presidettt 

I 
Truman acted to protect this country'!! 
uranium supply. In an executive order 
that has been expected for some time, 

; I the P1·e.sldcnt directed that all public 
lands bearing radio-active mineral.!! he 
withdrawn from sale and reserved !or 

I 
Federal use. 

'rhough Govemment control, w1der 

I 
the order, will be restricted to lands in 

1 the public domain fot· lhe present, it is 
· understood that eventually all lands 
: J that produce materials for the bomb 

will be brought under official regula
lion . As a further precaution, agree
ments are being negotiated with other 
countl·ies to keep such substances !rom 
falling into dangerous hands. 

tl 



diologi~· ts Uetermiu the fter·.Effects of 

E plo ·iot~ of Atomis Bomb 

By WALDEMAlt XAll.\IJ>.t' EBT 

From e v Mexico and Tokyo rame up~ &rd in tht> urencling· column of hot 
news Jut week of the atomic bomb's air and disperatd harmlessly over & 

tfler~ffPcU. Japanese tales of hw1- wide uea. Even 1n the New Mexico 
I rtreds who di d weeks &fter the explo- te~~t, wher·e the height of the explosion 

ions that wucked Hiroshima and Na- wu n.ecessarily low. only a very sma.Jt 
guaki and of lowered white-corpml le fraction of the radioactivity wu d&
.,lood counts were largely refuted. In po.!lited immediately below the bomb.'" 
. ew Mexico tile At·my pe1·m!tted a EYidently the ground was tested im
~rotlp of newapapiH' men to witness in- mediately after the experimental ~
lllrumental te-11ts of the ao11 on the spot plosion. Only the physiological etfUtll 
vhere a test bomb was exploded nearly were 11till in que11tion, and these, judA'• 
two . months ago. and in Japan Bl'lt". , ing- fJ·om the dispatches rec~>ived from. 
Gen Thomas F. Fanell released a pt·e- Tokyo, are not as seven all the Ji.pa

, Ji rninary repot·t ot 11. scientific mi l!iOJl nese asserted. 
of whi h he is the head and which had ln 1mother War Departmt>nt releaef! 
!been dir.ected to dieCO\'er what a fter- it 18 stated that ·•to examine the na
offeets it could. LLu·e of the crater. ~pecially equipped 

] 11 'ew Me.·i o the meterll lnc11cated lutkl! were wh~eled into th~ area, on. 
·te idualt·adioactivity so alight ovet' the of whtch earned Dr. Ennco Fnm1, 
~xperlmentally bombed &rea u a whole noted nuclear physicist." !here Ill no 
that its pref!ent phylliologiclli effi!ct Is doubt that samples of 1!011 were col
negligible. In the center of the crater lected and tested for l'adio&ctivity. 
left by the explosion the radiations Nor is there any doubt that the physr· 

I were pronounced, yet even here it cists who developed the bomb kni!\ 
would take 600 hours of continuous approximately what the afte~·effectl 

I 
exposure to produce fatal results. of an explosion would be in Japan. 

It\ J&pan It 'las also found that any Affect White Corpuscles 
tesidual radiation was not sufficient to Radiologists who haYe lo treat can
be dangerous. But Col. Stafford War- cer with powerful X-nys and the iim-
ren, an expert radiologist on the staff iJar but even more powerful g·a.mma 

I of lhe American scientific mission, d~d ray11 emitted by radium and rad6n ha.v~ 
find a deficiency of white corpuscles 111 long been aware of the dangers that 
the blood of some J!!panese sufferers. their patients run. Careful experimen-
He attributes this deficiency not to tdlon with animals has made it p61- . 
residual radioactivity but t(l the pow- lilble to establish safe dosages. That ' 
erful 11amma rays shot out from ttie there is a decrease in the white cor-
bomb at the moment of explosion. puscle.s of the blood long after hea.vy 

Not the Whole Truth donges of X-rays or gamma ray• are 
Some patients showed no After

effects whatever. Pos1ibly they escaped 
injury of any kind becs.use they had 
fled to shelter where they were re&
sonably safe from flying- frag-men ti, 
rays and heat. As General Farrell putll 
it, the Japanese "told the truth but not 
tht whole truth." He declined to ll!sue 
statistic• until cll.nlcal reports were 
a.va.ila.ble. P1·obably the l!.ctual number 
of ce.sualties will never be &ccurately 

a.dminister~d ill Wtll known, and lt 1~ 
chiefly for this reason th&t z·adiologi..llt..s 
proceed with such care. 

Gamma and X-rays decrease In
versely u the square of the dh!ta.nce 
from the source, which mean~ that 
their effect should be virtually nil Ol).ly 
a few thousand feet from the point o! 
explosion. Be ides, it must not be :lor
gotten that the test bomb in N w Mex
Ico wu suspended not more than 100 
feet from the ground (the first accounU 

known. put the distance at only fifty feet), 
Within the bombed areas of Hiro- whereas the bombs that devastated 

shima and Nagasaki there were Japll- Hiroshima and Nagasaki exploded A.t 11. 

11eae offici&ls who had been Instructed height hlch wu not lese than 1,000 
to carry out a previously ordered eva.c- feet and may have been u much U 
uation. All were cau&"ht by the blast. 

Some were wounded. Othera, moetly 
2'~~~in the cautious statements made· 

military officen 'lho arrived ten hours by technic lly informed Army otfichll 
' later, stated th.at they .had suffered 1Jl there is reason to believe that the 

effects, includmg fetig~e. None of bombs releued against Japan were In
these alleged sufferers died. 

1 
tentionally xploded at a. height which. 

That the Japanese have gl'Ossly ex- would be effective so far all concussion 
, aggerated what ha.ppe,led is to .. ~e 1 wa concemed but which would not 

inferred from the findings of Dr. Phl•:tp 
1 
induce intense and persistent radiO· 

1 Morrison, Professor of u_cJear Phy~lcs 1 activity in the ground. 
at the Un!ver·sity of Dlln01 ... He repotts At a mile the gamma rays would 
that wat r lilies gr~w in a ditch r .. ot be ao attenuated that they could hardly 

• far from the spot oVId which one boll·.b have the distant effect repOrted by thll 
.I exploded. Dr. Masa~;~ i'suzuli.i, rs.dlo!o- Japane5 e. And the radioactive after-

gist of the Univer.sll-$' <t;~ lli. il ctyo, · 'd et!ects should be small. We ue, there
expressed the opini<>J, U:a\ f t •;.ou gll.!.es fol'e, reduced to consldel'ing rel!idual 
wer~ released at the 6.im~~; ll'~ Lhe tx~: o- 1·adloactivlty in the ground, &nd In th& . 
aion. The American P.<!I•.:;Jon tep •• ed matel'ial of which housea t.nd shelter• 

' that no poison gases '~'· e~.·e released are built. 
which were not immediatt:.y dissipatP.d. d D t t• 

Widesprea evas a 1cn 
The official Japa.1cse report was -t d 

t' d j~; ·t in its estimate Lives and building!! wet·e - roye 
l more caulw~s ~~ m~~e General Far- in Hlroahima. and Nagauki *!efiy by 

of physiO OgJ.ca a . f ·t· co•1CUII&Ion heat and flying :missiles. 
rell quotes this passage rom 

1 
• Ja.~aneae r'eports of u1e total casualties 

".-\t pre ent LAug. Hi I an increue In unge !rom 70,000 to more than 100,000 
ra.dloactivity in the area of the expl~- klllcd and from i5,000 to 200,000 
slon has been noted, .but not to t e wounded. General F'al'!'ell doubtll therr 
extent that it wlll be inJUrious to hum&n l ti.CCUI'acy. "I don't think they know 
beings. Immediately after the expl~sion how many people were In the city," he. 
the amount of radioactivity that caused is quoted a having nid. 
huma.n lnjuriell could not be deter- There ill no doubt about the devasta
mlned. Also the amount of tadloactive I tion. Within e. radius of two miles 
substances and the asswnptlort th~t everything was blasted, and there were 

1 artlflcl&l radioactive substa~,ce• wet e j many fires. Beyond three miles the . 
cre&ted could not be proved. dam&Ke was not great, though roofs 

Too Late to Oheck 1 
were torn off up to five mi~es and gl~ss 

At this late date there Is no way of was broken up to twelve miles. Accord
h king radioa.ctivity that might have I ing to General Farrell. about twenty 

~e:~ detected on Aug. 15. Genera.! Far- sound •ll·ucturel! of masonry and st.eel 
. · . rtain that there was none on ue still standing i11 the centt·al porbon 

!
tell J!l ce of Hiroshima, but all windows are out 
Sept. II. h 1 the reports from New alld the interiors are gutted. ~odern 

I 
OJ~ the w o e bear out & statement bridges stood up well but handratls and 

:vrexrco and Jap~~t· De artment to ac- some sidewalltl! were blasted away. A 
tsl!ued by the D ~ yth'a · official fire was started in a forest about four 
comp~n~ Prof. H ... eu~h that led to miles from Hiroshima. 
flescr1ptlon of the resb b The War The effects of the terrific heat were 
th · vc11tion of the om · ·1· 

e m id "The bomb is Impressive. In 11 building one 1111 e 
Department thereb 18 t' h a height away plush chain behind a windo\,. 
d t t d in com at a auc · Ab t 

c ona. e lve the maxi- were scorched despite the gJa, s. ou 
from tlte ~round as to i~st structurell 5:.i,OOO buildings in Hiroshima were 
mum blast effect aga ~e r~dioactl\· e burn d, ~nd or these 6,800 were totally 
and to dlllsemmate t account of the deltroyed lind 2,300 WPre half burnPd. 
produet u a tloud. On . t ' 11 all About 3 800 weJ'P parllally destroyed 
h lght of tht explosion pt~c 1ca Y . ' 

e . · . d cts axe (• ;utled bv the bla11t alont. the rAdiOafll\·e pto 1t · 

s; • •c.. "CANNING" URANIUM SLUGS f 
LEARNING how to ''can'' uranilllll slugs was one of the 

most difficult problems encountered in making atomic 
bombs, Dr. H. D. Smyth, of Princeton University, con· 
sult:mt on the project, relates in the technical report re· 
leased by the War DepartmE)nt. The failure of a single 
''can' ' might have caused an entire operating unit to be 
shut down. 

The most efficient way of cooling the uranium would 
have been to let the wat er flow in direct contact with the 
radioactive metal in which the heat was being produced. 
This seemed out of the question, however, since uranium 
would react chemically with the water. It was f eared 
direct contact between the two would put a dangerous 
amount of radioactive material into solution and probably 
even disintegrate the uranium slugs. 

No one who lived through the period of design and 
construction of the Hanford, Wash., plant is likely to 
forget the problem of sealing the uranium slugs in pro· 
t ective metal jackets, according to Dr. Smyth. The state 
of the ''canning problem '' could be roughly estimated by 
the a tmosphere of gloom or j oy to be f ound around the 
laboratory. 

.A. sheath had to be found that would protect uranilllll 
from water corrosion, keep fission products out of the 
water, transmit heat f rom the uranium to the water and 
not absorb too many neutrons. 

Metal j ackets or cans of thin aluminum were f easible 
from the nuclear point of view and were chosen early as 
the most likely solution of the problem, but alternative 
ideas continued to be explored. Both the problem of 
getting a uniform heat ·conducting bond between the 
uranium and the surrounding aluminum, and that of 
effecting a gas·tight closure f or the can proved t rouble· 
some. 

Even up to a f ew weeks bef ore it was t ime to load the 
uranium slugs into the pile t here was no cer tainty that 
any of the processes under development would be satis· 
f actory. A fin al minor but apparently importan t modi· 
fication in the canning process was adopted in October, 
1944, and up to the time the report was writ ten there had 
been no canning f ailures. 

:£ 1' ,e t-c. c.. 8, I { 
THE INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR STUDIES 

AND THE INSTITUTE OF METALS AT 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

h· is planned to establish a t the Univer sity of Chi

cago an Ins ti t ute of Nuclear S tudies and an Institute 

of Metals . Dr. Samuel K. Atkin on, prof es. or of 

physics, will serve as the director of the Institute of 
1 uclear S tudies. 

Dr. Enrico F ermi and Dr. H a r old Ur ey, both of 
Columbia Univer sity, ha ve been appointed profe sor 

of p hy ics and professor of chemistry, r especti\1ely . 
Member s of lhe in tit ute wi ll in clude Dr . P hilip W. 
Schu tz, p rofe sor of chemical eng ineering, Colu mbia 

Univcr ity ; D r . Ed ward Teller, profes or of chem

istr y , George W ashing ton Univer s ity; Dr. J o eph E. 
Mayer , prof e sor of chemis try, Columbia Univer sity, 

. with his wife, Ma1·ia Goep pert Mayer , wbo will serve 

as r esear ch associa te; Dr. Wal ter H. Zinn, as ociat e 

p r ofcs ·or of p hysics now in war r esear ch in Chi

cago, and D r . J ohn Simpson, D r. R obert F. Christy 

and Dr. D ona ld J. H ug hes, all of the Uni ver i ty of 
Chicago. 

The s taff of the Institute of Meta ls will con is t of 

Dr. Cyr il S ta nl ey Smi th, director, and Dr. Clar en ce 
Zen er , profes or of meta llurgy. 

• 
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W HEN President Truman's electrify

ing announcement that an atomic 

energy bomb with blasting power equiva

lent to 20,000 tons of TNT had been 

dropped on Japan broke a 4-year silence 

surrounding the greatest of all-time secret 

weapons, the veil of secrecy was also lifted 

on the biggest project of Columbia's hush· 

hush war research program. Within the 

limits of a partially relaxed military cen

sorship it can now be revealed how im

portant a role Columbia physicists and 

guest scientists played in initiating and 

carrying out the scientific work that brought 

about the remarkable development of th's 

super bomb. 
Security regulations still obtaining pre

vent the Columbia men directly respon

sible for developing and testing the phy· 

sica! principles from giving out any in

formation about their work, but the War 

Department has just released a 30,000· 

word report by Dr. H . D. Smyth, chair

man of the department of physics of 

Princeton University, describing the devel

opment of the methods of using atomic 

energy for military purposes. This ac

count serves to emphasize the extent of the 

contribution made by and at Columbia, 

especially in the early stages of the re

search. 

First Meeting 

Although the idea of atomic power or 

even atomic bombs had been discussed off 

and on in scientific circles from the time of 

the first discovery of the large amounts of 

energy released in nuclear reactions to the 

time of the discoverY. of uranium fission, 

Professor Smyth declares that the miJ:tary 

importance of the latter was first called 

to the attention of the Government by 

George B. Pegram, '30PhD, '29ScD, dean 

of the Graduate Faculties at Columbia ar.d 

a well-known physicist. 

In March, 1939, Dean Pegram, who 

later became head of Columbia's Division 

of War Research, telephoned Washington 

and arranged for a conference betwe~n 

representatives of the avy department 

and Enrico Fermi, brilliant Italian physicist 

who had recently become a professor at 

Columbia. Fermi suggested at this time the 

possibility of achieving a controllable re

action of atomic energy using slow ne-.:

trons (the force which split the uranium} 

or a reaction of an explosive character 

using fast neutrons. The Navy expressed 

interest and asked to be kept informed, but 

no further government action was taken 

until the fall of 1939 when the Columbia 

and Princeton groups, supported by a letter 

from Einstein, and through Alexander 

Sacks of New York, enlisted the aid of 

President Roosevelt in encouraging work 

in this field. 

By Presidential appointment an "Ad

visory Committee on Uranium" was cre

ated which held its first meeting on Oc

tober 21, 1939. The immediate result of 

this meeting was a report issued on No

vember 1 which mentioned both atomic 

power and an atomic bomb as possibilities. 

It recommended the purchase of large quan

tities of graphite (to be used as a "moder

ator") and uranium oxide, a source of 

U-235 for experimental purposes, and on 

February 20, 1940, the first transfer of 

funds- $6,000- was made from the Army 

and Navy to purchase these materials. In 

this way necessary materials were provided 

for the experiments at Columbia. 

A second meeting of the Uranium Corr .. 

mittee was held on April 28, but no fur

ther recommendations were made, pending 

the rewlts of the critical measurements on 

carbon (in the form of graphite) already 

5 

under way at Columbia. These when ob

tained showed that the use of carbon as a 

"moderator" for slowing down the action 

of the neutrons (obtainable either by the 

chemical action of radium on beryllium or 

by use of the cyclotron) so as to avoid 

resonance absorption and so as to cause 

fission would afford considerable satisfac

tion. 
Among the most active advisers of the 

original Uranium Committee were Profes

sors Pegram, Fermi, Urey, and Dr. Leo 

Szilard of the Columbia group, and Rear 

Admiral H. G. Bowen, '15AM, head of the 

aval Research Laboratory, Washington, 

D . C. 

Special Group Formed 

In June, 1940, the Uranium Committee 

was reconstituted as a subcommittee of the 

newly created National Defense Research 

Committee. Harold C. Urey, professor of 

chemistry at Columbia and 1934 Nobel 

Prize winner in chemistry, and Professor 

Pegram became members of the new com

mitee. In the summer of 1941 the com

mittee was enlarged, Pegram became vice

chairman, and Urey, Fermi, and Pegram 

became subsection chairmen. 

After Pearl Harbor, when the program was 

pushed with all-out effort, the committee 

was reorganized a third time directly under 

the Office of Scientific Research and D e

velopment and was administered first by 

the OSRD -1 Section, and later by a 

pecial -1 ection Executive Commiwe. 

Dean Pegram was named vice chairman 

of the latter and Professor U rey one of ti-e 

three program chiefs. 

On June 15, 1910 a pecial advisory 

group including Columbia Professors Urey, 

Fermi, and Pegram and Dr. Szilard, re

search guest of the Physics Department, 

I. 
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defined the Jines of research to be followed 
on the uranium-carbon experiment as (a) 
further measurements of the nuclear con
stants, and (b) experimentation to estab
lish a chain reaction that would sustain 
itself. This controlled chain reaction in
volved release of further neutrons when 
the uranium atom was split, which would 
not be absorbed either by impurities present 
in the "pile" or by the uranium itself, and 
which would in turn split more uranium 
atoms ad infinitum. It was estimated that 
$40,000 would be needed for the first of 
there, and 100,000 worth of metalJ:c 
uranium and pure graphite for the latter. 

The Columbia group were very eager to 
determine experimentally which of the 
three uranium isotopes underwent fission. 
In 1939 Dr. A. 0. Nier, professor of phy
sics at the University of Minnesota, was 
urged by Dr. John R. Dunning associate 
professor of physics at Columbia, to sepa
ra,te the several isotopes of uranium using 
his mass spectrometer. When he was finally 
successful in February 1940 in separating 
small amounts of concentrated Jractions of 
U -2 34, U-235, and U-238, he turned them 
over to Dunning and to Drs. E. T. Booth 
and A. V. Grosse, for investigation with the 
Columbia cyclotron. It was natural, there
fore, that this group, under the leadership 
of Dr. Dunning, interested themselves more 
than ever in the large-scale separation of 
uranium isotopes. 

The first contract approved and signed 
by the NDRC, on November 8, 1940, was 
with Columbia, for continuation of the 
work already in progress on the approach 
to a chain reaction using unseparated uran
ium isotopes with graphite to prevent loss 
of neutrons. Later contracts were arranged 
here and at other universities and research 
institutions until by the following Novem
ber 16 projects totaling $300,000 had been 
approved. 

Urey began to work on isotope separa
tion by the centrifuge method under a 
Navy contract in the fall of 1940. The 
diffusion method of separation was initi-

ated at Columbia by Dunning. In a memo
randum which was sent to L. ]. Briggs, 
chairman of the Uranium Committee, 
in the fall of 1940 Dunning summarized 
the preliminary investigations made by 
himself, A. V. Grosse, and E. T. Booth 
in the Pupin Physics Laboratories. Work 
was accelerated in 1941 with financial 
help provided by Urey 's contract, and 
during this period Drs. F. G. Slack of 
Vanderbilt University and W . F. Libby of 
the University of California joined the 
group. 

Beginning with 1940 there was some 
interchange of information with the British. 
Accounts of British opinion, including the 
first draft of the British report reviewing 
the subject, were made available to the top 
policy group in America during the sum
mer of 1941, and in the fall of that year 
Urey and Pegram were sent to England 
to get first-hand information on what was 
being done there. 

Here they exchanged not only hopes but 
fears with the British scientists and came 
back to the United States the first week 
in December filled with the urgency that 
we must beat the enemy to the secret of 
using atomic energy for bombs. This was 
the first time that any Americans had gone 
to England specifically in connection with 
the uranium problem. 

Project Expands 

By 1942 the theory of isotope separa
tion by gaseous diffusion had been well 
worked out. It became clear now that a 
very large plant would be required and 
that diffusion barriers and pumps would 
make up the main equipment. Up until 
Ma y, 1943, Dunning was in immediate 
charge of the work; Urey was in charge 
of statistical methods in general. At this 
time, the work was transferred from OSRD 
auspices and taken over by the Army. In 
the summer of 1943, the difficulties en
countered in solving some of the phases 
of the project led to a considerable ex-

COLUMBIA ALUMNI NEWS 

pansion, and most of the work was moved 
out of the Columbia laboratories into the 
Nash building on West 133d Street. On 
March 1, 1945, since the work had reached 
the industrial operation stage, the labora
tory was taken over by Carbide and Carbon 
Chemical Corporation. 

In the meantime, progress on the devel
opment of the chain reaction had grown 
apace. Nearly all of the work on th 's 
aspect of the research had been concen
trated at Columbia in 1940, but interest 
in the general problem by individuals at 
Princeton and the Universities of Chicago 
and California led to the approval of cer
tain projects at these institutions early in 
1941. Thereafter the work of all these 
groups was co-ordinated under the direc
tion of Dr. Arthur H. Compton. Experi
ments, involving a variety of arrangements 
of graphite and uranium continued until 
the Spring of 1942, when the Columbia 
group under Fermi moved to Chicago with 
its accumulated material and equipment. 
At Chicago on December 2, 1942, Fermi 
and his group, among them Walter H. 
Zion, '34PhD, Herbert L. Anderson, '35AB, 
'37BS, '40PhD, George L. Wei!, '31AM, 
'42PhD, and Bernard T. Feld, '45PhD, 
attained the first self-sustaining chain-re
acting "pile" of uranium and graphite, and 
thus achieved the goal of a steady and 
controllable release of atomic energy. 

The principles necessary to the produc
tion of an atomic energy bomb had all 
been worked out now, and it remained but 
to rush into production with the materials 
and put them together. In the spring of 
1943 an entirely new laboratory was es
tablished at Los Alamos, N. M., near Santa 
Fe, under J. R. Oppenheimer, for the pur
pose of investigating the design and con· 
struction of the atomic bomb from the 
stage of the receipt of U-235 or plutonium 
to the stage of the use of the bomb. The 
new laboratory improved the theoretical 
treatment of design and performance prob
lems, refined and extended the measure
ments of the nuclear constants involved, 

THE END RESULT 'oF THE WORK WAS THE END OF THE WAR 

Prof. John R. Dunning Dean George B. Pegram Prof. Harold C. Urey Prof. E11rico Fermi 
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OUT OF THE MACHINE, A NEW FORCE 
Columbia's cyclotron did its part 

developed methods of purifying the ma
terials to be used, and finally, designed 
and constructed operable bombs. 

Credit for Columbia's participation in .the 
development of the atomic energy bomb 
should not go alone to the few names space 
has permitted recording. Dean Pegram 
especially emphasized that mention should 
not be omitted of the contributions of 
those temporary Columbia men who were 
members of the University's Division of 
War Research. He declared that the suc
cess of the work at Columbia owes very 
much to the collaboration of these col
leagues from other institutions; for ex
ample, such men as Professors E. Mack, Jr., 
of Ohio State, H . S. Taylor of Princeton, 
and P. H . Emmett of Johns Hopkins uni
versities, and Dr. L. M. Currie of the Car
bide and Carbon Chemical Corporation. 

Secrecy Still Applies 

At the present time no complete list of 
names of Columbia men who worked on 
this great project is being given out. Secrecy 
provisions still apply except information as 
is given out oy the Army authorities. Hence 
only names that are given in the Smyth 
document are referred to in this article. 
Many faculty members and a great many 
Columbia alumni contributed vitally to the 
success of the undertaking, most of them 
in the Columbia laboratories, although 
many did their work at other sites. 

So great was the personnel problem of 
manning the Columbia laboratories that 
Robert F. Moore, '24E, secretary of Ap· 
pointments at Columbia, was recalled from 
work as civilian recruiting officer for the 
Naval Ordnance Laboratory at Washing
ton, D. C. , for the Columbia part of the 
project. 

When he arrived on the job early in 
December, 1942, there were approximately 

200 physicists, physical chemists, and en
gineers working in the SAM laboratories 
in Pupin, Havemeyer, and Schermerhorn. 
During the final stages of the project, some 
1,500 men were at work here. 

Although it is not known exactly how 
many Columbia alumni were associated 
with the project, Mr. Moore estimated 
that they numbered at least several hun
dred. A considerable group of young en
gineers and technically trained alumni 
were connected with the production end 
of the work at the Hanford and Oak 
Ridge plans w hich grew directly out of 
the research started at Columbia, and many 
were also working at the one near Santa Fe. 
Moreover, students from all the late gradu: 
ating classes in science were promptly ab
sorbed into the laboratories. 

One might almost say that the Columbia 
project had come full circle when it is 
considered that in the destructive bombing 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, five Japanese 
alumni in the former city and three in the 
latter, were probably destroyed. We may 
well hope that the talents of Columbia 
professors and alumni may assist as suc
cessfully in showing the world how to con
trol the new instrument as the talents of 
Columbia scientists did in bringing it into 
existence. 



JAPANESE BATTLESHIP WHICH WILL BE USED FOR TARGET IN ATOMIC BOMB TES1 

Pre-war view of the 32, 720-ton Nagato, which was put out of commission 

U.S. Will Test Atomic Bomb ) 
On Enemy Battleship N agato 
32,720-Ton Vessel to Be Towed 500 Miles 

O ff Japan-Effect of the Missile Over 
Water May Decide Navies' Fate 

"r By FRAJI."K L. KLUCKHOIIN «7 7 
5F Wlroless to THE NEW You TI,.ES, 

TOKYO, Sept. 16-The 32,720· former German cruiser Frank
ton Japanese battleship Nag-a.to, fort off the Virginia coast, and 
which withstood an attack by 500 two days later dealt the same 
United States Naval planes and fate to the former German 
which was taken over at the Yoko- dreadnaught Ostfriedland. On 
suka naval base after the war, will Sept. 5, 1923, off Cape Hatteras, 
be towed 500 miles to sea to have Army Martin bombers sank U1e 
an atomic bomb dropped upon her obsolete United States battle
in an experiment that may deter- ships New Jersey and Virginia, 
mine the form of navies in the fu- again under General Mitchell's 
ture world order. direction.] 

I 
That is the present plan of the Reports from Hiroshima and 

United States Navy, which wants Nagasaki indicate that the force 
to ascertain these details: Whether of the explosion 1s up and out, not J• 
the bomb will cause the destruction down. From the, Navy's viewpoint, J 
of a single ship; what it will do the most dangerous effect of the . 
to a task force; what effect it will atomic bomb could be under water, 

1 
have on the water. The Navy where the pressure of water great-

1 
hopes to obtain the answers in one ly magnifies the effect of a to~- , 
of the greatest experiments of its pedo or a mine . 

. type since Brig. Gen. William L. The Navy will invite the press 1 

. (Billy) Mitchell sank four war- to attend this experiment, as it did 1 
· ships from the air in the early General Mitchell's effort. 1 

Nine~een Twenties. Capt. Thomas J. Flynn of New 1 

[On July 18, 1921, a squadron York executive officer of the
1
Norway, on No\·. 12, 194.~ . . 

L of Army planes under General u s 's I h t k d While our Navy ?.Jways has ,' . . . owa, w o oo comman t t d lh ·l' f .. 
1 

Mitchell's direction sank the of the Nagalo Aug. 30, immedi- con es e e asse1 Ion o au 
1------------ ----ately upon his promotion from power exponents that tl!.e plane 

commander to captain is removing has rendered the battleship obso
all the Japanese pe;.sonnel kept le_te, and .while it h~s use~ these 
aboard for technical reasons. g1ants w1th effect m tl!1s war, 

United States personnel also will General Mitchell's experiments did 
be removed and presumably the lead to a modification . of n~val 
Nagato will be towed under escort. concepts and of ba.ttleship des1gn. 
The bomb will be dropped within Battleshtps have smce undergone 
the perception of the modern, deli- it?porlant structural change~ de· 
cate, long-range detection devices s1g·ned to protect them from a1r at
present on all American warships. tacks .. 

The "indestructible" ship of the It IS not known whetl!er the 
Japanese Navy has been made atomic bomb at sea will have ~he 
ready for sea by an engineering same effect because of the w1de 
crew of the destroyer transport area for expansion as it does on 
Horace A. Bass. The Nagato suf- land tugets, where hills or moun
fered three direct hits July 18, but tains concentrate its power. There 
the fourteen-inch steel armor plate is a tentative theory that the ef· 
of her turrets withstood the blasts feet of the atomic bomb on water 
of Admiral William F. Halsey Jr.'s will be mitigated. 
concentrated air attack. Her dam- Catholic priests in Hiroshima 
age was extensive but superficial. said their lives had been saved be
Now she will stand her greatest cause they were m a relatively air
test. tight building that withstood the 

This experiment will exceed in blast. On the other hand, the 
potentialities the attack by British world's most terrible weapon 
Lancasters carrying 12,000-pound vaporized the steel tower from 
bombs that sank Germany's bat- which it was suspet1ded in the in
tleship Tirpitz in Tromsoe Fjord, itial experiment in New Mexico. 

• 

, 
• 
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NAGASAKI AFTER IT FELT THE FORCE OF AN ATOMIC BOMB INDUSTRY AID SEEN l 

DUE TO ATOM BOMB: 
l 

1 

Many Developments Speeded J 

in Emergency Are Available 1 
1 

for Early Application 

I 

There are several thousand im- 1 

mediate applications for the prod- l 

ucts and procedures developed in 

creating the atomic bomb, it was 

disclosed yesterday with War De

partment approval by the Kellex 

Corporation. This is a subsidiary 

of the M. W. Kellogg Company, 

industrial engineering concern that 

helped engineer plants for develop

ment of the bomb. 
The new applications will be 

available for industry upon Gov
ernment release, It was declared by 
H. R. Austin, executive vice presi
dent of M. W. Kellogg Company, 
and A. L. Baker, general manager 
of Kellex, at a luncheon at the 
Biltmore Hotel, at which announce
ment was made that the Kellex 
Company had received the Army
Navy E. 

Among the industries that may 
avail themselves soon of the 
knowledge gained in working out 
the diffusion process of extracting 

• . U-235 from natural uranium are 

. . . . . · ,. · - . ., petroleum refining, general chemi-

The center area of the c1ty lie~ m rums a httle over a month :~fter the attack. A narrow path wmds cal and processing, manufacture of 

Shacks m foreground were built from scraps of tin picked up by survivors. pressure and vacuum vessels, gas 
processing, electrical industry, re
frigeration,' users of corrosive 

·.•· chemicals and the medical profes
sion, they asserted. 

New Contributions Revealed 

More new instruments to ob
serve and control the atomic bomb 
project were created than had 
been built in all history prior to 
that development, Mr. Baker said. 
A porous "barrier" was developed 
with billions of holes of less than 

?, two-millionths of an inch, able to 
withstand a pressure of one at
mosphere with a requirement of 
uniform spacing and size of pores 
that would not become enlarged or 
plugged by corrosio or excluded 
particles. Almost at the last 
minute a barrier was developed 
that operated successfully 
throughout the several thousand 
stages required to produce U-235, 
he revealed. 

Pump development made such 
headway over previous knowledge 
and products that it alone may 
well represent more gain to in
dustry than the entire $2,000,000,-
000 cost of the project, Mr. Baker 
said. Hardly less important, he 
asserted, were the essential "leak
detectors" that will bring about 
widespread use in dangerous and 
complicated industrial processes. 

The technical advances that can 
be accomplished through atomic 
power itself may take years to 

. . . . . . . . .. _ _ \ . . • prepare, however, and there will 

~ __ ,-_,..... _,_ . .:_ -... w• . , of necessity be complete preserva-

Located a mile from the scene of the blast, the huge Mitsubishi Steel Works was completely wrecked by tion of the secret of the bomb in 

the powerful explosive. 
Associated Preu every particular, it was said in a 

British Atom Bomb Unit Sails on Aquitania; 
any Evacuees Among 450 Civilians Aboard 

Dr. John P. Baxter, British The party leaving on the Aqui

chemical engineer who worked on tania was the largest outbound 

the atomic bomb at Oak Ridge, since V-E Day. In addition to the 

Tenn., was among 450 civilians civilians, 352 members of the 

who embarked yesterday on the Royal Air Force, fifteen British 

Aquitanil!l, which will sail from naval officers and thirty-four sol

Pier 90, North River, at 8 A. M., diers of the British, French and 

today. Dutch Armies were aboard. About 

The British scientist, returning three-quarters of the civilians 

to England permanently, had been were women and children who had 

employed by Imperial Chemical been evacuated to this country 

Industries and was lent to the about five years ago. A number 

: British Government for work on of the children spoke with Amer

' the atomic bomb. In his party ican accents, and one with a 

· were Arthur G. Jones and Harold southern drawl. Several of them 

i E . Evans, also atomic bomb ex- were vehement in expressing re

- perts. All were accompanied by luctance to leave the United 

f members of their families. States and go back to England. 

l ------------------------------------
------------

memorandum made public by the 
corporation. 

Supreme Headquarters- as . .J'Otn- Early Ben fit s 
mancter .,._ naval po-ts and 15ases 6 1 een 

in Germany. He later became head Industry does not have to wait 

of the naval division of the Allied for atomic power to utilize the ex

Control Council for Germany. perience of the project, it was de
clared. It cannot all be revealed 
in print at present, but it is in the 
minds of engineers and concerns 

1 participating in the project and Is 
· expected to be bound up with their 
future thinking, engineering de
sign, construction and processing. 

With respect to medicine, the 
memorandum declared it will bene-

fi t from a low cost, more abundant 
JOurce of radioactivity, improved 
?rotective methods for combating 
toxicity in industry, and extension 
Jf cancer therapy. "Most of the 
1dvantages still are necessarily 
mder Government wraps, and the 
~rincipal building of the diffusion 
~!ant at Oak Ridge, Tenn., houses 
the largest chemico-physical con
tinuous process in the world," Mr. 
Baker said. "It is a single process 
~mploying more pumps, more car
riers, more power, more people, 
more instruments, more of every 
process-essential than ever had 
been thought of before." 

I 



CAN THE SECRET BE KEPT? 
The atomic bomb has raised an issue 

between the physicists and the states- 1 
men. All the distinguished scientists 
who participated in developing the 

I bomb and who have been heard from 
thus far declare that in two, three or 

j at most five years any industrial na-
tion with brains and money enough
and brains and money are always 
found in industry- can develop its own 
bomb on the basis of the extant litera
tw·e. In our own case, President Tru
man has placed in the public domain 
all Government-owned land on which 
there are uranium ores-a forerunner 
of legislation that Congress will surely 
enact and of some international under- I 
standing which will cover the mining 

1 
of uranium ores wherever they may be 
found. We can leave the issue neither 
to the physicists nor to the legislators. 
If there is any practical policy to pre
vent the use of atomic bombs by some 
ruthless aggressor, surely it ought to 
be framed jointly by scientists and 
statesmen. 

For the time being, atomic bombs can 
be loaded only with material obtained 
from uranium ores. By possessing our
selves of ores on our own public land 
we cannot prevent other nations from 
developing their own bombs. Uranium 
ores are widely distributed. It is prob
able that geological prospectors will 
discover more. Since control of ura
nium deposits is ruled out, the alterna
tive would seem to be for the nations 
of the world to consent to the periodic 
inspection, by the technicians of an in
ternational board, of all plants in which 
uranium is used. It so happens that a 
plant in which uranium is extracted 
for use in bombs is so enormous and 
that so many workers are required that 
concealment is impossible. In war we 
managed to evade questions about our 
own plants at Oak Ridge and Pasco, 
but in peace no country could do so 
indefinitely. 

As yet there is no possibility of ex-

tracting uranium from its ores and 
making bombs in some corner labora
tory. What ILay happen fifty years 
hence, when energy will be released 
from water or d1rt, it is much too early 
to predict. E ven if this next step is 
taken sooner than now seems possible, 
periodic inspection by consent is still 
worth consideration. But always the 
question of the use and abuse of atomic 
energy must be determined. Com
pressed air can drive a torpedo or a 
rock-drill ; an explosive can blast a rail
way tunnel or destroy a city. The line 
between legitimate and illegitimate ex
perimenting with atomic energy will 
be difficult to draw. 

That it should be necessary to dis
cuss the greatest achievement in sci
ence and technology of our time in 
these terms is enough to sadden any
one but the most cheerful optimist. 
The world has been enriched with a 
discovery and an invention which 
should be hailed as the dawn of a new 
era, yet, for the moment, we can think 
chiefly of death and destruction. The 
only crumb of comfort that can be 
extracted from the situation in which 
we find ourselves is the growing reali
zation that this world cannot risk a 
global war waged with atomic explo
sives. 

I 

D~CRIES ATOM SECRECY 

Dr. Gideonse Wants Us to Share 
Discovery With Humanity 

Declaring that the way for the 
United States to prove leadership 
is to keep open the channels 
through which leadership was 
achieved, Dr. Harry D. Gideonse, 
president, officially welcomed 1,460 
Brooklyn College freshmen yester
day at a special assembly in Roose
velt Hall. 

In quoting from the 1939 report 
of the Rockefeller Foundation, 
which told or the European ad
vances i11 the splitting of the atom, 
Dr. Gideonse said that nothing 
would be achieved by closing doors 
~>nd by "scientific tariff-minded
ness." He severely criticized the 
idea of preserving "secrets," hold
ing that in this country present 
leadership was gained through the 
aid of contributions from scientists 
everywhere. 

"The atomic bomb is to humanity 
what DDT is to fleas and mos
quitos," the Brooklyn College 
head said. "It has telescoped time 
and questions that might have 
called for answers in a decade or 
so before atomic energy became 
available are now in an immediate 
'do or die' category." 

Scoffs at Bomb Secrecy 

British Scientist Says Any Naiion 
Could Split Atom 

From the Herald Tribune BurCfl!L 
Copynght, 1945. New York Tnbune Inc. I 
LONDON, Sep t . 17.-0ne of the 

scientists r esponsible for the de
velopmen t of th e atom bomb, Pro
fessor M. E. Oliphan t, of Birming
ham University, decla red today 
that th ei e is no defen se against it, 
that the principles on which it is 
based are well known to every one, 
and that any idea Great Brit a in 
and the United States ma y have of I 
keeillg the process secre t is " just l 
ro t." 

Professor Oliphant said an y in
dustrial count ry' could have th e 
bomb in five years, an d an y de
termined industrial coun try could 
do it in t wo. 

I SEES OVER-OCEAN BOMB 

Sen. Tydings Warns of Nations 
Sharing Atomic Secret 

BALTIMORE, Sept. 2 llPl-Sen
ator Tydings of Maryland said last 
night that he had been informed by 
eminent scientists that it would be 
possible to put an atomic bomb in 
a projecUie and fire it across the 
Atlanti c. 

In a speech before the annual 
reunion of the Twenty-ninth Divi
sion Association, he said it was 
necessary fo1· all " to stimulate 
their imaginations because we are 
playing with things that God 
hitherto kept to himself." 

He asserted that five or six other 
nations would be producing atomic 
bombs at the end of a year or two 
and that it was up to the United 
States to find wavs and means of 
creating friendships between na
tions to prevent "a push button 
war that will be over before most 
people will know it began." 

Atom Bomb Use 
Called a Crime 

Lon don, Sept. 18 (AP)-A pro
test against t he "crime" of using 
th e atomic bomb agains t J apan 
was s igned and ci rculated today: 
by 31 Britishers, mos tly preach~ 
er s , writers, m usicians an d tea ch• 
ers. 

The protest asserted the bomb 
was a ".further deliberate viola
tion of the prin ciples of sacred
ness of human life upon which 
Ch r istian civilization and demo· 
cratic socil::ty alike have been 
based and reduces to hypocrisy 
the self-constituted right of AI· 
lied nations to put 'war criminals ' 
on tria l." 

Signers included Lady Pethick· 
L awren ce, wife of the Secretary 
of State for India; the R ev. Regi· 
n ald Sorenson , L aborite mem ber 
of Parliament, and F. Lewis 
Donaldson, Archdeacon of West· 
minster. 

Big Navy Urged to Rule 
Ocean in Atomic Era 
Bll t he ).sooctat•d Prns. I 

WASH "something less than 12 000 
INGTON, Sept. 19.-Post- planes" and total personnel of 'be-

war cont rol of the seas with a tween 500,000 and 600,000 officers 
> Navy capable of "delivering atomic and men, exclusive of the Marine 
! bomb attacks" was urged today Corps, could man the Navy he 

by Navy Secretary James V For- outlined. 
. res tal before the House Naval thHe su~gested . establishment of 

. ese maJor Pac1f1c naval bases: 
Comm~ttee. . . . Kodiak and Adak in the Aleu~ 
Te~ tlfying on legislatiOn to de- tlans, Hawaii, Balboa in the 

, termme t he ~ize of the_ peacetime Canal Zone; Guam, Saipan and 
Navy, Mr. Forrestal said the key Tinian in the Marianas th 
to future victory and to the free- Bonin-Volcanic is.lands· "p~rh e 
dom of this country ··wm be in the Ryukyus" · in the Admiral~Ps 

t th~ control of the seas and of the "if Australia 'will grant us t~: 
; sk1es a~ove them." right to a base there'' and th ' 

SpeCJflcally, he recommended: Philippines. e 
An active fleet, ready for battle 

cons isting of approximately 300 
· modern major combatant vessels 
, including 11 battleships, l5 air
. craft carriers including three 

45,000-tonners, 21 escort carriers, 
. 20 heavy and large cruisers 29 
. light cruisers, 176 destroyers: 40 
' destroyer escorts and 90 sub- < 

marines in adctition to supporting 
craft. 

All New Ships. 
All the battleships, carriers, 

cruisers, destroyers and subma
rines would be new ships com
pleted since 1940. 

A laid~up reserve of seven old 
battleships, 22 carriers built slnce 
1940, 58 escort carriers, 14 heavy 
cruisers, 91 light cruisers, 191 de
stroyers, 257 destroyer escorts, 110 
submarines and supporting craft. 

"A ready reserve" of 100 addi~ 
tiona! major sh1ps. 

Mr. Forrestal and Adm. of Fleet ' 
Ernest J. King, chief of naval 
operations, were called as princi
pal witnesses. 

Mr. Forrestal said no one knows 1 what effect the atomic bomb will 
have_ on modeling navies, but em- 1 

Phasized that the United States 1 

~avy intends to adapt it to car- 1 
ner~based planes. J 

Would Lose Control. , 
While immensely destructive he · 

said, the atomic bomb "is stlh a 
bomb, requiring land or carrier~ 1 
based Planes to deliver it." And 1 
the best defense against it is "in c 
intercepting air power." 1 

"If we were to give away our < 
fleet and rely wholly on the bomb, 1 
we would lose control of the sea," , 
he said. 1 

Mr. Forrestal estimated that c 

• 
..... 
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Close-Ups of Destruction in Nag·asaki After Se 

This suburban section 
saki was left almost 
damagecl as areas in the ceuter of 

tire city, four miles mvcty __ ----·· 

cond Atomic Bomb Attack on a Japanese City 

• 

A Japauese family movetl buck to the ~pot rohe.re t~telr house 
stood, erectirrg this crude shack from pr.eces of tm lyu~ about 

ATOMIC BOMB WORKER! ~ 
DIED 'FROM BURNS''l 

LOS ALAMOS, N. M., Sept. 20 : 
(JP>-The Government's atomic 1 

bomb laboratory disclosed today, · 
in reply to an inquiry, that a 
worker died Sept. 15 "from burns 
in an industrial accident" on Aug. 
21. He was identified as Harry K. 
Dagh!ian, 24, New London, Conn., 
a Purdue University instructor 
prior to coming here in Novem
ber, 1943. 

A project spokesman said today 
that scientists at the atomic bomb 
laboratory were opening a spare
time university next week for hun- ' 
dreds of young military and ci
vilian personnel assigned at Los 
Alamos. 

Eighteen courses are to be of
fered in fields of chemistry, mathe
~atics , physics and metallurgy, ' 
regular courses students would 

take in college" rather than in- · 
struction in atomic bomb prin
ciples. 

Hans A. Bethe of Cornell heads : 
the university committee as chair
man. Among those expected to 
teach are Enrico Fermi, a Nobel 
Prize winner in physics. 



DidAtomBomh!J 
Help End War? 
Generals Differ 
LeMay Says N~,Groves Yes; 

Truman and Senators 
Discuss Atomic Future 

' 
From the Herald 'l'rlbune Bureau " I 

WASHINGTON, Sept, 20.-Two. 
high-ranking generals expressed 
opposite views today on the effect 
of the atomic bomb in hastening 
the surrender of Japan, while 
President Truman discussed the 
future of atomic energy with a· 
group of Senators who are pre
paring for a comprehensive study 
of the subject. 

In the Pentagon Building, con
flicting statements flew back and 
forth. Major General Curtis E. 
Le May, commanding general o!! 
the 21st Bomber Command, said 
flatly at one press conference that 
the atomic bomb "had nothing to 
do with the end of the war." He 
said the war would have been over 
in two weeks without the use of 
the atomic bomb or the Russian 
entry into the war. 

Later, however, in another press 
conference, Major General Leslie 
R. Groves, who had charge of the 
development of the atomic bomb 
project, smiled when he heard of 
the Le May opinion and pointed 
out that the Japanese, when noti
fied of the Potsdam declaration of 
July 26, said it was unworthy of 
notice. 

"After the atomic bomb dropped, 
the Japanese attitude changed im
mediately," General Groves re
called. "I think that is significant." 

Asked whether the atomic bomb 
hastened the end of the war, Gen
eral Groves said: "Yes, of course 
1t did." 

Present at the White House con
ference were Senators Tom Con- 1 

na!ly, Democrat, o.f Texas; Arthur 
H. Vandenberg, Republyican, of 1 

· Michigan, and Scott W. Lucas, · 
Democrat, of ·nlinois. They were · 
named as a subcommittee yester- · 
day by the Senate Foreign Rela- 1 

tions Committee to confer with 1 President Truman on the advisa- · 
bi!ity and possibly the scope of a ; 
Congressional study of means of : 
controlling the atomic bomb and 
related matters. No details of the 
White House conference were ; 
made public, but Mr. Truman was · 
understood to have approved the : 
study. Representative William J . • 
Gallagher, Democrat, of Minne- :· 
sota told the House, meanwhile, 
that he "does not think members i 
of Congress are capable of han- : 
dling it." 1 

Representative Clare Boothe· l 
Luce, Republican, of Connecticut, • 
warned House members that the 1 
nation had better begin to "go l 
underground" to protect itself 1 
against possible future atomic 1 
bomb attacks that may come with- l 
out warning. •---- ~ 

/ 

fURDA Y, SEPTEMBER 22, 1945. 

KEEP BOMB SECRET, 
GEN. GROVES URGES 

r Qj r 

Officer in Charge of Weapon's 
Development Honored Here 
-Sees Peace Guarantee 

Complete United States control 
of the secret of the atomic bomb, 
at least during the next few years, 
was urged here yesterday by Maj. 
Gen. Leslie R. Groves, officer in 
charge of the weapon's develop
ment, as the city paid tribute to 
him for having "accomplished the 
impossible." 

General Groves sounded 
warning against sharing 
bomb'~:~ secret at three ceremonies 
during the day. The first was at 
City Hall, where Mayor LaGuardia 
and other city dignitaries honored 
him for his work; the second was 
at a luncheon in the Waldorf- 1 Astoria, and finally at a press con
ference during which he discussed 
the bomb. 

Projecting himself into the ·cur
rent controversy over whether to 
share the bomb with other nations 
of the world, he told 200 city of
ficials, scientists and industrialists 
at the luncheon given by the In-

ATOMIC BOMB PROJECT DIRECTOR HONORED 

ternational Business Machines Cor- \ poration that "this weapon must 
be kept under control of the · · · · · j United States until all of the other Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves receiving a scroll from Mayor La Guardia nations of the world are as anxious - ....... ----...,----.:..· _ _ _______ _._ __ T_h_•_N•_w_Y..,o=r,.,k==Tt=m,..,•_• 
for peace as we are." Cites Veil '\)f E ~creey 1 - Gets Certificate of Gratitude -"And by 'anxious for peace,' " he 1 

• . . . dd "I . th h t d not Paymg tribute to the scientists, · Before the luncheon, General a e, mean m e ear a,n ·industrialists and workers who · Groves and his staff were received by speech or signature on a treaty 1 toiled over the i}roject, General ~ by Mayor La Guardia in his office which they do not intend to honor." Groves reviewed the history of the · at City Hall. There, in the pres-•t W 't B U ed A ain bomb's development. Shortly be- : ence of 300 officials, the Mayor Hopes 
1 

on e s g fore it was completed, he disclosed, · presented to the general a certifiAlthough the bomb means com- a Congressional committee in- : cate expressing the gratitude of plete victory for us, General spected some of the plants, "but , the people of New York for his Groves said he hoped it would they didn't even tell their wives. " ; "having accomplished the impos-never be used again. At the press conference, General 
1 

sible." Keeping the secret, temporarily, Groves suggested keeping the The Mayor, who also spoke at he said, will be possible because bomb as an American secret, that the luncheon for General Groves, it will take other nations years to the entire question be turned over · congratulated him and his staff for develop the bomb. The scien~ist, to some agency selected by Con- their work, In responding, Genhe said, feels that other nations gress for that purpose. eral Groves sounded his keynote 

l
ean duplicate our work in two to The President, he continued, has . for the day-"that if this nation five years "and the more they talk promised to submit legislation to · controlled the atomic bomb for a the shorter the time seems to get." Congress on control of the bomb . . few years until other nations are But, he emphasized, they are When that legislation comes, it will : prepared to share it, we will go a I thinking of scie?ce and a the?ry be up to the people charged with . long way toward preserving uniand not of buildmg and operatmg Ute bomb's future to decide what · versal peace." a plant. should be disclosed, he said. 

1 The general reached the city at Answering criticism over use of "Until then, though," he warned, . 11 A. M. with his wife and daugh-the bomb, General Groves declared "the War Department is not giv- ter. After a brief ride through that while it did not win the war, ing out any more information." , Central Park, accompanied by it most certainly ended it. The The atomic bomb plants, the Grover Whalen, he went to City ·effect of this ending, he said, was general said, still are in operation, Hall, where he was greeted by a Ito save American lives as well as though with reduced forces. As to crowd of 5,000 persons. Japanese lives in the long rtm . peacetime uses of atomic power, "As I look at the pictl.res of our he admitted that "we don't know men coming home from Japanese how practical it is." 
prisons and hear second-hand ac- Sitting with General Groves was counts and first-hand accounts of Brig. Gen. Thomas F. Farrell, depthe experiences of the men who uty officer in charge of the atomic made the march from Bataan, I am bomb project, who had just renot particularly worried about how : turned from Japan. He des~ribed hard this weapon hit the Japa- : the scenes of utter devas~atwn at nese." Hiroshima and Nagasaki, where The Japanese surrendered be- 1 the two bombs fell, 
cause the bomb was unendurable, 
he continued, pointing out that : 
these terrific effects demonstrated · 
in Japan can be a fo rce for peace . 
in the future in that the y can be : 
used as a "diplomatic bargaining ' 
point" that will lead to the open- , 
ing up of the world so there wlll . 
be no opportunity for a nation to : 
arm secretly. 

• 

• 
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NIMITZ FINDS NAVY 
VITAL TO NEW BOMB 

I 
Atomic Weapon's Use to Rely 
on Seapower for 'Many, Many 

Years,' Admiral Says 

By CLINTON GREEN 
BY Wlrelesc to l'1n Nzw You: TI>US. 

PEARL HARBOR, Sept. 21-
Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, 
in what may have been his last 
press conference as Commander in 
Chief of the Pacific Fleet, looked 
today at the future role of the 
Navy in light of the discovery of 
the atomic bomb and declared he 
could see no lessening of the im· 
portance of sea power. i? the make• 
up of United States m_Ilitary ~orces. 

Admiral Nimitz said he did not 
know what the future held in pos
sibilities that the atomic bomb 
might be guided from the W~st 
Coast, Alaska or the Hawahan 
Islands through the rocket prl?ci· 
ple and he pointedly emphasized 
th~t it would be foolish to say that 
such things could not be done. 

"For many, many ye~rs to come 
any use of the atomic bomb is 
going to depend on planes; and 
planes depend on ~ea power s se
curing and holding bases for 
them " the admiral said. "I don't 
see how you can dispense with sea. 
power. Wherever you would lam;ch 

\
bombs from, you would need shi_PS 
to take the atomic bomb supplies 
there. It's just another weapon 
and we still must rely on sea. 
power." 

\ 

Looking back on nearly four 
years as Commander in Chief of th~ 
fleet that took United States forces 
across the vast stretches of the 
Pacific from Pearl Harbor to Tokyo 
Bay, Admiral Nimitz said that the 
most critical period of our opera• 
tiona came between May and Sep· 
tember, 1942, but after the battl~s 
of Midway and the Coral Sea In 
this period "it just became a ques
tion of time." 

The admiral said that he had 
moved his headquarters back to 
Pearl Harbor from Guam because, 
with the shooting ended, "the big
gest problem is orderly demobiliZa
tion of personnel," and, moreover, 
he wants to consolidate his staff 
and start demobiliZation of that 
group; after demobilizatio_n. ~ill 
come a roll-up of our Pacific m· 
stallations to save as much money 
and materiel as possible. 

"I wish to give assuranct~ 
through your group [the _corre
spondents] that we are gomg to 
speed up the efforts to return per· 
sonnel to the West Coast and their 
homes," the admiral said. "We 
are using escort carriers as trans
ports. Every combatant ship go
Ing to the West Coas~ is loaded to 
the limit of its capacity. We rec· 
ognize our obligations to the people 
of the United States and ~e par
ents of these fine men, but It must 
be done without prejudice to the 
very important occupation [of 
Japan]." 

Admiral Nimitz said in answer 
to a question that his. personal 
plans were concerned with super
vising this roll-up, but he re· 
marked that he had read !n the 
newspapers that he was gomg to 
report to Congress on Oct. 5 and 
that beyond that "I don't know." 
There has been speculation tha~ he 
is going to succeed Fleet Adnural 
Ernest J. King as Chief of Nav~l 
Operations and Commander tn 
Chief of the United States Fleet. 

The admiral took the opportu
nity of adding his voice to those 
insisting that Japan had been de
feated before the atomic bombings 
and Russia's entry into the war. He 
said the enemy had made the mis
take of spreading his forces too 
thin. The Japanese ~ho~ld have 
concentrated on one ob~ - ~tlve, such 
as destroying United States sea. 
power the admiral said. 

Admiral Nimitz said that _the 
present plans of Admiral Willt~m 
F Halsey commander of the Thtrd 
Fieet, in~lude the taking of th~t 
fleet to the West Coast, where 1t 
will represent the Navy on ~avy 
Day, Oct. 27. The two admirals 
conferred just before the press con
ference, but there was no opportu• 
nity for the correspondents to talk 
with Admiral Halsey, who reports 
say is going to retite f rom the 
Navy. 

PLEA TO GIVE SOVIET 
ATOM SECRET STIRS 
DEBATE IN CABINET 
No Decision Made on Wallace 

Plan to Share Bomb Data 
as Peace Insurance 

ARMED FORCES OPPOSED 

Proponents Argue Russia Will 
Have Weapon Soon Anyway 
-Conflict in Senate Bills 

By FELIX BELAIR Jr, 
Sped&! to TlB NEW You: TIMU. 

WASHINGTON, Sept. 21-A 
proposal sponsored by Secretary 
of Commerce Henry A. Wallace 
that the United States, Britain 
and Canada reveal the secret of 
the atomic bomb to Russia was 
discussed at President Truman's 
Cabinet meeting today and brought 
about a. pointed debate that ended 
with no decision after having 
caused the longest Cabinet ses
sion af the present Administra
tion. 

It is understood that the ques
tion as to what should be done 
with the atomic bomb secret was 
brought up by President Truman 
and evoked from Secretary Wal
lace ardent advocacy of the pro
posal that Russia be let in on the 
secret, and soon. Secretary of 
War Henry L. Stimson, who was 
present for the last time at the 
two and a half hour meeting, is 
said to have suggested that dis
position of the question be put up 
to a world body to be established 
at some future date. 

L th:gainst th~se considerations are 
' t tough-mmded strategists and 

no a few scientists in the W 
l and Navy D ar 

epartments, who have 
· told President Truman that Rus
' sia would be so long in developing 

the atomic bomb that this country 
and Britain would by that time 
have discovered an antidote. 

Strengthening their arguments, 

1 
understood to have been laid be
fore the President during the Cab
inet meeting, was the statement 

· in New York today by Maj. Gen. 
Leslie R. Groves, who was in com
plete charge of the "Manhattan 
Engineer District," as the Army 
atomic bomb project was desig
nated, that the United States 
should closely hold the secret of 
the bomb until all other nations 
have demonstrated their anxiety 
for peace. 

Entirely aside from these mili
tary considerations, however, are 
strong arguments advanced by 
nonmilitary officials that now is 
not the time to let Russia m on 
the secret. They have urged 
strongly that any thought of 
disclosing the secret should be 
postponed until the various peace 
settlements have been finally de
termined. 

These nonmilitary officials con
tend that, leaving aside the domi
nance that the atomic bomb secret 
gives the United States and Brit
ain in the current discussions, in
jection of the matter into the Big 
Five talks now or ' at any time be
fore the peace is finally written 
would only complicate the negotia
tions. 

President Truman, as the final 
arbiter in United States foreign re
lations, in the last analysis must 
decide whether the secret is to be 
revealed to Russia. or any other 
country. Many observers believe 
that Mr. Truman, even without 
prompting by the War and Navy 
Departments, would be the last to 
give his approval to the Wallace 
proposal until a working world or
der had been attained. 

Secret Kept at Potsdam 
It was recalled in connection 

with the Cabinet discussion that 
President Truman refused to re
veal the atomic bomb secret to 
Generalissimo Stalin at Potsdam, 
although he might easily have 
done so. He had the secret in his 
pocket at the time. It was on his 
return trip to this country from 
Potsdam that the President an
nounced the bomb's first use upon 
Hiroshima. 

Although Mr. Wallace i1 not : 
alone in his support of the pro- : 
posal, it is believed that President 
Truman will give the matter deep · 
consideration before according it · 
his backing even if it should be 
acceptable to Britain and Canada. : 

The President took the position 
at Potsdam, according to those 
who know his mind best, that Gen

. eralissimo Stalin had withheld 
1 from the United States details of Army-Navy Opposition 

It is known that the Army and l ; some of the Soviet Union's best 
the Navy are determined in their secret armaments at a time when 
opposition to revealing the secret ' the United States needed them 

. ~ l most, and hence he could with 
to any but the nations that !'ar- 1 · complete justice hold out our 
ticipated in its perfection. The two 1 greatest secret. · 
services are prepared to resist the . l The Russians' insistence on the 
proposal to the hilt, at least until ; · utmost Recrecy regarding . ~eir 

1 such time as an antidote has been · weapo~s and plans for military 
. · operations has been one of the 

· perfected by the Uruted States. 1 legends of this war and one of the 
1 Mr. Wallace, it is understood, • , biggest thorns in the side of the 
1 argued in support of his proposal l Army General Staff. Armament 
1 that now is the time to make a · t experts contend that during much 

real start t ward a working world ' of the war Russia ~ad ro~ket guns, 
1 

° . , tanks and a few field pieces that 
union through a demonstration of 1 were superior to ours and refused 

· good faith to the Soviet Union. F 

I Those who share the Secretary's lre~e.ated overtures b_y us and the 
1 view contend that as a result of Bubsh to obtain their secrets. 
: turning the secret over to Russia I Nor is the fact overlooked by 
I that nation would be placed under observers that President Truman 
l a perpetual moral obligation never is a veteran of World War I who 
. to use the atomic bomb against I has something more .an a whole
. any of the Allied conquerors of the some opinion for the views of the 
· Axis powers. Army General Staff, 

Moreover, the President has al
Tha proposal, understood to have ready let it be known that he in-

been discussed in President Tru- tends to leave it to ::ongress to 
1 man's official family for the first decide to whom and at what time 
1 time today, is based on the fur- the atomic bomb secret is to be 
' ther and major premise that any revealed. This consideration, how-

ever, does not alter the fact that 
nation as far adv·anced scien- Congress will look to Mr. Truman, 
tifically as Russia will learn the as spokesman for the executive 

· secret of the bomb in the not far branch as well as helmsman of 
distant future anyway. United States foreign relations, for 

It is the contention of the Wal- recommendations oefore taking 

1 lace adherents that since this is 
l inevitable, the United States, Brit
t ain and Canada should move quick
• ly to bring the Soviet Union into 
' full play as a force for perpetual 
l world peace rather than as a con-

tinuing question mark in all United 
· Nations discussions. Now is the 
· time, it is insisted, to end the sus-
1 picions with which the Russians 
· are known to regard the intentions 
; ot Britain, if not of the United 

action. 
A guide to the President's course 

came in two developments today 
on Capitol Hill, where the Senate 
Military Affairs Committee re
ported out a blll by Senator Elbert 
D. Thomas, Democrat, of Utah, 
establishing a commission on 
atomic energy, which would formu
late policies on its use and develop
ment. 

Connally Is Annoyed 
When Chairman Tom Connally 

of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee heard of the committee 
action he appeared to have diffi
culty in restraining himself. He 
referred to it as "precipitous and 
premature" and revealed that the 
President only yesterday had ex
pressed his preference for the bill 
by Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg, 
Republican, of Michigan, setting 
up a "board" to develop, control 
and supervise the use of atnmir 
energy and the manufacture of 
materials by that method. Sena
tor Connally significantly added 
his own opinion that "complete 
secrecy should be maintained re
garding the atomic bomb." 

The chief difference between the 
Vandenberg and Thomas measures 
is that while the former would pro
vide a board of investigation to 
recommend to Congress what dis
position should be made of atomic 
energy and its uses, the latter 
would set up a permanent commis
sion that would remove the matter 
from direct Congressional control. 

Senator Connally's statement 
seemed to make it certain that 
there would be no Congressional 
action on the subject until the 
President sent up his message, not
withstanding the fact that the 
Thomas bill would have preference 
on the Senate calendar. 

The general supposition was that 
the majority leadership would hold 
up any floor action on the Thomas 
measure until the President's mes
sage had been received and would 
move to substitute the Vanden
berg bill or one like it to carry 
out the proposals made by the 
President. 

The President's attention was 
centered on the atomic bomb ques
tion earlier today when Chairman 
Hatton Sumners of the House Ju
diciary Committee sought Mr. 
Truman's views on a measure he 
introduced that would subject to 
trial by jury anyone disclosing 
atomic secrets. The measure 
would authorize imposition of the 
death penalty if, in the opinion of 
the jury, that sentence was war
ranted. The only intimation of 
the President's attitude on the 
Sumners measure was Mr. Sum
ners' statement on leaving the 
White House that he had had "a 
very satisfactory conference with 
the President." 
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WILSON FEARFUL 
OF SOVIET POWER 

British Field Marshal Is Sure 
Russia Will Master Atomic 

Bomb Secret in 5 Years 

REGRETS CUTS IN U.S. ARMY 

Washington-Moscow Parity Is 
Dissolved, He Says-London 

Foreign Office View Cool 

By North American Newspaper Alllanct. 

WASHINGTON, Sept. 20-Field 
Marshal Sir Henry Maitland Wil
son, Chief of the British Joint 
Staff Mission in Washington, said 
in an interview today that Soviet 
Russia "will have" the atomic 
bomb within five years. 

She can develop it in that time 
if she goes to work on it, "as natur
ally, she will," he said. 

That discovery, the field mar11hal 
said, would establish the Soviet 
Union unchallengedly as the most 
powerful nation in the world. "At 
the n1oment," he said, "there are 
two great military powers in the 
world-th-. United States and Rus
sia." 

He said this parity would be dis- , 
solved by the current trend in the 
United States toward slashing the 
Army, a transition over which he 
aeemed gravely concerned. "By 
withdrawing its occupation forces 
on a large scale and by limiting 
drastically the size of its future 
draft," Field Marshal Wilson con
tinued, "the United States is leav
ing the field alone to Russia." 

In expressing this view he ap
peared to be extending his advice 
in the present Congressional de
bate on the draft and to be sharing 
the opinion in high military circles 
in the United >tates. 

Status of Ballmns Disturbing 
The field marshal felt that pos

session of the atomic formula by 
Russia might very well rule out a · 
war of the nations among whom 
the secret was known, at least a war 
in which the atomic bomb would 
be employed, although it would not 
rule out wars of considerable mag
nitude short of that. 

"Any intelligent nation will know 
that to utilize the atomic bomb 
will be tantamount to self decima-
tion," he said. · 

Field Marshal Wilson was con
cerned by what he described the 
"middle ground" in which territo
rial acquisitions could be made by 
Russia as the world scene might 
shape up. "I am very worried 
abo·· ·· the Balkans," he said. "With 
the United States curtailing its 
military influence in Europe," he 
!laid, "there is nothing to prevent 
Russia from becoming master of 
that area." 

Field Marshal Wilson said he did 
not think~ Russia was pre-

senting any eviaence of a tendency. 
to subtract from the size of her 
army, similar to the trend in the 
U~tted St<:tes. "Her great army is 
bemg mamtained," he said. ":E 
cannot see why there is all the 
talk of security by Russia and all 
the demand for bases unless she is 
bent upon territortal gain. 

Russia Respects Power 

"Stalin has said that he respects 
power," the field marshal went on 
"And he does. By making itself 
we_ak, . the United States will not 
gam m the respect of Russia 
Stalin will seek to dominate where~ 
ever he can." 

The Briton took some solace from 
the existence of the English Chan
nel, which, he said, had saved Eng
land before and "might do it 
again." The United States he said 
~ould be ''especially thankful" that 
tt was bordered by two oceans. 
The problem, he admitted was not 
the same entirely ,r th~ United 
States and Great Britain. 

Asked if he thought the time 
woulu ever come when armies 

could be dispensed with, the field 
marshal answered : "'Under certain 
ci,~cumstances. we could get along 
Without national armies, with 
merely an international police 
force, which I thinK we shall 
always need, a& we need a local 
police force in our communities." 

An international police force 
could be achieved satisfactorily he 
concluded, only if there were 'in
cluding the press, free move~ent 
m all countries, Russia as well in 
order that a check could be m~de 
on scientific production in the 
countries that had made commit
ments for the peace. 

Whitehall 1~ Disclaimer 
LONDON, Sept. 22 {}PJ-A 

~ashington dispatch that quoted 
F1eld Marshal Wilson as havino
expressed fear of Soviet influenc~ 
!n Europe was carried prominently 
m_ the Lo~~on press today, along 
With a Brtbsh Foreign Office dis
claimer of any opinions he might 
h_ave expressed. The Foreign Of
ftce statement said: 

"A full version of this interview, 

'upon which Field Marshal Mait
land Wilson has been asked to re- · 
port, has not yet been received 
but in the meantime it can b~ 
l'tated that any opinions which the 

l
~ield marshal may have expressed 
In thts mterview are, of course, 
purely personal and do not repre
sent the views of His Majesty's 
Government." 

The Daily Express headline was: 
•· 'Jumbo' Wilson Sensation." Many 
other newspapers played up the 
story on their first pages. Most of 
them . carried messages from 
Washmgton stating that the mar· 
shal had been misquoted. 

The London Star said edi~ri
ally: "Whether or not Field Mar
shal Wilson mentioned Russia in 
his newspaper interview he should 
be officially kicked by 'whitehall. 
For he had no business to talk at 
a_ll. .(l-.s_ head of a military mis
swn, 1t 1s no part of his job to air 
his views in the American press. 
We suffered much during the war 
from garrulous generals. Their 
chatter seldom helps the cause of 
amity among nations." 

SENATORS RUSH BILL m~tter that threatens to provoke 
W!de controversy. 

ON ATOMIC CONTROL Senator Connally told reporters 
- - ---- he thought Congress, as a repre-

WASHINGTON, Sept. 22 UP)- sentative of the people, must share 
The Senate Foreign Relations Com- in tl}e shaping of future policies. 
mit tee will rush to the floor next He. <~:dded tha~ there was a sharp 

. . . . dtvtsJon of opmwn as to whether 
week Iegtslatwn des1gned to give the secret of the bomb should be 
Congress a voice in fixing atomic given to any other nation. 
bomb policies. Chairman Tom Con- When the committee approves 
nally, Democrat, of Texas, said to- the Vandenberg resolution, as 
day he might call the committee members expect it to do, Demo
Monday afternoon or Tuesday to cratic leader Alben W. Barkley of 
act on a bill by Senator Arthur H. Kentucky will be on something of 
Vandenberg, Republican, of Michi- a spot. The Military Affairs Com
gan. mittee already has sent to the Sen-

The Vandenberg measure, which ate a resolution that would set up 
already received a nod of approval an eleven-member committee, in
by President Truman, would set up eluding four from Congress, to con
a joint Senate-House committee trol the deyelopment and use of 
with exclusive jurisdiction over all atomic energy. 
measures dealing with the develop- Chairman Elbert D. Thomas, 
ment, control and future use of Democrat, of Utah, expects to push 
nuclear energy. The plan, as Sena- this measure. Senator Barkley, a 
tors have outlined it, is to name a member of Foreign Relations and 
"responsible" group of six Senate not of Military Affairs, must de
and six House members who would cide which of the bills comes up 
act originally for Congress in a first. 

THE PROBLEM OF DEFENSE 
The controversial questions raised by 

the occupation of Japan and Korea, the 
problem of what naval bases we are to 
maintain in the Atlantic and the Pa-

. <:>bjectivity and wide and sweeping 
Vtswn, and an integrated investiga
tion of all phases of our post-war 
military problems, are needed. Merely 

. · to enumerate some of these problems 
is to give an idea of the complexity 
and importance of the subject. The 
post-war system of organization of 
the services, including the proposed 1 

unified Department of the Armed 
· Forces; the system of training, includ
ing universal peacetime training; a re
vised intelligence system; the post-

1 '· war organization for researchi the 

cific, Congressional discussion on de
mobilization, talk of unification of the 1 

armed services, and statements by 
former Secretary Stimson and Secre
tary Forrestal on the necessity of main
taining an adequate Army and Navy
all these have focused attention the last 
few days on the problem of our mili
tary establishment, its size and its use 
as an instrument of national policy. 
Amid the conflict of opinions from offi
cial sources the public can be pardoned 1 

if it sees only a hazy picture of the 
problem and looks in vain to authority 
for a solution. 

After all our earlier wars, the his· 
tory of the armed services has been a 
story of starvation budgets and popular 
neglect. At times the services have 
been so reduced in strength, in morale 

·and in equipment that the national se
·curity has been endangered. At all 
·costs this cyclic trend of wartime glori
fication and peacetime parsimony 
should be avoided now. 

There is little present evidence that 
the armed services themselves are 
planning for the peacetime years 
with the long view and with compre
hensive judgment. Peacetime public 

·support of the services must depend in 
considerable measure upon the sound
ness of concept and measure of ef
ficiency with which they operate, and 
upon the validity of their relationship 
to the atomic age and to the technical 
revolution and the sweeping political 
and economic changes in the world's 
power system through which we are 
passing. Thus far there has been only 
_piecemeal defense planning. Instead of 
unity, there has been division. Inter- , 
service frictions are again evident, and 

. each service seems interested primarily 
in maintaining its own strength ltnd 
prestige, if necessary at the expense of 
the other seJ;vices. 

, handling of personnel; military school· 
ing; . the integration of our military 
policy with our foreign policy; the ap• 
proximate sizes and functions of the 
various armed forces; the question of 
bases; industrial mobilization; the 
types of armament best suited to the 
atomic age-all these problems cry for 

· adequate attention. Some of them are 
being studied now, but the studies are , 

1 disparate and in many instances con-
. tradictory and incomplete. In far too 1 

many cases the policy of "drift" in our 
. post-war defense needs has become 

evident. 
The atomic bomb and the techno

logical revolution in warfare which it 1 

climaxed emphasize more than ever 
before the necessity for comprehensive 1 

study and planning. The best instru
mentality for such a study, we believe, ' 
is not a committee of the services, or a 
committee of Congress, or the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, but a commission pat
terned af~er the well-known Baker and 
Morrow boards, which were called 
upon to undertake similar studies in 
the past. 

Such a commission, appointed by the 
President and Congress, should consist 

of men carefully selected for breadth 
of vision and objectivity of approach. 
It should be entirely civilian in com
position, but have military, naval and 
air advisers. Its membership might in
clude several members of Congress. It 
should have competent counsel and 
staff and sufficient appropriations to 
defray necessary expenses. The scope 
of its charter should be as broad as the 
problems that will confront the mili
tary in the years to come, and its life 
should be ample to conduct .a thorough 
basic study into our whole post-war 
defense problem. 

There has been no over-all study of 
the myriad problems of defense, and it 

.is certain that no service group or com
mittee and no Congressional commit
tee yet organized have the disinterest
edness or the time to make an objective, 
nonpartisan, comprehensive study. The 
fighting services themselves are neces
sarily somewhat prejudiced witnesses, 
and the Congressional committee sys
tem makes most of our legislative com
mittees partisan to the services with 
which they are concerned. 

On such a study sound and nonpar
tisan legislation can be based. By such 

1 investigation Army-Navy rivalries, per
haps disastrous to a sound post-war 
defense, can be avoided. 

' 1"', 
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l Wallace Qualifies Denial ' 
. t' ,- c I I l • 1 Special to THE NEW YORK TIMES. 

, . CHICAGO, Sept. 23-A program 
· a1med at using constructively the 

tremendous power of the atomic ' 
' l bomb and a system for controlling 

1 the bomb as a weapon are being 
1 formulated by Government offi-

cials and will be presented to the 
l public in the near future, Secre-
1 tary Wallace predicted today. 
~ The problem of the bomb he 
.- said at a press conference at' the 
l University of Chicago, is receiving 
', the attention of all competent 

Government officials. Since a defi
; nite po~icy has not yet been made, 

1 
he sa1d, Government officials 

, should not -express personal senti
'. ments. 
l Mr. Wallace denied that he had 
1 declared publicly that Russia 
I. should get the secret of the atomic 
t bomb. If such a statement is at
t tributed to him, Mr. Wallace said \ 
l it is inaccurate. [A published dis~ 

patch saying that Mr. Wallace had · 
advocated turning the atomic 
bomb's secrets to Russia did not 

1 assert that he had made the sug
. gestion publicly but said that he 
. had done so at Friday's Cabinet ' 
. meeting.] 

f waE> working with Congressional 

TRLMAN To SETTLE 
1l

 committees on the problem _ of the IWorld Must Use Atom Blackout : future of the bomb and the devel-
1 opment of nuclear en~r?Y but 

ATOM BOMB POLICY :: ~~~edr::~:f~~~:lh:::~~= :a:: 
· the responsibility and make the de-

. • 
1 cision when the time came. 

• 11 The President returned from Jef-
. ' t ferson Island at 7:50 P. M. With 

I Says He Alone Must Oec1de, ,, him were his press secretary, 
. . . ; Charles G. Ross; Matthew J . Con-

Hints Split W1th Cabmet- ' nelly, his appointment secretary; 
. t Postmaster General Robert E. 

Oemes Wallace Story ._ Hannegan; Sam O'Neal, publicity 

r, director of the Democratic Nation
al Committee; John W. Snyder, 

• '> Director of Reconversion; George 
Special to THE JSsw You Tn tzs. p s ~ E. Allen, adviser on liquidation of 

WASHINGTO~, Sept. 23- re - ~ war agencies, and others. 
~ ident Truman said tomght that he ~ 
i would take full responsibility for ' 
- the future developm,tnt of the . 
t atomic bomb and of atomic energy . 
· and denied that Secretary of Com- : 

merce Henry A. Wallace had rec- ' 
· ommended at Friday's Cabinet . 
· meeting that the bomb secrets be · 
r turned over to the Soviet Union. 
1 At an impromptu news confer- , · 
· ence held at the rear entrance of 1 

the White House when he returned . 
· from a holiday at Jefferson Island , 
- in Chesapeake Bay, Mr. Truman . 
- emphasized that he would make 
' the decision on Administration pol· 
~ icy on the bomb and atomic en· ' 
r ergy when the tim.e came-that he 
t would have to make it. 

That decision, he said, will be in , 
- the interest of the people of the i 
11 country and the interest of the na- ; 
·· tion's foreign and domestic policy. 
e In connection with his announce- , 
5 ment of the assumption of this re- '

1 
- sponsibility, Mr. Truman observed 
:, that President Lincoln had issued 1 

. ' r during the Civil War his Emanc~-
pation Proclamation, althoug~ hlS ; 
Cabinet had voted against the step. 

The President denied firmly that 
1 

~Mr. Wallace had insisted that the 
• atom bomb be turned over to Rus- J 

1 sia. He said that the Secretary. of ' 
Commerce took no more active I 

~ part in the discussion than ~ny one 1 

. else at the meeting, whlCh the I 

,. President described as strictly for I 

'I arriving at a decision with refer- ( 
~ ence to our policy on the bomb. I 

Mr. Truman did not say direct!! 
• who introduced the subject at Fn-
1 day's meeting. He did say th~t the 
- premise of the atom born~ d~scus- ' 
i sion was outlined by the ::>ecietary < 
s of War, but he told reporters that ' 
J he could not disclose what that i 

f premise was. . . 
, It was a discussiOn oi what , 
~ every one thought might be well r 
. for the country and the world, the t 
~ President said, adding' that a_ny ~ 
• consideration away from the pomt t 

of the welfare of this country was ~ 

t incidental. he i 
1 Mr. Truman declared that r 

i T.o Cement Peace, Cripps Warns 
c; I . '.J 

Briton Holds Secrecy Allows Few Years of 
Grace-Missile Called Damocles Sword 

to Spur Us to Ultimate Decision 

By Wireless to THE NEW YoU TIMES. 

LONDON, Sept. 23-Without The atom bomb, Sir Stafford 
specifically joining the debate over said, has telescoped history and in 
sharing the secrets of the atOlnic the few years before all nations 

. . . . have the bombs at their disposal 
bomb, S1r Stafford Cnpps, !"res!- the world must Jearn "the way by 
dent of the Board of Trade m the which we can settle world differ
British Government. declared to- ences without war." Hitherto a 
night that "it is quite idle to im- world federation or international 
agine that it can be preserved as cooperation has been looked on as 
a secret or that its manufacture a long-term objective, but the atom 
will be so difficult or costly as to bomb has made it necessary "to 
prevent any major country from approach the problem as if we had 
indulging in its use." lived through the long preparatory 

"Moreover," he said in a speech stage and were now confronted 
at Newcastle, "if, as is most prob- with the ultimate solution," he de
able, atomic energy is developed clared. · 
for industrial purposes, its use for "We must all get out of our 
the destructive purposes of war minds any idea that world or
will be no more difficult than was ganization and world cooperation 
the adaptation of civil aircraft to are Utopian ideas which are not 
military use." practical," Sir Stafford said. 

If another war were fought ''in "They provide the one practical 
ten years' time or thereafter," it and possible alternative to world 
is certain that a far more destruc- destruction." 
tive atomic bomb would be avail- '!;'he driving power to accomplish 
able to the contestants and "that the task ahead must come from 
means if there is another war our common men and women all over 
civilization will be destroyed," Sir the world, not only from "a few 
Stafford said. overworked statesmen," he con· 

"The atoJllic bomb should hang tinued. 
like the sword of Damocles for- "The thing I fear is t}lat as the 
ever over our heads to drop and ;months and years pass the story of 
strike us until such time as we Nagasaki and Hiroshima will fade 
have satisfied ourselv'es that we into the background and that we 
have some effective means to re- shall become unconscious of this 
move its danger while yet har· new power of destruction which 
nessing this new and wonderful will thus cease to have its ~?m· 
p6wer to the service of man," he pelling force upon our pohhcal 
continued. actions." 



In The Nation 
Truman Cabinet Reflects ~ 

National Cleavage 

By ARTHUR KROCK 

BL.lance In 'noubt 

The national dimensions of this divi
sion are not yet apparent, and there 
is no dependable information on how 
the Cabinet divided, or will divide when 
a showing of hands is sought, if it shall 
be. There is a very articulate chorus 
in this country that favors whatever 
Soviet Russia does, ,or appears to do. 
Since this chorus is convinced that 

WASHINGTON, Sept. 24-When the Moscow wants the atomic bomb secret 
Cabinet the other day had a long dis- as a fraternal gift, believes the gift 
cussion of what to do about the atomic should be made in the interest of fair
bomb secret a division arose which is ness and world security, and does not 
visible elsewhere in the United States. doubt that Russia's future policies are 
The argument of one group was that benevolent, it is firmly on this side of 
we should share the formula with cer- the discussion. Whether the size of this 
tain of our recent allies as a further 
earnest of our good faith and a further 
assurance of full cooperation toward" 
building a peaceful world. Soviet Rus
sia being the only recent ally not in 
the secret which has great power to 
influence that structure, the opposite 
contention was that Russia should first 
offer more cooperation to that end 
and, until it gives clearer assurances, 
the formula should be confined. 

Wallace Had His Say 

The Secretary of Commerce, Henry 
A. Wallace, had his say in the Cabinet 

group is in proportion to its vocal vol· 
ume, and how large is its following, 
cannot now be known. There is a less 
audible segment which is not convinced 
that Russia can be depended on to em
ploy the atomic bomb to the same ends 
the United States, Canada and Great 
Britain would seek, and while it does 
not question that Russia may in time 
discover the formula for itself, thinks 
the secret should not be shared until 
a more tangible bona fide is in sight. 
These reassurances are more likely to 
arrive (in this opinion) by pursuing 
a waiting policy. 

meeting. The President has stated The President Will Decide 
that Mr. Wallace was no more active 
In the discussion than other members The President has said that, after 
and did not himself introduce the sub- weighing all the factors, he will and 
ject. But it is not denied that the Sec- must assume the responsibility of rec
retary gave his views or .that the ommending to Congress which of the_11e 

j group which has for its slogan "Let suggested courses should be followed, 
1 Russia Show Us" came away with no or proposing another procedure not yet 

1 
doubts that his position is "Let Us foreshadowed. Referring to the Cabi-
Show Russia"-by sharing, for ex- net discussion, he recalled t\lat Lincoln 
ample, the secret of the atomic bomb. had accepted that kind of responsibility 
Also it was known before the Cabinet' when he overruled his Cabinet by is· 

1 met that this would be' the chief topic' suing the Emancipation Proclamation. 

I for discussion, and the views ex- ' Since this was an autonomous act by 
pressed by Mr. Wallace were precisely the executive, some of Mr. Truman'~ 

I 
those which it was reported in advance hearers got the Impression that he plans 
they would be. · to fix the atomic bomb policy without 

! If Mr. Wallace merely weighed the' reference to Congress. But the White 
pros and cons of the issue and stated! House explained today that the Pres!• 
no opinion or no trend toward an opin..' dent has made no such plan: that he 

simply meant he will decide what the 
ion, then some of his Cabinet colleagues; 

executive view is to be, whether or not 
are very careless reporters, for they· that conforms to the view of his Cabi· 
are sure he spoke as anticipated. Nol 

I l net or a majority of that body. 
one has represented him as neutral in 

.l Mr. Truman having edited the recoro 
the argument or as giving any support 
to the "Let Russia Show Us" section.: in part for precise accuracy and ex· 

plained that he will speak for the ad· 
The President merely said that Mr. ministration when the moment arrives 
Wallace didn't set the schedule in mo·. the national debate on this momentow 
tion ( he didn't have to, because he

1 
. 

knew it was coming up) and therefor/, issue can now proceed in order. Mr 
Wallace has refused to present hif 

that he did not "propose" it (de novo) ,; views "publicly" at this time, and tht 
And thus "start" the argument. ;, rest of the Cabinet have taken tht 

1. same position. But their difference 11 
- not likely to be resolved in endurini 

This is precision work with word! silence by all hands. 
1 and welcome for the record, because i1 

is well known that rarely do two per· 
sons who hear a discussion agree ol 
exact details, such as the order iJ 
which things are said. When the pres 
is absent, as at Cabinet meetings, ~ 

must use its reportorial and editorial 
training to sift the information volun· 

The Essential Point 

' teered (as in this instance) and retain 
that which comes from dependable 
sources. Rarely do such persons differ 
on the essential point, and that was 
what happened this time. Nor is the 
essential point in dispute. Mr. Wallace 
favors the view that Vo(e should share 
the atomic bomb secret with other na
tions, notably Russia, as a further 
manifest of our trust and cooperation 
in the continuing cause for which we 
were allies in the war. Some in the 
Cabinet think the shoe is on the other 
foot. There is similar division along 
the same lines outside the Cabinet, as 
has been revealed in several public 
utterances. 

By Eleanor Ro~sevelfl, 
I have been somewhat disturbed lately to read 

11ta.tements in the public ' press by members of Con
gress and military officers which seem to assume 
that the atomic bomb is a secret that can be kept 
by this nation, if we so desire. The scientists who 
worked on the discovery, and who should know 
more about it than anyone else, Insist that It is no 

secret. No scientific discovery can long remain 
secret when the fundamental principles involved 
are so widely known; and in this particular case 
the fundamental principles of atomic energy and I 
its release were widely known even before the 'par
ticular developments for this project were under-
taken. ·: I 

It seems to me that this discovery has made · 
imperative an educational undertaking in every 
country in' the world. Every man, woman-every
where-must grow up knowing that since this dis
covery of how to use atomic energy for destruction, 
annihilation faces them unless then learn to 
live in a peaceful world and to allow the policing I 
of the wol,'Id to be done by an international secu-
nty agency. . • • • 

The sovereignty which each nation will !have to I 
reounce is not too high a price to pay for the 
continuation of our civiliZation. •Almost every 
country in the world has the needed raw materials 
for the manufacture of these bombs, and the little 
countries can do it as well as the big ones. All 
that is needed . to destroy, is to act first . Are we 
going to live in constant dread of all our neigh
bors? Except for the completely happy-go-lucky 
petson, able to wipe out all tlh9>ught of the future, 
no one could go to bed at night with any sense . 
of security. Once a weapon is discovered, it will · 
always be used by those who are in desperate 
straits. 

The day we found the secret of the atomic bomb 
we closed one phase of civilization and entered 
upon another. 
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HOUSE BILL SEEKS 
ATOMIC DEFENSES I 

Presidential Board Proposed 1 
in Republican Plan-Great I 

Cities 'Dangerous Spots' 

Special t.O THE NEW 'f't)RK TIMES. 

WASHINGTON, Sept. 24-A bill 
to create a committee of scientists 
industrialists and others to study 
and recommend defenses against 
the atomic bomb was introduced in 
the House today by Representative 
Leslie C. Arends of Illinois, the 
Republican whip. 

Mr. Arends projected such de
fense steps as the decentralization 
of industries and urban populations 
and the providing of shelters in 
abandoned mine shafts. 

Noting that other nations might 
attain or receive from the United 
States the secrets of the atomic 
weapon, Mr. Arends urged his col
leagues to set aside all habits of 
mind and deal with radical and 
imaginative thought. 

The atomic bomb, he said, had 
made Washington, New York, Chi
cago, Detroit and other American 
centers of population "the most 
dangerous spots on the face of 
the earth." The destructive pow
ers of the bomb were known only 
to a minor degree, he said. 

Latest Bombs More Powerful 

"I am advised on the most com
petent authority," Mr. Arends told 
the House, "that our scientists and 
technicians have now created 
atomic bombs of such prodigious 
and multiplied destructive power 
that the explosion which killed 
150,000 humans and obliterated the 
city of Hiroshima was only a small 
fire-cracker by comparison. 

The only present answer to the 
potential threat of the atomic
blast weapon in other hands, Mr. 
Arends said, is the decentraliza- ' 
tion of cities, the distribution of 
productive facilities over the 1 

widest possible areas and the pro- : 
vision of underground shelter for 1 
both populations and industries. 

It might be necessary to com- · 
mandeer the thousands of miles of : 
abandoned tunnels in the mining , 
regions of Pennsylvania, West 1 

Virginia, Ohio, Indiana and other 
coal-producing centers and the 1 
metal mines of Michigan, Colo- 1 

rado, California and other States. 1 

"It may be necessary to make 
plans for the eventual decentrali- \ 
zation of all industries, the ulti
mate evacuation and scattering of · 
huge cities," Mr. Arends added. : 

The committee proposed in the 1 

Arends bill would have fifteen 1 
members appointed by the Presi- j 
dent. It would have an appropria- 1 
tion of up to $500,000 for its plan- 1 

ning. j 
President's Measure Coming Soon 

President Truman expects to 1 

11end to Congress "fairly soon" his : 
recommendations on the future 1 

development and control of atomic 
energy, Charles G. Ross, White 1 
House press secretary, said during 
the day. Mr. Ross explained that 
the President was "not setting 
himself as sole arbiter." 

"He is taking advice from the 
Cabinet," Mr. Ross added, "but his 
is the responsibility of deciding 
what the recommendations · will 1 

be." 
In other quarters It was as

serted that proposals to reveal the 
secrets of the atomic bomb to Rus- · 
sia had won support at last Fri- 1 

day's meeting of the Cabinet, not 1 
only of Secretary of Commerce : 
Henry A. Wallace but of Abe ~ 
Fortas, Under-Secretary of the In- , 
terlor, who represented Secretary : 
Harold L. Ickes at the meeting. : 
Former Secretary of War Henry : 
L. Stimson was represented as 
having proposed that the secrets · 
be entrusted to some world organi- , 
zation for future control at some 
future date. 

International control ot atomic 
energy, "to forestall an era of in- . 
ternational chaos," was urged in 
the Senate by Senator Sheridan l 
Downey, Democrat, of California. 1 

I 



:I ... 
Bombs Are Not All I · I 

Dr. Reuben G. Gustavson, vice-president · 
, of the University of Chicago and a distin

guished chemist, makes the point that per
manently to suppress the secret of the 
atomic bomb would mean the "sterilization" 
of research in the whole enticing field of 
nuclear physics. The attempt would be al-

Topics of The Times 
In one of his favor

Universe ite newspapers Ethelbert 
Worries Smith encountered the 

Smith other day a short editorial 
article about the atomic 

bomb which made him sit up. The ar
ticle in question pointed out that the 
atomic bomb obviously has something 
vital to say about the make-up of the 
universe, about matter, energy, time 
and space. But how many citizens, 
even among those who consider them
selves well informed, have anything 
like a clear notion of just what is the 
connection be~een the atomic bomb 
and these fundamentals of nature? It 
was a matter for regret. 

' l 

Quantum 
Crosses 
Street 

The Q1.1antum Theory 
teaches that radiation is 1 

a discontinuous process. 
It is not a stream of 
water but a stream of 

bullets. And the bullets are all of the 
same caliber, which is Planck's Quan
tum of energy or Planck's Constant. 
Because the quantum stream is discon
tinuous it follows that a quantum can 
be in one place and then further on 

, without passing through the interven
' ~ mg space. It wasn't really hard to un

derstand. Eddington thought it a 
, , cinch. He said it was like a man 

walking uptown from Forty-second 
Street to Forty-fourth Street without 
crossing Forty-third Street. Could any
thing be simpler? But it threw Ethel-

' bert Smith for a loss-all the way back 1 

to Thirty-ninth Street. 

1 most certainly futile for that reason alone; 
for the United States could never close ave
nues of investigation holding out so great a 
promise to mankind, and would never wish 
to be placed in so reactionary a position as 
the attempt would imply. When the science 
of nuclear physics was "blacked out" under 
the present security veils it was already 
holding out many gifts more valuable than 
that of a super-terrible bomb, or even than 
the possibility-still rather remote,--Qf the 
commercial application of atomic power. 

, They cannot be denied to the world. · 
Its greatest and most exciting potential 

gift was a gift of knowledge, of a much 
subtler and surer understanding of the na
ture of matter and energy and the basic 
structure of our universe. One may guess 
the practical uses to which any given inven
tion, such as the bomb, may lead, but there 
are no limits to the practical uses which may 
ultimately flow frorr improved knowledge 
and understanding. Some thresholds were 
already opening in fields having n6thing to 
do with military or industrial power. One 

That reminder hit Ethelbert Smith's 
conscience like a slow neutron hitting 
the outer surface of a m:anium 238 
atom. It sent off in all directions 1 

' major use for the discovery of artificial 
radio-activity was in -"tracer" work, in 
chemistry, biology and medicine. It is now 
possible to "label" atoms of many substances 
by preparing radio-active isotopes of those 
substances and then sending these labeled 
atoms on their way through chemical re
actions and biological processes not pre
viously well understood. The labeled atoms, 
emitting their signals as they go, supply 
vital information. 

Out of such work have already come some 
subtly ingenious new modes of attack upon 
cancer-"almost forgotten," according to 
Dr. Gustavson, since absorptio.Q of all ener
gies upon the atomic bomb work-and other 
diseases. New light has been thrown upon 
problems of plant biology and soil chemis-

r try. And this study of the mechanics of 
organic compounds approaches from one 
side, while the physicist proper approaches 
from the other with his studies of mass and 
energy relations, at least nearer to the pro
found mysteries of life itself. The U..nited 
States can no more block advance on these 
lines than medieval theology could block 
the advances flowing from the concept of a 

1 heliocentric solar system. We have a little 
t time in which to use the influence of our 

weapon to secure a more rational, 
structive, application of the new 
But we have not much time. 

less de-l 
physics. 1 

I 

waves of regret not unmixed with 
gnawing sensations of shame. He 
asked himself how well informed was 
he, Ethelbert Smith, about the funda
mentals of natm·e as headlined by the 
bomb? What did he know about mat- ' 
ter, energy, time and space? He said 
to himself, "Practically nothing." He 
thought a moment and struck out ' 
"practically." 

Not that he had not tried. 
Easy He had made an earnest at
for tempt when people first be

Jeans gan talking about nuclear 
physics, which was, of course, 

long before the atomic bomb fell. But 
apparently he did not try hard enough. ' 
He remembered letting himself be dis- < , 

couraged by isotopes. Now the isotope 
of a chemical substance is the very 
same thing as that chemical substance, 
only it is different. Could anything be 
simpler? Yet it stumped our friend 1 

Smith. He remembered reading about 1 

rays. They are at the same time waves < 

which went through a pinhole in a piece ' 
of paper_ and particles that climbed over < 

the edge. Could anything be more rea
sonable? It was a state of things which 
Eddington and Jeans and Compton and 
Langmuir and Shapley understood like 
a shot, but it had Ethelbert Smith 
stymied. 

Yet the decisive fac-
Unfinished tor was something else. ' 

Cosmic Ethelbert Smith might 
Business hav~ persisted. He ' 

might have sat up later 
of nights than he did trying to master ' 
the secret of the atom if not for a sud
den chill thought. It descended on him 
and took the heart out of him. Even 
while he was trying to understand the 
nucl~ar atom of approximately the 
year 1910 he would recall that he had 
never really got around to understand-

Institute Will Apply Atomic Radiation ing Relativity as of approximately the 
1 year 1925. 

In Study of Cancer Causes and Old Age 1 At that time, too, he had tried hard, 
and failed. Again and again he had 

Special to THE N&W YORK 'l'l!trL 
( { ' made that cel~brated trip made by mil-

CHICAGO, Sept. 21-An insti- "The application of these radi- , 
tute to apply the discoveries of ations to living tissues, organisms · 
atomic research to such proble_ms and biological systems is in its in
as cancer, heredity _and growmg fancy. We can make new attacks 
old has been established at the . . 
University of Chicago, Chancellor on disease. For example, science 
Robert M. Hutchins said today. now knows some two hundred 

Prof. Raymond E. Zirkle of chemical compounds which cause 
Springfield, Ill., a botanist who has cancer. 
specialized in the effect of radia- "By replacing the normal atoms 
tions on living organisms, will head in these compounds with radio
the new department-the Institute active atoms of the same ele- ' 
of Radiobiology and Biophysics. ments, these compounds can be l 

Members of the new institute followed in the animal body by a 
will work in cooperation with the tracer method, and the methods , 
Institute of Nuclear Studies. This by which they produced cancer 
arrangement is part of the univer- may possibly be discovered." 
sity's plan to further fundamental The action of <lrug<~ also can be 
research in fields which were kept followed by this method, Dr. Gus
secret or neglected during the war, tavson said. Common elements 
Chancellor Hutchins said. made radioactive by new methods 

Dr. Reubon Gustavson, eminent can be incorporated into hormones, 
biochemist and vice president of vitamins and foods also, he added. 
the university, said: Such problems as just how 

lions of his contemporaries as pas
senger in an elevator falling downward 
with the speed of gravity and holding ' 
an apple in his hand. When that apple 
was released it did not fall to the bot
tom of the elevator but retained its 
position in the air. 

Apple 
Hangs 

Fire 

Ethelbert Smith made that 
trip, in imagination, again 
and again, . but he never 
really understood, He always 
retain'ed a vague suspicion 

that anybody falling downward in an 
elevator with the acceleration of grav-
ity would find it safer, on the whole, 
to drop an apple than a soft-boiled egg. 

But at bottom, in this Relativity 
fiasco of Ethelbert Smith's the ulti
mate cause was as before. ;He would 
have probably kept on tryi11g to under
stand why gravitation failed to pull 
down appl~s dropped in a falling eleva
tor, and the Fitzgerald Projection by 

"The studies in nuclear physics sugars and fats are burned within 
have revealed many types of radia- the body may be solved for the 
tion, some of which can be pro- first time by this "tracer" method, 
duced by new methods which allow he said. 
accurate control. Using these methods to probe 

"These new tools are keys with deeper into the structure and ac
which to open the secrets of our tivities of the living cell, scientists 
physical and biological worlds. may also throw new light on 
These tools are dangerous to work heredity in plants and animals and 
with, and man has to learn how the processes by which living or
to protect himself while using ganisms grow old, Dr. Gustavson 
them. said. 

1 which a yardstick grows shorter the 
1 faster it flies, and the whole problem 

of time-space-Ethelbert Smith would 
have persi!.•ted if suddenly he had not 
said to himself one day, "Why should 
I be trying to understand this Rela
tivity Theory of the year 1915 when 
I haven't even begun to understand the 
Quantum Theory which made its debut 
about the year 1900? '' 

I 
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The Story of the Atom 
ATOMIC ENERGY FOR MILITARY 

PURPOSES. By Henry De Wolf 
Smyth. 2()4 pp. Princeton, N. J.: 
Pl'inceton U niversi.ty Press. $1.25, 
paper; $2, cloth. 

By WALDEMAR KAEMPFFERT 

PROFESSOR SMYTH'S report 
on the atomic bomb was orig

Inally issued in mimeographed 
form and proved to be a mine of 
information for newspaper men 
among whom it was first circu
lated. Since it is the declared In
tention of President Truman and 
of British statesmen to keep the 
bomb a secret- an impossibility 
according to physicists who ought 
to know-it is not likely that 
much will be added to what Pro
fessor Smyth has written. What 
we have is virtually a textbook 
on nuclear physics which traces 
the history of radio-activity, the 
efforts to break down the atom 
by bombardment, the organiza
tion of the greatest research 
team in scientific history to de
velop the bomb, and an account 
of the manner In which success 
was achieved in three years in-

And Its Aftermath. 

stead of the fifty that would have 
been required had we relied 
on the haphazard, laissez-faire 
method which is supposed to be 
the only way in which great dis
coveries can be made. 

Professor Smyth has not writ
ten a popular book, and he says 
so In his preface. He has kept In 
mind " a substantial group of en
gineers and scientific men who 
can understand [how an atomic 
bomb is constructed and how it 
works] and who can explain the 
potentialities of atomic bombs to 
their fellow citizens." Neverthe
less, his account of atomic disin
tegration from 1939 to the pres
ent time can be understood by 
any person who has had a high 
school or college education in 
physics and who is willing to read 
patiently and attentively. 

THE story actually begins in 
1905, when Einstein In a simple 
algebraic equation made it plain 
that mass and energy are equiva
lent, so that mass is convertible 
into energy and energy into mass. 
When radioactivity was dis
covered late In the last century, 
physicists were already talking 
of releasing energy In enormous 
amounts from such elements as 
radium. Einstein showed how 
much energy could be expected. 
With the aid of his equation, cal
culations were made which Indi
cated that If one kilogram (2.2 
pounds ) of matter were con
verted entirely Into energy we 

would have the equivalent of all 
the electric power generated in 
the United States for about two 
months. "Compare this fantastic 
figure with the 8.5 kilowatt-hours 
of heat-energy which may be pro
duced by burning an equal amount 
of coal," Professor Smyth bids 
us. We see why physicists began 
to bombard matter In the hope of 
braaklng it down. 

Thel;le efforts led to nothing 
that an engineer would call "prac
tical," but they did lead to the 
discovery of new particles and to 
the theory of the solar-system 
atom which has a nucleus of pro
tons and neutrons and which Is 
surrounded by planetary electrons 
that leap from orbit without 
much regard for space and time 
in unpredictable ways and In the 
leaping radiate energy. Until 
1939 the physicists had only 
chipped the nucleus of an atom, 
so to speak, In that year Drs. 
Hahn and Strassman in Germany 
fired neutrons at uranium with 
dramatic success. The uranium 
atom was split and in the split
ting released six billion times 
more energy than the bombard
Ing neutrons · possessed. It was 
then tha.t an atomic bomb be
came more than an H. G. Wells 
dream. 

THE physicists, supposed to be 
austerely indifferent to war and 
commerce, were quick to realize 
the military potentialities of 
what had been done. Hitler was 
on the march, and it was known 
that his scientists were trying to 
develop an atomic bomb. Enrico 
Fermi, Italy's foremost physicist, 
who had fled to this country to 
escape Mussolini's intolerance, 
called the attention of the Navy 
to what had been and what 
might be done. Einstein wrote a 
letter to President Roosevelt 
which resulted in the appoint
ment of the Advisory Committee 
on Uranium. By 1940 contracts 
had been made with universities 
and the Standard Oil Development 
Company. Drs. Harold Urey and 
George B. Pegram went to Eu
rope to find out what the British 
were doing, which turned out to 
be much. In the end we spent 
two billions in conducting organ
ized and systematic research on 
a scale unparalleled in history 
and with results which are not 
only startling but which mark 
the beginning of a new era in 
mankind's march to peace and 
plenty or to self-destruction. 

The international research 
team struck out boldly on new 
lines. It decided that out of the 
commonest form of uranium, des
ignated by its atomic number 
238 (which means that uranium 
Is 238 times heavier than hydro
gen, lightest of all elements). an
other form designated by the 
number 239 could be obtained, 
and that this 239 could be con
verted into neptunium and the 
neptunium Into plutonium. The 
bomb contains a charge of plu
tonium, which is bombarded by 
neUtrons, whereupon it explodes 
with the devastating effects 
noted in Japan. Both neptunium 
and plutonium are entirely new 
elements that nature never took 
the trouble to make. 

Smashers 
Professor Smyth in his detailed 

account of great scientists at 
work presents many a tale which 
cannot but thrill the attentive 
reader. There was the prepara
tion of a uranium pile, which 
had to be carefully shielded so 
that the powerful radiations that 
came from it during bombard
ment would not affect the health 
of Workers and contaminate the 
air with radioactive by-products ; 
there was the invention of elabo
rate devices to remove the bom
barded uranium rods in the pile 
by remote control; there were the 
researches that had to be con- · 
ducted to discover from not more 
than a speck what the chemical 
properties of plutonium are so 
that it could be chemically ex
tracted from the bombarded 
uranium; there was the bold de
cision to build two enormous 
plants without first proceeding 
through the pilot-plant stage. At 
times the men who had charge of 
all this experimental work were 
frightened. They were dealing with 
tremendous forces with wh~h no 
one· had any experience, and for 
all they knew they might be 
blown up at any moment. No 
one can read Professor Smyth's 
report without picturing to him
self men who took chances with 
universal energy, the very 
energy that makes the stars 
shine and that the· sun releases 
in colossal amounts. Not until 
other nations have developed 
their own atomic bombs, not 
until the one we have is as obso
lete as the high-wheel bicycle 
and the bustle, are we likely to 
lear~· il). detail what goes on in 
the uranium plants where pluto
nium is made and how the bomb 
is constructed. 

THE distinguished physicists 
who gave us the bomb were not 
indifferent to l!he social effects 
of their work. Without Indulg
ing In too much moralizing on 
their behalf, Professor Smyth 
"sees no immediate prospect of 
running cars with nuclear power 
or lighting houses with radio-ac
tive lamps, although there is a 
good probability that nuclear 
power for special purposes can 
be developed within ten years and. 
that plentiful supplies of radio
active material can have a pro
found effect on scientific re
search, and perhaps on the treat
ment of certain diseases in a 
similar period." More disturbing 
is his warning that "should a 
scheme be devised for converting 
to energy even as much as a few 
percent of the matter of some 
common material, civilization 
would have the means to commit 
suicide at will." Whatever it has 
done, the bomb has awakened the 
world to this dreadful possibility. 
It now remains to be seen 
whether the great industrial na
tions will prepare themselves for 
another still more frightful war 
or whether they will seriously 
consider the maintenance of 
peace as a task just as urgent as 
the launching of armies against 
one another or against some un· 
scrupulous and reckless dictator 
of the Napoleon-Hitler-Mussolini 
type. 
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Cabinet Reported Split 
On Atom Bomb Control · 
I One Faction 

Wants United Nations to 
Share Its Secret 

By THOMAS F. REYNOLDS 
(Col>yriglot . 1945. by Chicago Sun and 

Tl1e Newspaper PM, Inc.) 

WASHI GTON, Sept. 26.-The 
question of putting the deadly se
cret of atomic energy in custody 
of the United Nations Organiza
tion has split President Truman's 
Cabinet into two sharply divided 
camps, it bas been learned. 

This split in the Cabinet, it was 
believed, is the principal, factor 
which ha delayed Truman s pres
entation of recommendations on 
the atomic secrets to Congress. The 
\\'bite Hou e, however, still says 
that a Presidential message may 
be expected "fairly soon." 

Eventually to UNO 
It was reported that Truman 

now is tending toward a plan 
whereby this country would indi
cate its willingness to make UNO 
ultimate custodian of the weapon 
which leveled Nagasaki and Hiro
shima, but will leave to the future 
determination of just when and 
how the secret should be turned 
over. Meanwhile, the President 
would ask statutory creation of an 
atomic commission to handle future 
developments in atomic energy in 
this counby. 

(Scientists who wor~ed on de
velopment of the atomic bomb have 
presented formal statements to the 
Government declaring that they be
lieve other counb·ies can "produce 
such bombs within a few years 
without any detailed technical in
formation from us," and have urged 
speedy steps toward a world au
thority to control nuclear energy, 
the Herald Tribune reported this 
morning. 

(The Tribune says the group ex
pressing this view is the Assn. of 
Oak Ridge Scientists, which de
clares it comprises 96 per cent of 
the civilian scientists connected 
with the Oak Ridge, Tenn., project. 
Names of members are being with
held. 

("The only remammg 'secrets'," 
the scientists said, "are technical 
and engineering details of process
es, plants, and devices.") 

Russia's the Rub 
The struggle inside the Cabinet 

revolves around the fact that Rus
sia, which of the Big Three alone 
has failed to find the secret of 
atomic bombs, would gain access 
to the secret if it were turned over 
to UNO. The Soviet is a member 
of the executive organ of UNO, 
the World Security Council, which 
would have ultimate control of the 
boml:r's use in such a case. 

There have been some efforts 
nere by circles unfriendly to the 
liberalism of Secretary of Com
merce Wallace to attempt to iden
tify him as the principal Cabinet 
i)l'Otagonist of turning the bomb 
ewer to Russia. This has been de
nied by Truman and, on the basis 
of new information, it now appears 

that the prime mover in the effort 
to make UNO the atomic custodian 
was Henry L. Stimson at the final 
Cabinet meeting in which he par
ticipated as Secretary of War. 

Stimson, it wa!l understood, sub
mitted in writing a memorandum 
which proposed that the most dead
ly of all weapons be handed to 
U 0 along lines somewhat similar 
to those proposed several weeks 
ago by Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., 
U. S. repi:esentative for UNO. The 
Stimson memorandum precipitated 
instantaneous Cabinet reaction, 
with Wallace and acting Secretary 
of Interior Abe Fortas backing up 
the Stimson proposal. 

Checks Statement 
This version checks with the 

President's statement Sunday night 
that Wallace was only one voice in 
the Cabinet discussion and had not 
advanced the original proposals. 

Secretary of avy Forrestal and 
Secretary of War Patterson, backed 
by the full line of generals and 
admirals, opposed the proposal and 
made their position clear during 
the Cabinet discussion, it was 
understood. 

The Stimson-Fortas-Wallace ar
gument reportedly was that it is 
stupid· to attempt to conceal atomic 
secrets which other nations are cer
tain shortly to discover for them
selves. Their point was that the 
only hope of nations for secmity 
against atomic weapons is to put 
them in custody of a world organ
ization of collective security as a 
token of good faith and as a ·means 
of dissipating distrust among the 
great powers. 

The Forrestal argument was that 
if any gesture of good faith is to 
be made, it should be made by Rus
sia toward the U. S. A. Meanwhile, 
he argued, the U. S. A., Britain and 
Canada should retain the atomic 
secret. 

Stone Declines 
It was also revealed that Harlan 

F. Stone, Chief Justice of the 
U. S. A., has turned down a sug
gestion by Sen. Vandenberg (R., 
Mich.) that he serve as chaiiman of 
a U. S. commission controlling 
study and development of atomic 
energy. 

"Having some knowledge of the 
nature of the problem which the 
proposed commission would be 
called upon to study, I am satisfied 
that I could not adequately dis
charge the duties of my office and 
at the same time give appropriate 
attention to the work of the Com
mission," Stone said ii1 a letter to 
Vandenberg. 

In an address delivered over a 
nationwide radio network last 
night, Sen. McMahon (D., Conn.), 
supported the reasoning of the 
Stimson-Fortas-Wallace group, 
arguing in favor of a bill he has 
introduced which provides for turn
ing over the atomic secrets to the 
World Secudty Council "in return 
for every member of the United 
lations making available to us and 

to the other members of the Secur
ity Council all information and 
know-how that they might have on 
a1maments and weapo~of war." 

·~ 

Policy Need Is Urgen.t 
Delays in Program for Atomic Bomb and 
Post-War Military Problems Criticized 

By HANSON W. BALDWIN 
Special to TH& N&w Your. Tna.s. 

WASHINGTON, Sept. 25-The well as of all other post-war mili
continued delay in adopting a gov- tary problems-by a commission 
ernmental program-national and of the nation's le~d!ng citizens 
international-for the control and could no_t help. prov_1dmg some of . . . the confidence m a JUst and work-exploitation of atomic energy al).d able solution that veterans of this 
in undertaking the solution or war will not feel if the solution is 
some of our most pressing post- left to the armed services alone. war military problems is the cause * "' "' ' 
of increasing concern in some Press reports have mistakenly quarters. · d' t d th t th h b The lack of a publicly enunci- m ICa e a er~ as een ated antomic-bomb :program has agreement by the vanous supr~me 
been emphasized this past week commanders of the armed services 
by the impasse reached m the For- on the necessity of a single and 
eign Ministers' ~onference in Lon- merged "department of the armed 
don. Any e~ammatlon of. this con- services." There has never been ference agamst the background of . . the experiences of San Francisco such agreement, all agreed that 
and the events that have occurred unified command was essential.j 
in Europe and the Orient in the but Admiral t:hester W. Nimitz,t 
past year shows 9-~ite clearly that for instance, never endorsed thej 
the process of dlv!dmg the world single department of defense idea. 
into two blocs, each _suspicious of Gen. Douglas MacArthur now reand perhaps competmg w1th the . '. 1 other has been well started and portedly for the umficabon, was 1 has ~ot yet been hatted. If this firmly opposed to it when he was 1 
process continues, the world faces Chief of Staff. The subcommittee a melancholy prospect of strife of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that and war. Clear, bold thinking and investigated the plan was split in quick action-to strengthen the its report: one Navy and two Army international security organiza- members were for unification; one tion, to limit armaments and to Navy member was opposed. outlaw or control the atomic bomb The scheme of unification is at-are not only desirable but im- tractive in theory and in principle perative. and something like it may be de-Only slightly less imperative- sirabte, but a closer examination and in fact corollary to interna- of the proposal reveals fewer econtional action-is the need to solve omies and more disadvantages some of our pressing national-de- than are discernible at first glance, fense problems. Today the Army and it is noteworthy that no major is demobilizing many disgruntled nation has ever combined the deyoung men who will leave the partments of Army and Navy into 1 
service-as. well as many in. t~e a single whoie for any protracted I Navy-emb1ttered and antagomstiC period. What is essential is not so to the military. In some sense, much organizational unification as this is the inevitable aftermath of mental and emotional unification, every war, but in a greater meas- and that can be attained only by ure some of this bitterness might proper education and environment. hav.e been ayerted ~y a more in- Some, but as yet not enough, steps tethgent officer-enlisted man re- in that direction are being taken, lationship. including a plan for combined am-The personal bitte,ness of many phibious training in which the of these men will die in time, but Annapolis midshipmen and the it will color the thinking of some West Point cadets will jointly par-for years and will be particularly ticipate. ' strong in this post-war period. It Military thought supports the may-and probably will-influence continuation of the Joint Chiefs of many of our policies; almost cer- Staff in some-but not necessarily tainty it will affect the recruiting in its past wartime-form. The campaign for volunteers. It is es- public impression of. the work of sential to world peace and to the the joint chiefs has not been cotfuture security of the United ored, as yet, by the historical rec
States that armed forces of. ade- ord that will show that the wa~ quate size be retained, particularly was too much run "by committee during the interim years now at and by compromise," and that hand. ideally a stronger vehicle t han the It is too late to erase some of joint chiefs provided in this war the bitterness needlessly caused, is needed. 
but the confidence of many of these ----~~ ---
veterans in the armed services can 
be somewhat restored if they can 
be assured that a new deal will be 
given to the soldiers of tomorrow. 1 
Increased enlistment benefits, as 
already provided by Congress, do 
not go far enough; foreign-service 
pay, for instance-or at least 
Army of occupation pay-ought to 
be half again as much as service 
pay for those on duty in this coun-
try. 

But this is a detail: the major 
reform-it we are to obtain and 
maintain efficient post-war mili- 1 
tary establishments, particularly 
in the trying times now at hand- ~ 
is the reformation o! the services' 
personnel policies and of the offi
cer-enlisted man relationship. An j 
investigation of this problem- as , 

• 
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~~~====~~~~--~-------Report to People "An International Technical 

• 

.4tomic Bomb's Scienti.sts Urge 

A World Authority to Control It 

In statements of deepest ur- Panel responsible directly to the 

gency
1 

which have been approved World Security Council should be 

at various meetings, the scientific set up. Its first duty should be the 

personnel, the association said, investigation of all sources of crit

agreed on their "respqnsibility to leal materials; immediate and 

point out to the Amencan people complete control of such sources 

certain facts about this weapon by the council should then be 

which may help the people to se'e established. 

?lea1:ly ~ts mil!tary and political For Open Inspection 

1mpl!cat10ns. 
"We know that the President "Provision should be z:nade for 

and congress are immensely con- further thorough geologiCal sur-

B p K r cerned with the problem this coun- veys and the extensio_n of control 

Y eter ihss try faces and that they are deter- to new_ a_reas; no nat10n, whe~her 

Scientists who developed the atomic bomb believe other counbl'ies mined to establish a policy which or n_ot 1t IS a member o~ the Um~ed 

can "produce such bombs within a few years without any detailed will make this weapon a ~eans NatiOns, :may ~e pertmtted to m

techmcal mformatlOn from us," and have drawn up formal statements for insuring a durable peace· but terfere With this program. 

-==~----_!..L_----=====-~ without a clear conviction as t~ the "Second, all nations must agree 

Assert Others Can Produce It iu a Few Years; 

VanneYar Bush Reported to Have Told Cabinet 

Friday ~It ~7ould Take Rus ·ia 5 to 10 Years 

- @expressing this conviction and urg- proper course in the heart of every ~o com?lete and inti:na-t~ periodic 

_ ing the United States to take steps man everywhere theitl efforts can mspect10ns of all scientific, tech

, at once toward a world authority to be in vain. ' nical, industrial and military estab-

control nuclear power. "We can claim no enduring lisi:ments ~Y the panel, which is to 

~ Their views became known in monopoly in the possession of the maKe_ public all findmgs. The m

. New York yesterday, as it was re- atomic bomb. Other scientists can spectl_cns z:nust be . umve~·sal to be 

I 

ported from Washington that the apply the fundamental principles effective ; mternatlOnal mspec_tors 
perhaps more successfully than w~ must be bac~ed by the full might 

' Cabinet on Friday heard a report have done. Other nations, anxious of ,~he Council. 1 • . 

by Dr. Vannevar Bush, director of for their own security, will en- Third, all relevant scientific 

l the Office of Scientific Research deavor to develop such weapons. and technological advances, re· 

and Development, that Russia "In our own work, one of the gardless of publication elsewhere, 

; could develop its own atom bomb main impediments was the fact must be reported directly and im

, within five to ten years even if the that large-scale efforts and ex- mediately to the Technical Paneit 

United States and Great Britain penditures had to be decided upon of the Council, which is to be 

refused to make the secret 'avail- on the basis of purely theoretical charged with responsibility of uni-

able. predictions ; every minor setbacK versa! dissemination of all such in-

• was extremely serious and re- formation; all scientists should 

L Dr. Bush was said to have made opened the question of whether and will be honor-bound to the 

no recommendation, but to have the development of the weapon implementation of such regula

. informed President Truman he during the war was feasible and tions. 

; believed "scientific views" would whether our large-scale develop- "It is. only after the adoption o:t: 

. favor the free international ex- ment was really justifiable. such a policy as this that we of the 

1 
?hange of all scientific knowledge, "These questions have now been United States can feel a reasonable 

mcluding the bomb, among at least answered, and other countries assurance that this nuclear bomb 

. major Allied poWers. know that they can produce such will not be used for our own de• 

· o · · f h bombs within a few years with- struction." 
pm10n o t e scientific person- · 

nel wh ·k d th . . out any detailed technical info::-
. o wor e ,on e proJect 1t- mation from us." Bush Declines Comment 

. self IS bemg channeled through "The only remaining 'secrets,' " Dr. Bush declined to discuss 

the newly formed Association of the scientists reported, "are tech- the atomie bomb problem yester

Oak Ridge Scientists at Clinton nical and engineering details of day, on the gl'ound it would be 

Laboratories, a copy of wl1ose views processes, plants and devices." "improper" for him to talk, since 

became available in New York. They noted that the war Depart- he is a member of the interim 

The group says it comprises 96 ment report by Protessor Henry commission named by the Presi .. 

per cent of the civilian physicists, D. Smyth, of ~!·ince~on, had re- dent to control the bomb. 

chemists, engineers and biologists c~unted that several different But the New York Herald Trib• 

t tl . PIOcesses have been successfully une Waskington bureau learne~ 

, a 1e mam research and develop- employed." from several Cabinet member-a; 

ment laborat?ry of the Oak Ridge, No specific defense against the that he had suggested that Rus ... . 

Tenn., atomic bomb proJect, an bomb exists now, the scientists sia could unlock the secret in ~ 

· _with one to three years' experience went on, the only immediate decade, although it would have tQ 

m development of the bomb and its defensive measures being "retalia- red~ce its standard of living q1 

production plants. tion, counter-offensive or 'prevent- recerve substantial financial ai~ 

While names of members were ive' warfare." Thus, if interna- from the other Allies during i~ 

withheld for the time being, the t10nal relationso- rerr:~in as at r·esearch era. 

association reported its views ~resent, they arbued, . fear of be- Overwhelming Cabinet sentfwl 

h d t mg subj·~cted to atomic bomb at- ment was reported to have fa.. 

s are. a allleve.Js from rank-and- tacks may, in fact, enhance the vored Anglo-American retention 

~le gzou_p teams up_ ~hrough sec- possibility that a nation will itself of the secret, with no view stated 

t10n chtefs and diVIsion heads. use them as a preventive measure." by President Truman. The onlY, 

, ~ 'ith like groups formed during Any attempt by the United other suggestion came from Secre• 

the last three weeks also at the States to retain supremacy in tary of War Stimson, who re• 

; Chicago and Los Alamos, N. M., atomic warfare w_ould be unsuc- portedly proposed that the bomb 

l project laboratories, the associa- cessful: the S?rentists held. First, be placed under trusteeship of tha 

I tion held its views represented the WI_thholdmg of detailed in- Fnited Nations Organization's se• 

~ those of "hundreds" of scientists formatiOn from a maj~!·ity_ of _ our curiiy council, and from Secretar1, 

· who had worked on the research own sCLentrsts wol!ld · artificially of Commerce Henry A. Wallace. 

; task. channel and sterillze the further Mr. Wallace was understood to 

Moved by what they call the development of nuclear physics . have suggested but not to have 

· bomb's catastrophic possibilities, a~d, chemistry. m o~r ~wn. coun- pressed the point. that it might 

( 
the scientists plan a program to tzy .. World-wide d1stnbut10n of prove worthwhile in the long run 

emphasize their conviction that uramum_ . ores wo_uld preclude Ito turn the secret over to Russia. 

enduring monopoly of the atomic monopolizing of basic resources. to cement Soviet friendship. 

~ born? by the United States is im- "Once a nation possesses a cer- Stone Declines J b 

' possible, and that an international tain minimum number of bombs," . 
0 

· authority must be set up with due the scientists added, "there is no Dunng the day Senator Vanden-

, safeguards to prevent 'exploita- great advantage in having more." ber~ revealed that Chi~f Just~ce 

· tion by any one' nation. ~arlan F. Stone had :vntten him 

They propose to appear before Raise Sovereignty Issue m _reply. to an mqmring letter, 

Congressional committees and . The scientists argued that a sayr~g his work on the Supreme 

sponsor newspaper releases. One smgle, world control of atomic Com t bench wou~d not permit h1m 

hundred and fifty Oak Ridge sci- energy was an inescapable con- to serve as . chairman of a pro-

t entists have already signed a let- elusion, although they emphasized posed comm1ttee to be appointed 

: ter to Senator Arthur H. Vanden- ~ they were not international states- by Congress on the control prob-

berg, of Michigan, indorsing his men and, for the present at least, !em . 

. resolution for a joint congres- not backers of any specific Senator Brien McMahon, :Demd

' sional committee to study control mechanism. This, they frankly crat, of Connecticut, proposed in 

' of the bomb. Inside the project conceded, would involve "the loss a Columbia Broadcasting System 

their views have been presented of a large degree' of its sovereignty talk that the secret be turned over · 

informally thus .far to at least one by each nation, including our to the United Nations Security 

member of the supervisory scien- own.'' Council, provided all other nations 

title panel, consisting of Arthur H. One suggestion discussed among make available their research on 

Compton, J. Robert Oppenheimer, assoication members read: "A war weapons as well. Reporting 

. Enrico Fermi and Emest 0. Law- World security council must be all scientists with whom he had 

; renee. made the only custodian of nuclear talked had agreed it would be im

power in the world. The prestige possible to keep the secret, he 

of the United States at this time charged those favoring a United 

will make it possible for us to in- States effort at secrecy were "the 

sist on the adoption of all neces- isolationists of yesterday" who dis

sary safety measures; in a few trusted the United Nations Or· 

years this bargaining power will ganization. 

have vanished, for many nations The American Council on Edu-

will have atomic bombs. cation submitted a proposal to 
President Truman urging appoint
ment of a committee to study ef· 
fects of the atomic bomb on na• 
tiona! defense and international 
relations. 
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l. D We desc.ended and looked about Dean Richard c. Tolman of the 

I rama Of the A toml•C Bomb us. The mght was still pitch black Calltornia Institute of Technology 
s.ave !or .an occasional flash of Prof. R. F. Bacher of Cornell' 
l~g~tmng m t~e ~astern sky, out- Col. Stafford L. Warren, Univer: 

~ Found Clr·max r·n July 16 Test lmmg for a brtef ll~stant the range sity of Rochester (N. Y.) radiolo-
of Si;ra Oscuro directly ahead of gist, and a host of other leaders 

, ~· e w.ere in the middle of the lin the atomic bomb program. 
_________ _:___ ew Mex1co desert miles away At th B 

I 
from nowhere not ~ si of life e ase Camp was a dry, 

. Follou·ing_is the first of a number of art icles by a staff member not even a biinking ligft on th, :b~ndoned reservoir, about 500 

I of_ THE rEW YORK TIMES u:ho u:as detached for ser vice •o;th tl•e distant horizon This was t be ee square, surrounded by a 

I
n D ' • • our caravansa~y until the ozer~ ~oguhndWo!tfh_eatrht~ about eight feet 

1 a!' e~art lllent at its r equest to e:cpla i ,L t he atomic bomb to the hour · m 1s mound bulldozers 

:lay publtc. He u:ituessed the /il'st test of the bomb in New .llfex ico Fr~m a distance to the south t d~g a series of slit trenches, each 

; and, on a flight to Nagasaki, i ts actual use. ( 1, ~: ~~~~~s.ofT~isse;;~~l~h~u~r~~~~ ~i~~t a~Je~bf;~£ ~:,~~t;-~~~: ~::~ 
· 1 By WILLIA.l\1 L. LAURENCE sense of orientation The bombing 

0~t 
The At · A b test site Zero was· a little t t · a .command over the radio at 

omtc ge egan at exactly 5:30 Mountain War Time on left of the sea~chl!ght beam ~ he ,, zero mmus one minute all observ-

; . the morning of July 16, 1945, on a stretch of semi-desert land ty miles away. With the d~rk~~~ ~~;J.~ase <::;~~p, about 150 of the 

· about fifty airline miles from and the waiting in the chill f th Who m science and the 
c f S d rt 0 e armed forces lay down "prone on 

' Alamagordo, N. M., just a few aravan o cientists by Night u~!~du!~~letension became almost the ground" 'in their pre-assigned 

· minutes before the dawn of a I joined a caravan of three · trenches, "face and eyes directed 

· new day' on this earth buses, thre.e automobiles and a Directions for Observers' Safety toward the ground and with the 

: · truck carrymg radio equipment at w th head away from Zero." 

l At. that great moment in h istot·y, 11 P . M. Sunday, July 15 at Albu- t r e ga er~d a~ound in a circle Three other posts had been es-

' rankmg with the moment in the querque. There were ab~ut ninety \~er~st~~ t~odlrtecttlhonst?n what we tablished, south, north and west of 

long ag h f . t · of us · th t t a e 1me of the z 
o w en man 1rs put fir e . In . a s range caravan, "shot," directions read aloud b the ero, each at a distance of 10,000 

to work for him and started on his traveling stlently an~ in utmost light of a flashlight: y yards (5.7 miles). These were 

march to civilization, the vast s~~recy through the mght on prob- At a short signal of the siren at known, respectively, as South-10,

.,energy locked within the hearts of l ana y .as unudsual an adventure as minus five minutes to zero "all 000, North-10,000 and West-10,000, 
• Y 1n our ay. perso 1 h d t' . or S-10, N-10 and W-10, 

t he atoms of matter was released I With the except· t · · nne w o~e u Ies did not spe- Here the shelter~ were much 
. . . 1on o your cor- C1f1cally requ1re otherwise" were ~ 

for the ftrst tm1e m a burst o! resp~nde.nt , the caravan consisted to prepare "a suitable place to lie more elaborate, wooden structures 

·flame such as had never before . of ~ci.entists from the highly secret down on." thei.r walls reinforced by cement: / 

been seen on this planet, illuminat- I atomic bomb research and devel- .At a long signal of the siren at buned under a massive layer of 

mg earth and sky for a brief span opment center in the mesas and mmus two minutes to zero "all earth. 
canyons of New Mexico twenty p 1 h d t · . S-10 was the control center. 

that seemed eternal with the light! five miles north t f s' t · ~~sonne w ?Se u les did not spe- Here Professor Oppenheimer a~ 
wes o an a Fe, Clf!cally reqmre otherwise" were to ~ 

of many super-suns. where we solved the secret of "lie prone on the ground immedi- scientltic commander in chief 'and 

The elemental flame , first fire translatm.g the fabulous energy of ately, the face and eyes directed his field commander, Prof~ssor j 
, ever made on earth that did not the atom mto the mightiest weapon toward the ground and with the Bainbridge, issued orders and syn-

have its origin in the sun came ever made by man. It was from head away from Zero." chronized the activities of the 

f rom the explosion of th~ first ~~;~e~h~~ th~ caravan set out at "Do not watch for the flash di- other sites. 
t . · a un ay aft ernoon for its rectly," the directions read "but Here the signal was given and a 

a omtc bomb. It was a full-dress destination, 212 miles to the south. turn over after it has occurr~d and complex of mechanisms was set in 

rehearsal preparatory to use of These were the "l!lesa-men" on watch the cloud. Stay on the motion that resulted in the great

the bomb over Hiroshima and ~he mar.ch, ~wellers m the "caves" ground until the blast wave has est burst of energy ever released 

Nagasaki- and other Japanese m the mtenor of atoms, pioneer passed (two minutes). by man on earth up till that time. 

military targets had Jap ~x~.~rers of v~st new continents "At two short blasts of the siren No switch was pulled, no button 

f d an re- m 1 herto forbidden realms of the indicating the passing of all hazard pressed, to light this first cosmic 

use . to accept the Potsdam Dec- cosmos, builders of the civilization from light and blast, aii personnel fire on this planet. 

larat10n for her surrender. of tomorrow. will prepare to leave as soon as At forty-five seconds to zero, set 

The rehearsal marked the climax Here on trails hallowed by pio- ~ possible. for 5:30 o'clock, young Dr. Joseph 

in the penultimate act of one of neers of ?ther day~, who opened "The hazard from blast is re- L. McKibben of the University of 

the greatest dramas in our history f·~w t{ronbers and dtd not re~t un- 1 ?uced by lying down on the ground California, at a signal from Pro

and the hi t . . . } ey conquered a contment, m such a manner that flying fessor Bainbridge, activated a 

. 5 ~ry of Civilize~ man-a covered wagons" were rolling rocks, glass and other objects do master robot that set off a series 

drama m wh1ch our scientists, with agam through ~he night on their not intervene between the source of other robots. Moving "electronic 

the Army Corps of Engineers as way to open still newer frontiers of blast and the individual. Open fingers" writ and moved on, until 

director, were working against _of a contment that has no limits all car windows. at last strategically spaced elec- , 

I 
I m space. 1 "The hazard from light injury to trons moved to tl:te proper place at 

time to create an atomic bomb The caravan wound Its way eyes is reduced by shielding the the proper split second. 

ahead of our German enemy. slowly ?ver the tortuous roads closed eyes with the bended arms The forty-five seconds passed 

The collapse of Germany marked overlookmg the precipitous can- and lying face down on the and the moment was zero. 

the end of the first act of this yons. of northern New Mexico, ground. If the first flash is viewed At our observation post on Com

drama. The successful completion passmg throug~ Espa~n?la, Santa a 'blind spot' may prevent your pania Hill the atmosphere had 

of our task, in the greatest chal- Fe and Bernadtllo, arnvmg at AI- seeing the rest of the show. grown tenser as the zero hour ap

lenge by man against nature so ~mquerqye at about.10 P. M. H~re "The hazard from ultraviolet proached. We had spent the first 

far, brought down the curtain on It . was JOined by S1r James Chad· light injuries to the skin is best part of our stay partaking of an 

the second act. . WICk, ~ho won the ~ob~l Prize overcome ~y wearing long trou- early morning picnic breakfast 

The grand finale came three and kmghthood for h1s discovery sers and sh1rts with long sleeves." that we had taken along with us. 

weeks afterward over the skies of of the neutron, the key that un- David Dow, assistant to the sci- It had grown cold in the desert 

Japan with a swift descent of the locks the atom; Professor Ernest entific director of the Atomic and many of us, lightly clad, shiv

curtain on the greatest war in 0. ~awz:ence of the University of Bomb Development Center, handed ered. Occasionally a drizzle came 

history. Cahforma, master atom-smasher, each of' us a flat piece of colored down and the intermittent flashes 

The atomic flash in New Mexico ~ho won the Nobel Prize for his glass used by arc welders to shield of lightning made us turn appre

came as a great affirmation to d!Scover:y of the cy.clotron; Profes- their eyes. Dr. Edward Teller of hensive glances toward Zero. 

~e prodigious labors of our scien- sor. Ed"?n H. Mc~·!illa!l, also of the Geoz:ge Washington University We had had some disturbing re· 

bsts during the past four years, U:mvers1ty of Cal!fo~1a, one of the cautiOned us against sunburn. ports that the test might be called 

in which they managed to "know discoverers of plutomum, the new, off because of the weather. The 

the unknowable and unscrew the a tomiC energy element, and sev- Someone produced sunburn lotion radio we had brought along for 

inscrutable." era! others from the atomic bomb and passed it around. communication with Base Camp 

It came as the affirmative an- center, who, _with yo~:~r correspond- It looked eerie seeing a number kept going out of order, and when 

swer to the until then unanswered ent, had ar rived durmg the after- of our highest ranking scientists we had finally repaired it some 

question: "Will it work?" noon . . seriously rubbing S'Uilburn lotion blatant band would drown out the 

With the flash came a delayed The mght was dark with black on their faces and hands in the news we wanted to hear. 

roll of mighty thunder, heard, just clouds and. not a star could be pitch blackness of the night, twen- We knew there were two spe

as the flash was seen, for hun- s7en. Occas iOnally a bolt of light· ty miles away from the expected cially equipped B-29 Superfor

dreds of miles. The roar echoed mng would ~end the sky and re- flash. These were the men who, tresses high overhead to make 

a~d reverberated from the distant veal for an mstan~ the . flat. sem.i- more than anybody, knew the po· observations and recordings in the 

hills and the Sierra Oscuro Range desert landscape, r1ch With historic tentialities of atomic energy on upper atmosphere, but we could 

near by, sounding as though it lore of past adventure. We, too, the loose. It gave one an inkling neither see nor hear them. We 

came from some supramundane wer e headed for adventure, Argo- of their confidence in their handi- kept gazing through the blackness. 

source as well as from the bowels nauts o~ the way to a Golden work. Suddenly, at 5:29:50, as we stood 

of the earth. Fl::_ce ncher by,/far than J a son The bomb was set on a struc- huddled around our radio, we heard 

The hills said "yes" and the ever found. W'e we1t? on The roaa tural steel tower 100 feet high. a voice ringing through the dark

mountains chimed in "yes." lt was to the fabled golden Seven Cities Nine miles away to the southwest ness, sounding as though it had 

as if the earth had spoken and of Cibola, sought in vain by was the base camp. This was come from above the clouds: 

the suddenly iridescent clouds and Coronado on trails not too far G. H. Q. for the scientific high 1 "Zero minus ten seconds!" 

sky had joined in one mighty af- away from the area we were command, of which Professor Ken- A green flare flashed out through 

firmative answer. Atomic energy traversing. neth T. Bainbridge of Harvard the clouds, descended slowly, 

-yes. We rolled along on U. s. High- University was field commander. opened, grew dim and vanished 

It was like the grand finale of ,way 85, running between AI- Here were erected barracks to into the darkness. 

a mighty symphony of the ele- buqu~rque and El Paso, through S!!~ve . as living quarters for t~e The voice from the clouds 

ments, fascinating and terrifying, sleepmg ancient Spanish-American sc1enbsts, a mess hall, a comm1s- boomed out again: 

uplltting and crushing, ominous, towns, their windows dark, their sary, a Post Exchange and other "Zero minus three seconds!" 

devastating, full of great promise streets deserted-towns with music buildings. Here the vanguard of Another green flare came down. 

and great forebodings. in their names, Las Lunas, Belen, the atomists, headed by Prof .. J. R. Silence reigned over the desert. 

I watched the birth of the Era Bernardo, Alamillo, Socorro, San Oppenheimer of the University of We kept moving in small groups 

of Atomic Power from the slope Antonio. California, scientific director of the in the direction of Zero. From the 

of a hill in the desert land of New At San Antonio we turned east atomic bomb project, lived like east came the first faint signs of 

Mexico, on the northwestern cor- and crossed "the bridge on the Rio soldiers at the front, supervising dawn. 

ner of the Alamogordo Air Base, Grande ~;h the detour in the mid- ~he enormously complicated details And just at that instant there 

about 125 miles southwest of die of it. We traveled ten and mvolved in the epoch-making tests. rose from the bowels of the earth 

Albuquerque. The hill, named o~e-half miles eastward on U. s. Here early tha~ Sunday after- a li~t~ not of this world, the light 

Compania Hill for the occasion H1ghway 380, where we turned noon gathered MaJ. Gen. Leslie R. of -~any suns in one. 

was twenty miles to the northwest south on a specially built dirt Groves, Commander in Chief of the 

of Zero, the code name given to road, running for twenty-five miles Atomic Bomb Project; Brig. Gen. 

the spot chosen for lighting the to the Base Camp at Trinity. T. F. Farrell, hero of World War 

first atomic fire on this planet. The end of our trail was reac~ed I, C?eneral Groves' dep~ty; !'rot. 

The area embracing Zero and Com- after we ~ad coyered about five Ennco Fermi, No}>el Prtze Wlnner 

pania Hill, twenty-four miles long and one-f1fth m1les on the dirt and. one of the leaders in the ... /'' 

and eighteen miles wide, had the road; He.re we saw the first signs proJect; President James Bryant 

code name Trinity. of life smce we had left Albu- Conant of Harvard; Dr. Vannevar 
querque about three hours earlier, Bush, Director of the Office of Sci
a line of silent men dressed In he!- entlfic Research and Development; 
mets. A little further ahead a de-

') :0 tachment of military police exam-
.;> ined our special credentials. 

• 
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.Lt was a sunrise such as the 
world had never seen, a great 
green super-sun climbing in. a frac
tion of a second to a height of 
more than 8,000 feet, rising ever 
higher until it touched the clouds, 
lighting up earth and sky all 
around with a dazzling luminosity. 

from the gravitational pull of the 
earth that holds him down. 

The dance of the primitive man 
las~ed but a few seconds, during 
which an evolutionary period of 
about 10,000 years had been tele
scoped. Primitive man was meta
morphosed into modern man
shaking hands, slapping each other 
on the back, laughing like happy 
children. 

The decision opened up a host The only living beings that 

of serious problems. A site had dared venture near the spot where 
to be found far away from in-
habited localities. Measures had Zero vanished in a great cloud of 

to be taken to prevent the tremen- atomic fire was a crew of sci

dous thunllerbolt, which was ex- entists in two Sherman tanks, the 

pected to be seen and heard for insides of which were lined with 

hundreds of miles, from giving lead. They took samples of the 

away our greatest secret. earth by means of special scoops 
Up it went, a great ball of fire 

about a mile in diameter, changing 
colors as it kept shooting upward, 
from deep purple to orange, ex
panding, growing bigger, rising as 
it was expanding, an elemental 
force freed from its bonds after 
being chained for billions of years. 

For a fleeting instant the color 

The sun was just rising above 
the horizon as our caravan started 
on its way back to Albuquerque 
and Los Alamos. It rose to see a 
new thing under the sun a new 
era in the life of man. ' 

On the scientific side, the heart manflt>ulated from the inside and 

and purpose of the test, apparatus made preliminary observations of 

and techniques had to be devised the site, which, later observations 

to study, from a distance of sev- revealed, was depressed over a 

eral miles entirely by automatic radius of 400 yards to a depth 

controls, phenomena that take ranging from ten feet at the 

place in less than a millionth of a periphery to twenty-five feet in 

second. These included measure- the center. 

was unearthly green, such as one 
sees only in the corona. of the sun 
during a. total eclipse. 

We looked at it through our 
dark lenses to compare it with 
what we had seen. 

ments of what takes place inside The transfer of the "gadget" 

the atomic bomb at the time of over a distance of more than 200 

explosion, the amounts and types miles from Los Alamos to Zero 

of energy released, the effect, in- presented a major problem, involv

tensity and extent of the blast, the ing both security and safety. The 

post· explosion radiations on the transportation of this precious 

ground and in the air, meteorolog- stuff, possessing a value inestima

ical observations and a host of ble in terms of worldly considera

other phenomena that took five tions, was in charge of the Mill

typewritten pages to enumerate. tary Intelligence branch at Los 

It was as though the earth had 
opened and the skies had split. 
One felt as though he ha.d been 
privileged to witness the Birth of 
the World-to be present at the 
moment of Creation when the Lord 
said: Let There be Light. 

"The sun can't hold a candle to 
it!" one of us remarked. 

t 
On that moment hung eternity. 

Time stood still. Space contra.cted 
into a. pinpoint. 

To another observer, Prof. 
George B. Kistiakowsky of Har
vard, the spectacle was "the near
est thing to Doomsday that one 
could possibly imagine." 

"I am sure,'' he said, "that at 
the end of the world-in the last 
milli-second of the earth's exist
ence--the last man will see what 
we saw!" 

A great cloud rose from the 
ground and followt>d the trail of 
the Great Sun. 

At first it was a giant column 
that soon took the shape of a su

lpramundane mushroom. For a 
fleeting instant it took the form 
of the Statue of Liberty magnified 
many times. 

Up it went, higher, higher, a 
giant mountain born in a few sec
onds instead of millions of years, 
quivering convulsively. 

It touched the multi- colored 
clouds, pushed its summit through 
them, kept rising until it reached 
a height of 41,000 feet, 12,000 feet 
higher than the earth's highest 
mountain. 

All through this very short but 
extremely long time-interval not a 
sound was heard. I could see the 
silhouettes of human forms mo
tionless in little groups, like desert 
plants in the dark. 

The new-born mountain in the 
distance, a giant among pigmies 
against the background of the Si
erra Oscuro range, stood leaning 
at an angle against the clouds, a 
vibrant volcano spouting fire to 
the sky. 
Roar Reverberations Over Desert 

Then out of the great silence 
came a mighty thunder. For a 
brief interval the phenomena we 
had seen as light repeated them
selves in terms of sound. 

It was the blast from thousands 
of blockbusters going of! simul
taneously at one spot. 

The thunder reverberated all 
through the desert, bounced back 
and forth from the Sierra Oscuros, 
echo upon echo. The ground trem
bled under our feet as in an earth
quake. 

A wave of hot wind was felt by 
many of us just before the blast 
and warned us of its coming. 

The Big Boom came about 100 
seconds after the Great Flash-the 
first cry of a new-born world. It 
brought the silent, motionless sil
houettes to life, gave them a voice. 

A loud cry filled the air. The 
little groups that hitherto l).ad 
stood rooted to the earth like 
desert plants broke into a dance, 
the rhythm of primitive man danc
ing at one of his fire festivals at 
the coming of spring. 

They clapped their hands as they 
leaped from the ground-earth
bound man symbolizing a new 
birth in freedom-the birth of a 
new force that for the first time 
gives man means to free himself 

LIGHTNING BLEW UP 
DUMMY ATOM B0~1B The studies were devised to Alamos, headed by Capt. Thomas 

make the bomb tell its story be- 0. Jones, formerly a Chicago 

fore, during and after the detona- lawyer. 
tion. For this purpose scores of One of the historic moments 

the most delicate measuring, pho- came on Tuesday, July 3, when a 

tographing and recording devices, group of young physicists, who had 

old and new, were placed in con- learned to tame the wildest ele

crete pillboxes and underground mental force in nature, brought 

shelters over a radius of many the active material to the point 
miles. they call "criticality," a point at 

Scientists at New Mexico Site 
Warned of Hidden Peril 

Shortly Before Test 

'GADGET' SET-UP COMPLEX 

These Included a number of _ which the atomic substance is 

higli speed cameras of all types, broug~t as close as possible to the 

numerous electronic devices, super- t explo.dmg stage. 
sonic detectors all sorts of instru- · This was no mere game tempt

ments for probing inside the in- · ing fate. It had to be done to check 

finitesimal world of the atom's theory with practice, 

500 Miles of Electrical Wire 
Used to Note Self-Recording 

Data About Explosion 

nucleus, devices to measure the in- Several units of the complicated 

tensity of the blast radiation assembly left Los Alamos Thurs

meters, and a host or' other spe- day morning, July 12, in a. convoy 

cial equipment. accompanied by armed guards a.nd 

It required about 500 miles of Reveral scientists, arriving ~t its 

Following i8 the second of a 
number of articles by a staff mem
ber of THE NEW YORK TIMES who 
was detached for service with the 
war Department at its 1·equest to 
explain the atomic bomb to .the 
lay public. He witnessed the ~~~st 
test of the bomb in New M~:n.co 
and, on a flight to Nagasak~, \ts 

actual use. 

By WILLIAM L. LAURENCE 

The great cloud of fire and 
smoke that rose more than eight 
miles to the stratosphere over the 

New Mexico desert on t~e morn~g 
of July 16, when the first a~om1c 
bomb poured out its energy m an 
explosive burst greater than any 
ever produced on earth, symbol
ized a funeral pyre for the Japa-
nese Empire. . 

The select few who Wltn?ssed 
the spectacle knew for ce.rtam at 
the instant of the explosiOn that 
the new weapon would prove de
cisive in a relatively short time. 
No power on e~rth, everyone real
ized, could stand up against the 
elemental force liberated in these 
bombs. 

wiring to connect the various 
electrically operated instruments 
ln the bomb-proof shelters several 
miles away to the site of the 
"gadget." Seismographs were also 
placed at various distances to 
measure the effects of the atomic 
explosion underground, and espe
cially equipped B-29 Superfort
resses went aloft to study the ef
fects in the upper atmosphere. 

Selection, Precautions of Site 

More than 300 scientists were 
involved in the test, including a 
number of Nobel Prize winners and 
scores of the world's leading physi
cists, chemists, radiologists, me
teorologists, mathematicians and 
explosive and ballistics experts. 
About 250 military personnel were 
engaged in carrying out the se
curity and protective measures. 

A providential warning that 
came a few days before the test 
led to hasty last-minute changes 
designed to prevent a possible 
catastrophe that had not been 
foreseen. A dummy bomb, an ex
act duplicate of the atomic 
"gadget," had been set up on the 
tower as a practice model. A 
thunderstorm came along and 
touched it off. 

destination that same aftern"O"' 
Another convoy left Los Alamos 
at 12:01 Friday morning, July 13, 
arriving at Zero nine hours later. 

Professor R. F. Bacher of Cor
nell and Professor George B. Kis
tiakowsky of Harvard were in 
charge of the assembly of the prin
cipal units of the "gadget." The 
assembly of the entire unit was 
completed on Saturday, July 14. 
Tests by the score were carried 
out to make certain that every 
part functioned properly. I 

A week earlier a group of lead
ing radiologists under the direction 
of Colonel Stafford L. Warren, of 
the University of Rochester / 
(N. Y.), began setting up a net
work of radiological stations at 
various distances to measure the 
radiation effects of the explosion. 

The flash lighted up the sky at
1 

Albuquerque and was seen as far 
as Amarillo, Tex., 450 miles east 
of Zero. At El Paso 150 miles 
to the south, perSons saw the 
flash and heard the blast and two 
successive echoes'. Residents of 
Silver City, N. M., 200 miles to the 
southwest, and at Gallup, N. M., 
235 miles to the northwest, re
ported that their windows rattled, 

That cosmic fire that lighted 
earth and sky for hundreds of 
miles was a modern version of the 
Biblical handwriting on the wall 

This led to protective measures 
against the possibility that a bolt 
of lightning might set off the first 
atomic explosion on earth, possibly .. •lvse at Gallup stating that they 

to the Japanese and all would-be . . . 
future aggressors. Mene, Mene, at a ~~~e w~e~ .the scientists were 

T k 1 Upharsin. He has counted, st!U m 1ts VICimty. 
c;u:t~d, weighed and they divide. The northwe~tern section of tt:e 

You have been weighed and found 2,000 square-mile Alamogordo ~1r 
wanting · Base was chosen as the test-s1te 

For the immediate future-and be?ause of its isolation, inacce~si

that was what everyone involved bihty, desirable meteorological 
in the atomic bomb project was characteristics a.nd its remoteness 

mostly concerned with at the time from large towns. Its nearest in

-that mightiest rnan-made thun-
derbolt meant life for many thou- habited locality is the village oJ 
sands of our fighting men. It Carrizozo, population 1,500, about 

meant a quicker end to the war, thirty airline miles due east from 

assurance of a speed-up in the the spot selected for the first 

coming of peace to tile firealdes atomic explosion. . 
of America and her Allies. Other communities in the locah-

The weeks preceding the test, ty are Socorro, population 3,1500, 

when the scientists were putting about thirty miles to the nor.th
the final touches on what they west, and Ala.mogordo, fifty miles 

used to refer to as the ''gadget," -
witnessed the most dr.am~t~c to the southeast. The neares• 

scenes in the history of SCientlfiC 1 ·ty is Albuquerque about 
endeavor. Work went on fever- arge .c1 • 
ishly day and night. The air was 125 miles ~ the n~rlhwest. " 
tense with the very energy of the Everythmg relatmg to the gad

atomic substance being prepared get," the spot where it stood on 

for the crucial test, the testa of ita tower the time scheduled for 

tests. its blow-~ff, as well as the "Great 

Problema In Decision for Test God It" of the occasion waa re-

The very decision to make t?e ferred to aa "Zero," the code name 

test took many long hours of diS- for the site. 
cussion of all the. pros and cons F eryone concerned Zero 
involved. It was fmally concluded or ev . rse 
that only an actual explosion of became the center of the umve · 

the atomic bomb under controlled Time and space began and ended 

conditions would reveal any pos- at zero. All life centered about 

sible hidden faults that could not Zero. Everyone thought only of 

otherwise be corrected were we to Zero and the zero hour, or rather 
drop it untested on the enemy. i d 

the zero-m crosecon . 

also heard two explosions. 
Various reports from a number 

of other localities listed the ex
plosion as an earthquake, a meteor, 
or an airplane crash. Members of 
the crew and passengers aboard a 
Santa Fe Railroad train near 
Mountainair, about seventy miles 
to the northeast, thought they saw 
a bomber explode and burn in the 
sky. 

A subsequent examination of the 
ground revealed that all life, vege
table as well as animal, was de
stroyed within a radius of about 
a mile. There was not a rattle
jsnake left in the region, nor a 
blade of grass. The sand within a 
radius of 400 yards was trans
formed into a glass-like substance 
the color of green jade. A steel 

!rigging tower weighing thirty-two 
tons. at a distance of 800 yards, 
was turned into a. twisted mass of 
wreckage. 

A herd of antelope that had 
been grazing several miles away 
vanished completely. Up to the 
present the antelope have not 
returned. 

To Prof. J. R. Oppenheimer of 
the University of California, who 
directed the work on the bomb, 

---r 

the effect, he told me, was "terri• 
fying" and "not entirely undepress• 
ing." After a pause, he added: 

"Lots of boys not grown up yet 
will owe their life to it!" 



BOMB STUDIES TASK
1 

DECUNED BY STONE 
Chief Justice Unable. to Cive 

Time-Educators Request 
President to Pick Board 

Special to T.ll•ztww You: TDBs. 
WASHINGTON. Sept. 25-Har

lan F. Stone, Chief Justice of the! 
United States, has declined a. sug- , 
gestion from Senator Arthur H. 
Vandenberg, Republican, of Mich- l 
igan, that he accept chairmanship 
of a commission to study develop
ment and control of atomic energy, 
Mr. Vandenberg disclosed tJday. 

Simultaneously, the White House l released a letter from eight lead
ing educators asking President 
Truman that he name such a com
mission that would be especially 
concerned with the aspects of na
tional defense and international 
relations. 

The Chief .Justice said in a Jet
ter to Mr. Vandenberg, in reply 
to the Senator's request that he 
consider such an appointment, that 
he felt his duties on the Supreme 
Court would make it impossible 
for him to do an adequate job O!il 
such a. group. 

"I am not unmindful of the 
grave importance of such an 
undertaking," Chief Justice Slone 
wrote, "and I would be deeply in
terested in rendering such a serv
ice if I were free to undertake it. 
But the duties of a justice of the 
Supreme Court are difficult and 
exacting. As I am committed to 
the former, it is clear to me that 
I could not undertake the latter." 

The letter to the President from 
the educators was signed by 0. C. 
Charmichael, chancellor of Van
derbilt University; Harry W. 
Chase, chancellor of New York 
University; James B. Conant, 
president of Harvard; Carter 
Davidson, president of Knox Col
lege; Edward Stanford, 0 . S. A., 
rector of Augustinian College; 
Raymond S. Walters, presi~ent ofl the University of Cincinnati; Her
man B. Wells, president of the 
University of Indiana, and George \ F. Zook, ex-officio president ?f the 
American Council on Education. 

"The development of the atomic 
bomb " the Jetter said, "bas intro
duced an entirely new element into 
all considerations of national de
fense and international relations 
and baa made obsolete much of our 
previous thinking. 

"Furthermore, th_e cu_rrent con- ~ 
fusion in the public mmd makes 
imperative a new and objective 
study of the whole situation. In 
particular, it seems clear that the 
l811Ue of universal military training 
ing cannot be considered apart 
from other measures for national 
defen11e. 

''We, therefore, urge you as 
Pre11ident to appoint a. commission 
composed of leading citizens of the 
nation who shall be empowered to 
make such a study, including call
ing upon military and scientific ex
pert!!, representatives of appropri
ate governmental agencies and oth
ers for assistance, and to present 
it11 recommendations to you. 

"In no other way, we believe, 
can the public be assured that all 
necessary and proper steps are 
being taken to make secure the 
future position of the United 
States." 

SENATE BACKS ATO M BODY 
. f I Sends to House Resolutaon o r 

G r ou p to Stu d y Basi c E n r g y 

WASH!• GTO~, Sept. 27 riff 
ThP Senate unanimously ap roved 
and sent to the House today a 
resolution to set up a joint com
mittee to study the development, 
control and use of atomic energy. 

Without debate, Senators adopted 
a resolution by Senator Ar~u.r 
Vandenb~rg, Republican of Mtchl
gan, establishing a twelve-member 
committee to which all leg1slatwn 
dealing with nuclear energy or the 
atomic bomb would be channeled. 
Six members of the Senate and s1x 
Representatives woul~ be ap
pointed by Senator Mchellet, Den:
ocrat of Tenne~ "ee. the Senates 
presidmg offJcer, and by Speaker 
Sam Rayburn. 

55 IN CONGRESS ASK/ 
U. S. TO KEEP BOMB 

Answer ing Question, T h ey S a y 
We S h ould Not C ive Secret 

to the Sov iet Un ion 

Favoring use of the atomic
bomb secret, for which America! 
paid $2,000.000,000, as an interna-l tional bargaining factor was Rep
resentative James I. DolliveP. Re
publican, of Iowa, who said: "'I

1 cannot see why r evealing the 
atonuc-b<?mb secret would improve 
?UI' relatwns with Russia. Rather,/ 1t seems,. our knowledge of atomic 
power _might be excellent trading 
slock m out· foreign dealings to l kee~ the peace. Is there any im-
mediate urgency for such a revelaCopyrlrht . 111 5, l'iorth Amwc•n .·•f'•~apor tion by us? What does the United Alltan~ States get in return?" 

WASHINGTON, Sept. 27- AI- Repr.esentative Harold Knutson, most unanimous Congressional op- ~epubhcan .. of Mmnesola. said: . . . Reports mdtcate the stalemate of po~ntJ_on to the dtsclosure of ~e the London meeting of the Bi Fi\·e atom1c bomb secret to any nation Foreign "'·r1·n1·sler· · d t g t h Jd" ·t t d · "' s 1s ue o unrea-l no no':" o ~ngdi twdas tempere m sonable demands by Russia. None answers recetve o ay o a survey ! can foretell ·ll t of opinion by a strong minority . 1 s ou come or conseview that the United Nations Or- query~es. We had better keep the . . atom1c-bomb secro•s J' ocked · gamzatwn should control and/ or .... up m administer the bomb to enforce the a burglar-pxoof vault until the s1tuat10n over there is clarified •· peace. Many Co f It · Urging this solution Senator ngressmen e that the Carl Hatch Democrat' of New sec~et was no longer that of the Mexico, poin:ted out that we could U~~ed _States and B~itain alone. not hope to keep the bomb's secret . e VIew that AmeriCa must re-1 to ourselves forever. Senator Elmer ta_m the atomic bomb, together Thomas. Democrat, of Oklahoma, Nl th other war-developed weapons, I pointed out that the secret should to "enforce peace by force," was be kept as long as possible if only held by Representative A. L . Miller, because a warm WhiCh such bombs Republican, of Nebraska. who addwere used on both stdes would be ed that "Russia seems to be non- 1 catastrophic. cooperative in pe ce efforts and Sixty-o~e answers have so far the Allies are _not welcome in Rus- 11 I been received from Senatms and sian ternt orv.' Representatives to a telegrani RE.'presentative Edward 0 . Mel calling for "yom· views whether Cowen. R~public8n. of Ohio, de-atomic bomb ecret should be clared: "The atomic-bomb secret given Russia and why." should be kept. A fnendly country 31S \ Vould Keep ecret today may be an enemy tomor-ro\v." ' Of this number, fifty-five. thirty- Represen tatiVe Frank \V. Boykin. 1 
six Republicans and nineteen Dem- Democrat. of Alabama. said: "I am jocrats, opposed revelation of the opposed to givmg the atomic-bomb ,secret to any country, most of liecret to Russia or anybody else. I 1 them m;ontiontng Russia specifi- think we have given everybody too cally. Ko specific opposition was much already." mentioned by three Democrats. Representative John 1\I. Vorys, 
I Twenty-thJ ee qualified their oppo- Republican. of Oh io. a serted: "The sition and three did not say no but atomic. secret si1ould not be given urged some United rations con- Rus.;;ia. * " * based on violation of trol. recent pledges. before we can go Qualified opposition to giving further in appeasmg Russian susaway the secret of the atomic bomb picion of us."' was expressed by Senator Arthur Senator Elmet• Thomas, DemoCapper, Republican, of Kansas in crat, of Oklahom~, said: "I aJ:U lhese words: "I would want to opposed to dtvulgmg the atomtc know with more certainty than I bomb secret to any nation ot• to (el'l now what uses Russia would any per on. "' "' ¥ If Russia, Great make of the atomic bomb before Britain and the united States can-

1 turning over this valuable military not get al_on_g t~gether, th~n anSP.cret. If in return the United other war IS mev1table, and 1f such! States can get some dependable a~- a war comes, some nation will trisurance that Russia's foreign poll- umph and the b~<lance of the \\Orld I cy will not conflict wilh our own, will be reduced lo slavery and the proposition can be considered." povert:y.': . . . Senator Allen J. Ellew'er, Dem- Dechnmg any spectft . negat1\·e
1 

octat. of Louisiana. said: "We answer were Representatives Wllshouldn"t divulge the mechanism liam J. Gallagher, Demo_cral, _of of secrPt weapons to Russia or any Minnesota, and Samuel D1ckstem, country. • * • I fear that if we
1
Democrat. ?f New ~o~~; Repre. hould divulge the secret, it may

1
sentabve Dtcklitem said. I believe! become common propertv and fall lhe future of the atomic bomb is a into the hands of unscrupulous lead- serious problem. I suggest further ers who might use it against. us." and very careful ,consideration be l Representative Dean l\1. G1lles- g1ven the matter pie, Republican, of Colorado, said: 

~~o!~ ~~m~a:~~re~f fr~~Pi~~ .r~~~~ HOOVER BIDS U S of the world as long as posstble. • • 

~:I~o·~~~:~~r}:~~~~~~:f~£:~~~~~t~~~ KEEP ATOM SECRET I 
share it with us.'' JIY( ( • 

Doubts Ru 'lia I Pea<·etul Urges T ime t o Devise Control RepresenlativP Fred Bradley, · 1 A d Republican , of Michigan, declared : -Asks lnternat1o n a cco r 1 "I am unalterably opposed lo giv
ing the atomic-bomb ~ecret to 
Russia. I believe the secret of the 
atomic bomb should remain in the 
hand~ of genuine pt>ace- loving 
democracies, in which family Rus
:;ia has not in the past nor by 
present policies e tablished her 
tight to be included.'' 

Senator Jo.>eph F. Guffey. Demo
f'rat , of Pennsylvania; Representa
tive Brooks Hays, Democrat. of 
A1·kansas, and Representative 
Ellsworth B. Buck. Republican, of 

ew York, urged. in the words of 
Representative Hays : "America 
should not give the atomic-bomb 
secret to RuRsia or to any other 
national or international body at 
this lime; but, since it will ulti
mately be discovered by others. WI' 
:Jhould begin. under Congressional 
authority, studies to determine the 
I wisePt u se or our present advan
tagr." 

ReprPsentatlvl' Oren Hanls 
Democrat, of Arkansas. said that 
he fPlt that not even the Un1 ted 
Natio!lR Organiz11tion Ahould have a ulhori ly over thP secret "until 1and unles11 sdPqua.te provisions ar"' 
m11de for· its c:ontl ol.'' 

on Bom b , Uran ium O r es 

The United States and Great 
Britain should keep the secrel of 
the atomic bomb, if for no other 
rea~on than to give time to devise 
methods for its conlrol, former 
President Herbert Hoover declared 
in a statement lo the North Amer-

1 ican Newspaper Alhance made 
public yesterday. 

Asked to give his views on the 
bomb and its effect. on national 
policies, Mr. Hoover said that al
though lhe weapon gave America 
and Britain the power to dictate 
political policies to the entire 
world, "no matter how desirable 
these policies might be we are not 
going to use it for this purpose." I 

For International Con t rol 
He proposed U1at the bomb be 

controlled by intet"national agree
ment or by control of all uranium 
ore11 by the nited Nations Secu-1 l'ity CouncJl . Mr. Hoover's etate
ment follows: 

A!'! the secret of the atomic 
bomb is only the ""know-how" of 
manufacture, the cientists ot 
other nations could make it it 
they had uranium ore, a billion 
or so of money and orne 2,000 
contributing indusl! ies at thPir 
disposal. All this would take 
several yeat·s and would be even 
longe1' if we keep the practical 
methods of manufacture a secret. 

In the meantime it gives the 
United StatE's and Britain the 
power to dictate political policies 
to the whole world if we want to 
use it. No mattet· how desirable these policies might be we are 
not going to use it Iot· this purpose. Therefore. we should con
sider how we can prevent any-one else from doing it. , 

This is the most tenible and 
barbaric weapon that has ever 

I come to the hand of man Despite any sophistries, its 'majot· 
use is not to kill fighting men, but to kill women, ~hildren and 
civilian men of whole cities as a. 
pressure on governments. If it comes into general use. we may 
see all civilization destroyed. 

A New Approach Keeded 
The whole subject needs an entirely different approach . Aside 

from trying to prevent war, what 
we ought to be doing is to devise 
method- to prevent nations from using the bomb in any event. In 
the meantime we ought to keep the secret if for no other reason 
than to give time to devise meth
ods . for its control. Also, possessmg the secret gives power· in 
negotiating on the subject. 
if we consider methods of control , we have one precedent of 

some interest. We made interna
tional agreements among practi
cally all nations not to use poison 
gas in war. Those agreements 
We1e generally adhered to during 
this last wat. It was about lhe 
only ag1·eement that was not seriously violated. 

The reason was not the sacred 
honor or our enemil's, not per
hap~< of ourselve~ . It was the 

! ear of reprisals upon the first to 
break the agreement. Such a n 
agreement and such a fear would be no complete guarantee that 
the atomic bomb would not be 
used in case of war, but at least 
it would cause hesitation . 

UNO Control of Ores 
Another appt·oach might be 

through control of uranium ores I" by the Security Council of the 
United Nations. That idea. would 
be for all nations to agt·ee that any uranium ote in their territory 
should be placed under the jurisdiction of joint representatives o! 
other nations with tesident inspectors in each country possess-ing such ot·es . ' 

This, if faithfully carried out, 
would limit theil use to the peaceful at-ts. In consideration of such 
an agreement and its faithful ad
herence, the United States and 
Great Britain could agree not to 
use the bomb nor to disclose the method of manufactut·e 

Certainly the idea that the 
making of this hideous instru
~e~t should be encouraged by g1vmg any other nation or the 
world the method of its making 
is the negation of trying to keep 
1t undet· control in the interest of civilizatiOn as a whole. 
The establislunent of a demo

cratic "world government" as the 
best means of controlling the 
atomic bomb was urged yesterday 
~~ a letter lo President Truman, 
s1gned by former Supreme Court 
Justice Owen J . Roberts and 
lhirty-eight leaders in business 
labor, education, religious and lit~ 
erary fields. The letter was re
leased by Federal World Govern-

lment, Inc. , of 29 East Twentyeighth Street. 
I ---
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DANISH RESEARCHER 
ON ATOM IS MISSING 
B~ \Virfies.s to THE .. EW YOJU( TtMU 

TOCKHOL~I, Sweden, Sept. 27 
- The Aftonbladet will say tomor
row: ''\,-here is Prof. \\'. Heisen
berg?" 

One of the clo est collaborators 
of the Damsh atom researcher, 
Niels Bohr, he has disappeared 
since the German collapse, and the 
Aftonbladet wonders whether he ts 
in Russia Britam or America. He 
called on' the German governor in 
Copenhagen just before the libera
tion, but nobody in Denmark 
knows where he ha gone. 

A colleague here said that Pro
fessor Heisenberg might be m 
Britam. He added that 1.000 liters 
of ''heavy water'' that the Gern1ans 
had manufactured and imported 
from Norway's Rjukan works had 
been found by the British in Ger
many and he believed that Profes
sor Heisenberg had told them 
where to find it. This was Ger
many's entire stock of heavy wa
ter Persons who have been trying 
to find Dr. Heisenberg in the Berlin 
suburb of Dahlem report that he 
disappeared well before the col
lapse. 

Three Swedish atom workers are 
about to sail for the United States 
to work in Massachusetts. Asso
ciates of Prof. Manne Slegbahn, 
they are Hugo Atterling, Gunnar 
Lindstroem and Bjoern Aastroem. 

ATOM BOMB BASED, 
ON EINSTEIN THEORY I 

ln the case of atomic energy, 
Energy Highly Concentrated however, the atom itself co~plete-

Specifically this equation re- ly changes its identity, and m th1~ 
vealed the (at that time) incred- process of change i.t loses par~ of 
ible fact that very small amounts its mass, which is converted mtc 
of matter contained tremendous energy. The amount ~f energj 
amounts of energy. A piece of liberated in this process 1s dtrectl~ 
coal the size of a pea, the equation! proportional to the amount o 
proved, contained enough energy atomic mass destroyed. The sun 
to drive the largest ocean liner for example, obtains its e_nerg; 
across the Atlantic and back. No l through the partial destructiOn o 
one, however, lea t of all Einstein its hydrogen, through a comple:: 
himst>lf, believed at the time that process in which the hydrogen 1 
any means ever could be found to converted into helium. 
tap this cosmic source of elemental In this process, four hydrogel 
energy. I atoms, each with an atom1c mas 

In the mass-energy theorem, of 1.008 (total, 4.032 atomtc n;as 
Einstein hawed the e:-astence. of[ units) combine to form on~ hehun 
a definite relationship between the atom, which has an atomiC mas 
Cosmic Trinity of matter, energy of 4.003. This represents a loss o 
and the velocity of light. The re- mass on the pat t of the four hy 
lationship is so simple that. once drogen atoms (in addition to 1 

arrived at. a grammar school stu- loss of two positive electrons I ? 
dent could work it out. 0.029 atomic mass units. whtch I 

In this fomll!la the letter "m" converted into pure energy. Tho 
stands for mass in terms of grams; amount of energy liberated m thl: 
the letter "E" represents en~rgy process by the enormous quanti 
in terms of ergs (a small urut of lies of hydrogen in the sun reprP 
energy or work l; while the letter sents an· actual loss of the sun'; 
"c" stands for the velocity of light mass at the rate of 4,000,000 ton: 
in term of centimeters per second. per second a mere speck of dus 
The energy content of any given in relation' to the sun's total mas: 
quantity of any substance. the of two billion billion billion tons. 
formula :otates. is equal to the If the sun. however, were a mas: 
ma s of the substance (in terms of of coal weighing the same amount 
grams 1, multiplied by the square it would have to burn 3,000,000,001 
of the velocity of light (in terms of times the mass it is burning novo 
centimeters per second). The vela~- to produce the same amount ~ 
ity of light (in round numbers I lS energy. If that were the case . 1 
300,000 kilometers, or 30.000,000,- would have used up the entm 
000 centimeters, per second. store of molecular energy con 

Take one gram of any substance. tained in its body of coal in tlH 
According to the Einstein formu~a course of 5,750 year11. In othe1 
the amount of energy (''E") Jil l word 11 , it would have burned oul 
ergs in this mass is equal to _1 long before the earth was born. 
(the mass of the substance m L n«" Life for Earth 
grams l multiplied by 30,000,000,000 I 0 

. 
squared. In other words, the en- By the use of atomtc ~nergy 
er.,.y conten~ uf one gram of mat- the sun has been a.ble to g<':e ?ft 
te; equals 900 billion bill ion ere-s. its enorm9us am_ounts of rad1atton 
Translated in terms of pounds and I for a period estimated at 10,000,
kilowatt-hours this means that one 000,000 years, and 1t~ ma_ss, at the 
pound of matter contains the en- present rate of ~u:nmg, IS enough 

M.ISSI.Ie F'II'St Practical Use ergy equi\·alent of 10,000,000,000 to last 15,000 bilhon years more, 
kilowe.tt-hours. although. of course, the amount of 

Of Theory Developed by Man 

\ 

A I. hntents its radiation would be greatly re-
Possible ccomp •s duced long before that in propor-

. D Q t If titis energy could be fully tion to the decrease of its mass. Whom NaZIS rove u utihzed it would take only twenty- Radiations in amounts sufficient 
, two pounds of matter to supply all to support life on earth are esti

the electrical power reqUirements mated to continue for some 10,
of the United States for a yea:. 000,000,000 to 100,000,000.000 years 

One-third of a gram of water l longer. 
ENERGY'S VALUE OUTLINED 

I I II 
Tiny Amount Could Supply All 

u. s. With Electric Power
Scientific Equation Cited 

Following ;,, the third of a mtm
ber of atticles by a staff member 
of THE NEW YORK TIMES who was 
detached for "ert·ICe with the War 
Department at its requPst to ex
plain the atomic bomb lo tlte lay , 
public. He uitne,, .,ed t/JP f~t·Bt te t 
of the bomb in New Me:r:ICO and, 
on , f!igh t to z..-agasakt, 1ts ac
t val use. 

By WlLLIA.~l L. LA t:REXCE 
Atomic energy. harne~sed for 

the ftrst time by our scientists for ' 
usP in atomic bombs, is the practi- ' 
cally inexhaustible source of power \ 
that enables our sun to supply us 
with heat, hght and other for~s 
of radiant energy without wh1ch l 
life on earth would not be possible.' 

would yield enough heat to turn Since the very exist ence of 
1 000 tons of water into steam. . atomic energy was first disco>"ered 

' One gram of water would ratse through the theory of relativity, 
a load of a million tons to . the top the development of the atomic 
of a mountain six miles htgh. bomb constitutes the most dra

A breath of air would operate matic proof so far offered for the 
a powerful airplane continuously correctness of the theory, and also I 
for a year. marl<s the first time it has been 

A handful of snow would heat a 1 put to practical use in mundane 
large apartment house for a ye~~:r . affairs. . . 

The pasteboard in a small rail- It is one of the grPat 1romes of 
road ticket would run a h~a\'Y history that the G~rma_n :var 
passenger train several bmes l lords, who drove Emstem mto 
around the world. , exile, were forced to rely on the 

A cup of water would supply the theory of relativity in their efforts 
power of a great generatin g s~a- 1 to develop an atomic bomb ~o save 
ton of 100 000-kilowatt capacity them from defeat. Amenca, of 
f~r a year. ' which Einstein now is an honore_d 

One pound of any substance, if citizen, succeeded where the Naz1s 
Its atomic energy con~ent c~uld be fa_iled .. When the bomb~ fell over 
utilized 100 per cent, IS equn·alent Htroshuna and Na_gasakt they rep
i power-content to 3.000,000,000 \resented the fruitiOn of what had 
pnounds of coal . or 1,500,000 tons .. been originally a pure mathe
The energy we now are able to matical concept. 
tT · 'the atomic bombs, at Had that concept not come whPn 

~~~f~·m
1

~ efficiency, constitutes \ it did, the develop~nent of the 
only one-tenth of 1 per cent of the

1
atomic bomb_ also. might have had 

total energy present in the mate- to watt. T~1s mtght hav.e meant 
· 1 But even one-hundredth of 1 a prolongation of the wa1. . 

r~r· cent still would be the most Thou8ands of yo~ng . Amen cans 
~estructtve force by far on this thus may owP t_h~u· lives _to the 

theory or I elattvJty. Whtch l S 

ea1~mic energy released through another way of saying th?t pure 
th s rtting of atoms differs science. no matter how ~mprac
ra~icah; from ordinary 'types of ~ical , it !lla y appear, pays h1gh dJv
energy hitherto availabl~ to man tdenos m the end. 
In that it involves anmhtl~t!On ?f 

cussions at the forum had empha
sized that there could be no free
dom where there was fear, and no 
progress without freedom. 

Referring to an earlier talk by 
Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson, presi
dent of Howard University, Wash
ington, she called attention to "the 
fear in the hearts of people nomi
nally free but not actually free." 

Freedom From Fear Urged 
The fundamental thing, Mrs. 

Roosevelt asserted, is freedom 
from fear and want. After the 
fear of aggression has been re
moved, the people seek removal of 
the fear of want, she added, and

1 in turn fear of want may produce 
further aggression. 

Agreeing with Representative 
Clare Booth Luce of Connecticut, 
a former speaker, Mrs. Roosevelt 
said the same fears could be ap
plied to employer-employe rela
tionships. If the fear were re
moved, she said, they could sit 
down together in an atmo!!phere 
of good will. 

Mr11. Luce, speaking on China, 
declared that the "forces of peace 
and happiness have been tapped 
there" if the nation's 450,000,000 
people followed the advice of Gen
eralissimo Chiang Kai-shek, whom 
she praised highly. 

Denouncing the "daily contempt 
and condescension with which the 
personality of the Negro has been 
regarded," Dr. Johnson said that! 
"Southern white people today 
stand morally defeated in the pre!j
ence of the Negro." 

Norman Thomas, perennial So
cialist party candidate for Presi
dent, terming the atomic bombing 
of Japan an "atrocity," charged 
that President Roosevelt had not 
even bothered to read a Japanese 
surrender offer that he said had 
been transmitted through Gen . 
Douglas MacArthur. In fiery mood, 
the avowed pacifist assailed the 
"supposedly liberal criticism of 
MacArthur" and reiterated the ac
cusation that this Government had 
received surrender offers months 
ago, which "showed that Japan 
was already defeated." 

Denouncing this country's use of 
the atomic bomb, he said "it would 
be hard to name any single atrocity 
to match our use of atomic bombs 
without even warning or previous 
demonstration of their power." 

Asks "National Penitence" 
Our Government already had re

ceived offers of surrender, he said, 
"one of which was sent through 
General MacArthur" and which 
"President Roosevelt had not even 
read." ,. 

Citing "Secretary Byrnes' own 
statement," Mr. Thomas declared 
that the second bomb over Naga- ' 
uki, "without waiting to hear the 
political results of the first, was 
particularly inexcusable. That !act 
calls for deep national penitence." , 

Mr. Thomas' talk on "What 
America Needs Most" was the 
highlight of the day's discussions, 
which included papers by Judge 
Jonah J. Goldstein, Republican-Lib
eral-Fusion candidate for Mayor; 
Mrs. Eugene Meyer of Washing
ton, Lawrence E. Walsh, assistant 
counsel to Governor Dewey; Mark 
Starr, educational director of the 
International Ladies Garment 
Workers Union, and Herbert D. 
Williams, superintendent o! the , 
New York State Training School 
for· Boys. 

Questioned afterward by a re
porter, Mr. Thomas said th& "sur
render story" had been published 
"many times" and that "it has 
never been denied." He attributed 
to the late President the remark: 
"Mac's a good general, but he's a 
bad politician." 

It also i~ the same energy, 1 
stored in the nuclei of the atom!! ! 
of the material univt'rse, that 
keeps the stars, bodies _much I 
larger than our sun. tadta~mg 
their enormous quantities of h~ht 
and heat for billions of years, ~~
stead of burning themselves out m 

1 
periods measured only in thousands 
of years. 

matter. When an atom 1!1 split, 
part of its matter is converted mto 
energy. 

--------------- America needs a program to end 

The existence of atomic ener~y l 
first was discovered by Emstem 
about forty years ago on purely 
theoretical grounds, as an . o~t
growth of his famou! . relativity 
theorv according to whtch a body 
in motion has a greater !llass than 
the !!arne Lody at rest, th.ts mcrease 
In motion bearing a. direct rela
tionship to the velocity of light. 
This meant that the Pne;gy of m?
tion imparted an actual mcrease m 
mass. 1 

From the formula for the re a-
tlonship of this increase _of m_a;;!l to 
the velocity of light Emstem de
rived his famous mathemat:cal 
equation that revealed for the first 
time an equivalence between mass 
and energy, one of the mo~t revo: 
lutionary concl'pts in t~e mtellec; 
tual history of mankmd. Th . 
mass-energy equation showl'd that 
any given qu;~ntity of mass wa!l the 
equivalent of a specific amount of 
energy, and v1ce ersa. 

This is materially different from 
obtaining power by the use of a 
water wheel, for example, or by 
-- ·1 In the the burning or coal or Ol . 

case of the water wheel. the water 
molecules takmg pat~;ema~~m~~~ ~ 
tirely unchanged . ey · 
Jose potential ener·gy a~ they passl 
from the dam to the tailrace. 

Atom's Identity Changes 
I the case of burning coal or l 

' 1 "a morP intense process takes 
o~ace as the atoms of carb?n, hy
~rog~n and oxygen (of whtch th~ 
coal and oil molecules are cbom 

Ped by rom us-posed) are rt>grou . g I 
t' into new molecules (ormtn 
ton PS ThP atoms them-

new Rubstanc . t'll remain Hn-
selveR, dho~:;~r, s~il\ are C'a i·bon . 
change · None of 
hydrogen and oxygen. d 

rar aR can be measure ' 
them. as ' t ass 
losel! any part of I s m . 

VALOR HELD NEED 
FOR ATOMIC ERA 

Mrs. Roosevelt Says We Face 
Destruction if We Lack Moral 

and Spiri tual Courage 

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt de
clared in an address last night that 
if we have the moral and spiritual 
courage to face the atomic era, 
"we will face a golden age," but if 
we lack such courage, "we will 
face destruction." 

Speaking on "Pl'ogress and 
Freedom," Mrs. Roosevelt ad
dressed an audience of 2,000 per
sons at the evening session of the 
third annual forum on "Tomor
row's Challenge" at Christ Church, 
Park A vonue at Sixtieth Street. 

unemployment and poverty, and 
yet keep and increase genuine free
dom, he said. It also needs, he 
added, a foreign policy that makes 
sense. He remarked that "our Gov
ernment has been far more suc-
cessful 'n winning a war than a 
peace." 

Calling for an "honest willing
ness to face facts," he declared 
we cannot lead the world "to the 
cooperation that peace requires 
without a humble and a contrite 
heart." 

Emphasizlnz the importance of 
child character building and re
ligious training\ Judge Goldstein 
l!laid it was not only the job of the 
schools but also' ot the home, t he 
church and the synagogue. 

"We, here, have the opportunity, 
just because we are people drawn 
from all parts of the globe, to set 
an example how the world at large 
can live in peace and harmony," 
he said. "I think of New York, 
not as a melting pot, but as a 
symphony of people 1n which all 
participate, according to their dif-

t . , J3 



On the Record 
t===:=;;::=BY Dorothy Thompson==::;::::::=:=:!.! 

Lond'on and San Francisco 
The British pre s, reporters for American newspapers. 

and commentators in Russia no longer attempt to conceal the 
deadlock among the foreign ministers in London. Spokesmen 
for each country are blaming the others. 

At home two schools o.f 
thought blame the procedures. 

0 n e says the 
meeting was not 
we II prepared; 
-three of the Big 
Five have new 
f o r e i g n minis
ters - our own 
S e c r e t a r y of 
State was ap
pointed only just 
before Potsdam, 

and returned to re huf.fle • the 
State Department without time 
to study the details of the forth
coming meeting before he was 
off for London. 

There he met Mr. Bevin, who 
became Briti h Foreign Minister 
in the last da vs of the Potsdam 
conference and wa- afterward 
pre-occupied with British-Ameri
can financial and trade negotia
tions. 

The Chine e Foreign Minister, 
Mr. Wang, is also new; he suc
ceeded Mr. Soong only in July. 
This, it can be argued, has in
creased the influence of the two 
experienced Foreign Ministers: 
Mr. Molotov and Mr. Bidault. 

Critics therefore say the Lon
don Conference should have been 
preceded by memoranda· of ex
perts, exchange of views among 
lesser officials in the role of ex
perts, with as much agreement as 
possihle among them, and, finally, 
a meeting of well-prepared for
eign ministers after the is ues had 
been thrashed out and the points 
o! di:;pute clarified. 

* * Urge • Ieeting oi tate Head 
Another school ~ays just the re

verse-that tht>re should have 
been a meeting, not of foreign 
:::ninisters but among the heads of 
states: The President, the Prime 
M i n i s t e r , and Generalissimo 
Stalin. 

• lr: :f· 

The first critid~m seems well
taken; the second gets us right 
back where we are. Suppose they 
had met? Is there any reason to 
think that they would have found 
a formula for agreement that the 
Ioreign ministers have been un
able to find? 

As things stand, they would not 

have found it. For we have been 
putting the cart before the hor e; 
we have been trying to settle mat
ters like the sovereignty of Tri· 
este, the administration of Aftican 
colonies, the inland waterways of 
Europe, handling the picture of 
peace as though it were a jigsaw 
puzzle, into which many tiny parts 
must be fitted, before the players 
.Know what the picture is into 
which the parts must fit. 

Power Fear New \\'ar 
More important than any of the 

discussions going on in London 
is the discussion that has been 
going on, with great secrecy, in 
this country about what to do 
with the atomic bomb. 

What1 makes it impossible to 
break the deadlock in London is, 
not the racial composition of the 
population of Istria, nor the dis
pute between collective and indi
vidual trusteeship of colonies, ar.d 
certainly not the composition of 
the next Danubian River commis
sion, but the fears of the Great 
Powers of another war. Dead
lock in London is due to the in
adequacy of San Francisco. 

* .. • 
No Secret Weapon 

That would be realized bv the 
whole American people if· they 
knew the facts. They think we 
have a secret weapon. We have a 
weapon, but it is not secret. The 
scientists, who perfected it, are 
trying to tell the American people, 
not how to manufacture atomic 
energy weapons-few of us would 
understand them if they did-but 
the great political fact that there 
is nothing that they know, except 
for a few minor gadgets, that ex
perienced scientists in other coun
tries do not know, and that the 
basic matter out of which it i 
made, uranium, i no monopoly oi 
the Anglo-American powers. 

Russia has two known sources 
at hand: In Czechoslovakia and 
southern Saxony. Russia certain
ly-as every geologist admits
has large quantities of it in her 
huge Eurasian empire. She recog
nized its significance at least 
three years ago when she tried 
to buy it in Canada. Whether 
she succeeded or failed in Canada, 
she has certainly set her famous 
geologists busy to find it in Rus
sia. 

The atomic scientists are hav
ing to get to the American peo
ple through the back door of com
mentators like myself in order 
to warn them that the weapon 
cannot be monopolized under any 
circumstances, for more than two 
years. The scientists are advo
cating international control, by 
the mutual policing of all atomic 
laboratories and factories, wher
ever they may be, fully realizing 
that this means an obrogation of 
national sovereignties. 

Atomic energy cannot yet be 
produced in cellars. It requires 
huge and visible plants that could 
certainly be controlled. The sci
entists want atomic energy abso
lutely barred from the field of 
weapons and used internationally, 
to build a great new era in the 
life of man. 

(. 
I 

Great Question ])lark 
Now, if the Big Three, Four, 

or Five, had any adequate guar
antee and protection that one or 
another of them would not start 
blowing up the earth, every single 
issue in London could be solved. 
Behind the smallest issue looms 
this great question mark. 

It would therefore be well to 
forget, for the moment, Italian 
frontiers and colonies, and recon
vene San Francisco, open the 
conference with a meeting of 
world scientists, confront th£> 
world with the new facts, and 
make a p ace structure which 
promises peace 

THE PROBLEMS OF DEFE fo~ 
Last Sunday on this page we urg~d 

the necessity of an exhaustive study of 
the long-range problems of national de
fense and the immediate appointment 
of an able civilian commission to make 
this study. Developments of the last 
six days have continued to make appar
ent the need, and to offer evidence in 
support of the thesis that an objective 
approach to the over-all problem hardly 
can be expected from any presently 
constituted group, military, civilian or 
Congressional. 

As an example let us take a look at 
developments in Washington on Thurs
day. In his first press conference Rob
ert P. Patterson, the new Secretary of 
War, said that the speed of demobiliza
tion de11ends largely on factors outside 
the control of the War Department, 
particularly the replacements that will 
be available through voluntary enlist
ment or a continuation of Selective 
Service. If Congress should abolish Se
lective Service in t.hc near future, Mr. 
Patterson warned, many men who al
l'eady have seen long war service will 
have to be retained if the United States 
is to fulfill its occupation duties. 

A question that is going to attain 
more and more prominence, and one 
which must be faced, is that of uni
versal military traming, which Mr. 
Patterson and Chief of Staff General 
Marshall already have recommended. 
Tllis question ought to be studied, not 
by itself and in the abstract, but in 
relation to the whole problem of our 
overseas responsibilities and our na
tional defense. 

Again, last Sunday we argued that 
our present Naval and Military Com
mittees of the House and Senate could 
not be depended upon to make an ob
jective study, since each generally was 
partisan to its own sen·ice. On Thurs
day Chairman Vinson of the House 
Naval Affairs Committee said: "There 
ls no chance of taking up the Army 
and Navy merger now. I hope it is off 
forever. The two services should re
main separate and distinct." At the 
same time Chairman May of the House 
Mil!tary Affairs Committee said: "I am 1 
agatnst merging the rmy and the 
Navy. I don't t.hmk you can merge 
them" 

Before Congres now is a. so-called 
"Red Apple" bill, designed to stimulate 
voluntary enlistment in the Army by 
making enlistment periods shorter and 
pay and retirement more attractive. 
Now, Senator Walsh, chairman of the 
Senate Naval Affairs Committee, has 
introduced legislation to make retire
ment from the Navy possible after six
teen years. The House Naval Affairs 
Co=ittee, at the same time, has urged 
a post-war fleet built around carrier 
task forces sixteen times greater than 
was our pre-war Navy. 

These are only samples of what we 
may expect if we continue a haphazard, 
day-to-day, piecemeal improvisation of 
our military establishments. What is I 
needed is 1!. comprehensive plan and, 
more importantly, in view of develop
ment of the atomic bomb, a revaluation 
of present military weapons. A con
ference of sctenlisls in Chicago is re
ported to have agreed that there is no 
present defense against atomic bombs 
and that none is foreseeable. Not only 
could we not guard against such an 
attack, the sctenl1sts agreed, we would 
not even know from whence it came. 

Hiram Bingham, the former United 
Stales Senator who was a member of 
the Morrow Board in the Nineteen 
Twenties, polnted out in a letter to this 
newspaper yesterday that the vecom
mendations of that board led to devel
opments in military and civil aviation 
that played an important part in pre
paring this country for the great air 
war that has just ended. Far more Im
portant problems confront us now than 
were present after the last war. 

Even the less far-reaching decisions 
to be made are too important to be left 
in the hands of partisans, no matter 
how able. They can only be made in
telligenlly and objectively, we believe, 
by a board such as that headed by the 
Jale Dwight Morrow, or Its predecessor, 
the Baker Board. There should not be 
t?o long a delay in getting started. A 

beginning should be made while the 
mistakes of the last few months and 
years are still fresh in mind, and before 
we are loaded down with costly and 
perhaps obsolete military weapons and 
procedures that will be harder to dis
lodge the longer they remain in effect. 



ATOMIC FACTO 

INCREDIBLE SIGHT 

'Martian' Set-Up Amazes Even 

Scientists as 'Impossible' 

Factors Materialize 

FIRST 'AMOUNTS' INVISIBLE 

With This Elemental Creation 

of Matter, Energy Can Be Used 

to .Escape Gravity's Bonds 

Following i8 the fourth of 11 

number of article~t by a ~ttatt mem- 1 

1ber of THE NEW YORK TIMES who ' 

Wa.! detached for ~tervice with the i 

War pepartment at it8 reque~tt .to 

explam the atomic bomb to the 1 

lay public. He witne88ed the fir~tt 

te8t of the bomb in New Mexico 

and, on a flight to Naga.!aki, it8 

actual use. 

By WILLIAM L. LAURENCB 

Those few who, like your corre

~n!ient, had the rare privilege of 

vtstting the research laboratories 

and the mammoth plants in which 

the work of mastering the atom is 

being carried on, first blink in 

amazement and find it difficult to 

believe the evidence of their senses. 

:nus is true even of the leading 

scientists who have been intimate

ly connected with the work from 

the beginning. They frMkly admit 

that they still find themselves con-

stantly amazed when they realize trat d f · t 1 

how the truth haa outstripped fie- e or experunen a purposes ~uman history. All the great ages Stone" sought in vain by the al-

bon 
could not be seen even under the tn man's past-the Iron Age the chemists a key to the fountain-

S~id President James Bry t most powerful microscope. The Bronze Age, the ages of stea~ and head of the very power that keeps 

:Conant of Harvard, one of the Ie~- largest "amount" then available e~ec!ricity-e~ch_ of whi~ revolu- the universe going, 

, ing advil!ers on the atomic bomb weighe~ less than two-hundre~ths tloniZed mans hfe on this earth, Here, among other things, man 

project . "They won't belie ·t of _a microgram, whereas a dtme entered the stage of history im- at last has a fuel powerful enough 

when the time comes when thi~e ca~ wetghs 2,500,000 micrograms. perceptibly, and man d~d no~ be- to free him from the gravitational 

be t ld It . f tasti ~ost spectacular of all, our sci- come aware of them until thetr et- bonds of the earth 

Jul 0 
• 

1~ more an c than enbsts and engineers have con- fects were fully felt. 
. . · 

.. es V~rne. . ., trived, by the greatest miracle of This marks the first time in the . All extstmg fuels have only a 

They ll believe 1! it worka, I modern alchemy, to create two en- history of man's struggle to bend httl~ more ~an the ell:ergy needed 

; replied. . . tirely new elements, neptunium the forces of nature to his will to hft th~rr own _wet_ght be~ond 

. The vtsttor from the outside and plutonium, each heavier than that he actually is present at the the earths gravitational field. 

fmds himself in ~ state of .. consta~t uranium, neither of which had birth of a new era on this planet, ~ence no rocket, or space-s~ll" 

am.~ment, seemg one imposst- been known to exist in nature. with full awareness of its titanic httherto could be made t_ha_t wouftr 

ble ~ter anoth_er ma~erialize be- Plutonium, occupying No. 94 on potentialities for good or evil, leave the earth, as no e:~nstmg f'!-el 

fore him. He fmds ~rm11elf on a the Periodic Table of the Elements, 
has eno~gh power to lift bo~ 1ts 

journey through a sc1entiftc -von- yields atomic energy in amounts Task of Utilization own wetght as well as ~e wetght 

derland. All around him are "such equal to uranium 235, the ninety- In addition to the enormous of . the rocket to a pomt from 

stuff as dreams are made on." To second and last of the elements work of producing U-235 and plu- whtch they no longer would be 

all intents he is a visitor on Mars. found in nature. tonium in the amounts required pulled back. 

Key Found In 1989 Plutonium can be created out of there also was the equally gigan- In the atomic bomb, on the 

. ordinary uranium 238. This is of tic task of utiliZi-ng these elements other hand, there is more than a 

The . key to atomtc ener~ wu the utmost significance. For -carrrmg the most concentrated million times the energy needed to 

lound m 1939, when It was dtscov- whereas U-231> constitutes only explos1ve wallop of any substance get beyond the earth's field of 

ered that uranium of atomic weight seven-tenths of 1 per cent of na- on_ e~~:rth-into atomic bombs .for grav.it;v. This, th~re_fore, opens the 

235 (U-235), a rare form of the ture's uranium supply the develop- brmgmg the war to the speedtest poi!Stbtllty for bmldmg a. roc.ltet to 

e~ement, c~uld be split and made to ment of means for transmuting the possible end. the moon, or Mars. 

~~eld relatively enormous amounts 99.3 per cent of ordinary uranium The design and construction of Man for the first time has the 

e_nergy from the nucleus, or core, into plutonium increases the source the _bombs called for the concen- fuel for such a rocket. He stills 

of tts atoms. The amount of en- of atomic energy that can be ~,ratio~. of the ~ost. powerful lack the engine to utilize tbis 

ergy thus released is so great ~hat tappecl considerably more than a beam of collective mtelligence "cosmic fire." While scientists 

one pound of U-235 is the eqmva- hundredfold. ever brought to bear upon any point to enormous obstacles still to 

lent of 3,000,000 pounds o~ coal, There are mantmoth plants in single_ proj~ct .. som~ of the out- be overcome for the propulsion of 

2,000,000 pounds of gasolme or "Atomland-on-Mars," situated on a standmg m~ds m tht~ group, such such a rocket, they do not regard 

20,000,000 pounds of TNT. semi-desert site fifteen miles north- as Prof. Ennco Fer!ln, Nobel ~au- them as basically insurmountable. 

The catch was ~at the atoms of west of Pasco, Wash., where plu- reate, of Col~bta Univer!'tty; The Interplanetary Era may not 

U-235, as found m nature, were tonium is being produced in rela- Prof. Eugene ~tgner of Pnnce- yet be around tlte comer, but it 

inextricably mixed with the ato~s tively enormous quantities. The ton, Dr. Leo Sztllard and Prof. H. already is faintly discernible on 

of ordinary uranium of atomtc feeling one gets on visiting these A. Bethe of Cornell, came to us as the far-off horizon 

weight 238 (U-238), the former plants Is something akin to a exiles from Nazi and Fascist fury. • 

constituting only seven-tenths of strange awareness of the super- One of them, Prof. Niels Boh_r, r 

1 per cent of the mixture. Since natural. 
Nobelist and one of the world's , 

both forms of uranium are twins 
greatest scientists, was rescued • 

(isotopes), possessing the same Elemental Creation of Matter from German-occupied Denmark in 

chemical properties, they cannot In these Promethean structures, one of the most spectacular single 

be separated by chemical means, that may well stand as eternal feats of the war. 

while physical methods for its con- monuments to American genius The site where the research and 

centration were, from a practical and enterprise heralding the new development laboratory for the 

point of view, non-existent, as it Age of Atomic Power, as well as bomb is located, at Los Alamos, 

would have taken 1,000 of the then to the Spirit of Man Challenging N. M., was the topmost of all top 

best piecea of apparatus 1,000 Nature, mighty cosmic forces are secrets of the atomic ·bomb proj

years to produce one ounce. at work such as had never been let ect. Hidden away·in the mesas and 

1 But this "interplanetary" visitor loose on this planet in the million canyons of New Mexico, twenty

! found that in the course of three years of man's existence on its sur- five miles northwest of Santa Fe, 

' years our scientists and engineers face, and probably never in the overlooked by the majestic Sangre 

had built an "Atomland-on-Mars," two billion years of the earth's de Cristo mountains that at sun

a scientific Never-Never Land, being. 
rise and at twilight give the ap· 

where the accepted "imposslbles" Here, for the first time In his- pearance of mountains on fire, this 

of yesterday were transmuted, by tory, man standi! in the presence spot is the most "Martian" of all 

the magic of imagination, concen- of the very act of elemental crea- places In "Atomland-on-Mars." 

trated brain-power and will-to-do, tlon of matter. Here in the great Here the unbelievable meets one 

under the stimulus of a great na- silences-for the plants operate in everywhere. Here a new species of 

tional emergency, into actualities a stillness where only the beating man, Mesa Man, is laying the 

of staggering dimensions. of one's heart can be heard- new foundation of the civilization of to-

It a Rip Van Winkle had gone elements are being born, a phe- morrow, if there Is to be a to

to sleep shortly after the first nomenon that, as far as man morrow. 

flight of the Wright brothers In knows, has not happened since For the power now utilized In a 

1903 and then had awakened to Genesi1. . weapon for destruction could also, 

gaze at a B-29 Superfortrell8 he This development no doubt wlll with the same application of brain

could not have been more 1ur- rank In the future story of man- power, will-to-achieve and lmagi

prised than the visitor to one of kind as a definite landmark; mark- nation, be developed for bringing 

the mammoth plants where U-;235 lng the ushering in of a new cui- man much nearer to mastery of his 

is being concentrated in relatively tural age, the Age of Atomics, or material universe. Man has it in 

enormous amounts. the Age of Nucleonics, as some his power at last to realize the 

Before the war the "amounts" scientists prefer to designate it. dream of the ages, for he has 

of U-23:S that had been concen- For Utls there Is no parallel in found the verltable "Philosopher's 

J) 



Controlling the Atom 
Debate over control of the atomic 

bomb, which in the seven weeks since 
it was first used on Hiroshima has 
revolutionized war and diplomacy, 
grew more acute last week. Can the 
bomb be kept secret? Should the 
method of producing it be shared with 
Russia? Or should the formula be 
turned over to the United Nations for 
international control? These were the 
questions on which the debate focused. 
Last week in Washington, after reports 
of dissension on the question in the 
Cabinet, President Truman asserted 
that he and he alone will decide 
Government policy on future produc
tion of the bomb. That decision, he 
announced at a press conference, will 
be dictated by the nation's foreign and , 
domestic policy. He is expected to 
send a message on the subject to Con
gress very soon. Meantime, the Sen
ate Foreign Relations Committee start
ed hammering into shape legislation 
designed to give Congress a voice in 
fixing atomic bomb policies. Just what 
program will be followed is not known. 
These are the various proposals: I 

Keep the formula secret: Behind this 
suggestion appear to be (1) fear of 
Russia, (2) fear that even small na
tions armed with the bomb could take 
the aggressive. Advocates of this 
policy say that the three nations hav
ing the secret-the United States, Brit
ain and Canada-have a "moral respon
sibility" ior keeping the peaee. Army 
and Navy strategists also favor this 
course, arguing that any revelation of 
the secret should be delayed at least 
until a defense against the bomb has 
been found. 

Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, who was 
in charge of :he "Manhattan Engineer 
District," the bomb project, has s&id 
the secret should be withheld until na
ti~ns have demonstrated their anxiety 

for peace. President Truman declared 
on Aug. 9, "The atomic bomb is too 
dangerous to be loose in a. lawless 
world. That is why Great Britain, 
Canada and the United States, who 
have the secret of its production, do 
not intend to reveal that secret until 
means have been found to control the 
bomb so as to protect ourselves and 
the rest of the world from the danger 
of total destruction." The following 
week, former Prime Minister Churchill 
told the House of Commons : "I am in 
entire agreement with the President 
that the secret of the bomb should, so 
tar as possible, not be turned over at 
the present time to any other country 
in the world." An unofficial survey of 
sixty-one Congressmen last week dis
closed fifty-five taking the same view. 

For Russia Sharing 
Share the fOTmula with Russia: Those 

who advocate the course argue that 
other countries "can produce such 
bombs within a few years without any 
detailed technical information from 
us." Therefore, political wisdom dic
tates, they contend, that Russia, as a 
main pillar of the peace structure, 
share the secret and its heavy respon
sibility. This, they reason, is more than 
just an idealistic move toward a true 
world union; it would place Russia un
der moral obligation never to use the 
bomb against her war . Allies. 

Internatiotwlize Control: Under this 
proposal all atomic resellrch and infor
mation would be turned over to the 
United Nations to avoid competition 
among nations for the upper hand. 
Among those in Congress who favor 
this view is Senator Brien McMahon, 
Democrat, of Connecticut, who last 
week proposed that, in exchange, other 
nations make available to UNO their 
research on war weapons. Edward R. 
Stettinius Jr., chief United States rep
resentative to UNO, recently declared 
hat the military staff committee will 
leal with the use of atomic force and 
·eport its recommendations to the 
3ecurity Council. ----

ATOM BOMB UPENDS I 
WORLD,BRITONSAYS 
Sir John Anderson, Adviser to 

Attlee, Feels Nations Must 
Readjust Wisely Soon 

By Wlreless to Tru: NEW YORK Tu,rts. 

LONDON, Sept. 29-The com
plete readjustment of international 
relations and the framing of a new 
order of society are made manda
tory by the development of the 
atomic bomb, Sir John Anderson, 
chairman of the Advisory Commit
tee on Atomic Energy named by 
Prime Minister Attlee, said today, 
A world peopled by men who have 
atomic energy at their disposal, he 
added, is bound to be quite a differ
ent place from the old world with 
which we are familiar. 

Addressing a victory luncheon of 
the Caledonian Society here, Sir 
John said that it was of vital im
portance that the nations of the 
world get down to the problem of 
reshaping international relations 
without delay. 

"If there is delay, incalculable 
mischief may be done," he said. 
"There is a real risjt of blunders, 
dangerous and even fatal, being 
committed in the decisions at which 
the great nations of the world will 
have to arrive within the next few 
months." 

Use of the atomic bomb on the 
•·university center" of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki, "the cradle of 
Japan's Christianity," was strong· 
Iy condemned by Dr. C. M. Cha
vasse, Anglican Bishop of Roch
ester, in an article contributed to 
the current issue of the Rochester 
Diocesan Chronicle. Recalling that 
the British people have denounced 

. indiscriminate slaughtPr in war
fare, ''from the Abyssinian War 
down to the present." he asked: 
"Are we a nation of arch-hypo
crites?" 

Pointedly asserting that the 
atomic bomb had blotted out 300,-
000 noncombatants in the cities of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, he said: 
"Are we going to hang Germans 
for doing what we ourselves have 
done so very much better than 
they?" 

"It may be argued," he con
cluded, "that circumstances alter 
cases and that our resort to indis
criminate bombing was justified, 
seeing that it shortened the war, 
saved thousands of lives, and was 
in any case a just retribution for 
atrocities to prisoners. 

"How little we shortened the 
war by employing the atomic bomb 
was revealed when, on. s_urrender, 
it was found that the Japanese had 
only about one tank of oil left in 
the country at the end of the war. 
In any case, a warning demonstra
tion in some obsolete area should 
have been attempted." 

Air Vice Marshal D. C. Bennett 
painted a grim picture of a future 1 
war in which the atom bomb would 
figure. In an address on the atom 
bomb and civilizatior.J before the 
London Institute of World Affai rs 
tonight he said a "one-man army'' 
could wipe out every major city of 
a country under attacl{ by releas
ing atomic bombs. 

Contending that the whole bal
ance of power had been upset by/ 
the discovery of the atomic bomb, 
the Air Vice Marshal maintained 
that big nations would no longer 
be powerful because a little coun
try could become great in power 
merely by bringing about a little 
improvement of the atomic bomb. 

The nations of the world, he con
cluded, must see to it that the 
atomic bomb was handed over to 
an international authority that 
would use the atomic energy to 
make life easier. 

1 
BOMB DECISION NEAR, 
PATTERSON DECLARES 
OAK RIDGE, Teim., Sept. 29 IJPl 

-Secretary of War Robert P. Pat
terson said here today that Presi
dent Truman may be expected "in 
a short time" to announce his per
sonal opinion on what should be 
done about the secrets of the 
atomic bomb. 

Responding to a press confer
ence question Mr. Patterson said 
that "I cam10t give the Army's 
position on proposals to release the 
atomic bomb secrets, but President 
Truman will make public his per
sonal decision on the matter in a 

Wo short time." 
RLD OFFER BY U. S. If there was one single instru-

ON ATOMIC AID URGED ment of war that brought back 
~'T peace to the world, "it was the 

The Am~~an Association for [atomic] bomb . y~u built here," 
the United Nations f wh· h S _ Mr. Patterson. sa1d m a speech pre-

• o 1c um pared for del!very at Army-Navy 
ner Welles is honorary preSident, "E" award ceremonies. 
urged yesterday that the United "We would have won without it 
States declare the terms on which but it hastened the day of victory 
it was willing to share control of and saved many .American lives," 

t . ·t t he added. 
a omlc en~rgy WI ~ o her countries Mr. Patterson was followed by 
of the Umte~ ~abons. Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, com-

The assoc1abon declared that mander of all atomic bomb proj
there was need for a practical and ects in the nation. 
concrete policy on the part of the "Never before has anyone mas
Gov~rnment to:var? the United tered sue~ complexities on so large 
Natwns Orgamzabon and pre- a scale m so short a time and 
sen~ed a program for immediate under such pressure," he said. 
actwn on internation11,! problems "Maybe I will be accused of over
facl!1g the world organization. rating American ability, but in an-

The program recommended that swer I point to your accomplish
str~tegic bases occupied by the ments as my justification." 
Umted States in the Pacific be -
placed under United Nations trus-
teeship, proposed adequate relief ! 
for the Allies, advocated "ear-
marking" of United States con-
tingents for use by the Security 
Counc11 and called for granting of 
"adequate powe1·" to the United 
States delegate on the council. 

The association urged also ade
quate appropriations for the UNO 
"as an insurance premium against 
another war." 

The group announced plans for 
"popular education" on a nation-

lwide scale through branches, young 
pers.ons, membership drives pub!i

lcations, ~peakers and work witn 

1
o_ther natwnal organizations. 
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Should State Control- Research? 
The British Broadcasting Company, search is necessary than is the general 

a Government enterprise, recently or· public. Hence scientists must direct 
ganized a debate between J. }3. S. Hal· Government research. But Haldane 
dane, the distinguished biologist, and was all for direction by "a combination 
Bertrand Russell, the equally distin· of people," and this because the "pure" 

· guished philosopher. The subject was: scientist. if left to his own devices, 
"Should Scientists Be Public Serv- "often misses the most interesting 
ants?" pr oblems." He thought that it would 

Both men are Socialists, and both do "pure" scientists much good if they 
agreed at the outset that Great Britain spent par t of their time in dealing with 
will have to engage in much research practical problems. 
if her industry is to be elevated to a Lost Liberties 
higher level, and that much of this Russell thought that if this were to 
research will have to be directed by be achieved, liberties lost in wartime 
the state. Russell made a distinction would have to be regained. He main· 
between fundamental research which tained that absolute freedom is never 
is not of immediate practical use and possible, but pleaded again for "diver· 
"the importance of diversity in direc· sity of direction," so that if one body 
tion, leaving opportunities for loop- of scientists saw nothing in a project 
holes and for the exceptionally enlight· another might. 
ened person to have an occasion for Russell emphasized the fact that 
initiative." Haldane held that all original research "almost always 
needs can be met "within a framework shocks authority and is therefore often 
of research planned from above by frowned upon." Originality would not 
various directing bodies." Yet he in- have much of a chance to assert itself 
sisted on democracy and leisure. if there were too much centralized con· 

Russell was also for democracy but trol. Haldane held that this would 
wanted to know what the term meant. not be true if a scientist had leisure 
"You could have a perfect democracy to engage in spare-time investigation. 
in a given laboratory if the majority Haldane saw no reason why he 
decided what everybody was to do, and . should not. He cited Dr. Roger Wil· 
that would not satiafy me," }\e said. Iiams, who was once a member of the 
"The majority would then be a big Bell Laboratories staff here but who 
Hitler." isolated vitan1in B in his leisure time. 

Attaining Leisure 
Haldane was not impressed by this 

argument. Technical progress brings 
about leisure. He cited his distin
guished father, a "gas referee," who 
had to work only two or three days a 
week, so that he could devote the rest 
of his leisure to philosophy. 

In opposing too much state direction 
Russell made the point that the 11cien· 
tist is better able to judge what re-

At this point Haldane switched off 
to plead for more representation of 
science in government. "I should like 
to see as many men 'of science in the 
Cabinet as there are lawyers today," 
he said. Though he agreed that plan· 
ning would be the death of science, he 
did not see how Great Britain could 
survive without it. Russell could not 
1>ee much difference between this point 
of view and his. Neither can we. 

W. K. 

v J 
t. 

/ 
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is likely to be stymied if he has a progressive program. 

Fortunately, the Republican Party in California is badly 

demoralized at the moment. For the last fifteen years two

thirds of the members of the legislature have been elected at 

the primaries by receiving both party nominations. During 

the last session pa)tY discipline in the Republican ranks broke 

down completely, with the Republican Speaker of the House 

telling off Governor Warren on several occasions. In an effort 

to restore order, Herbert Brownell, G. 0. P. national chair

man, came to pray with the local functionaries for unity. His 

visit was not a success. Governor Warren, who has been at 

20f 

outs witl1 the Dewey element since the 1944 election, refused 

to go along with the movement to tighten the organization. 

Thus in 1946 the Republicans will not be in a position to 

make a strong partisan campaiga, while, organizationally, 

the Democratic Party in California is stronger today than in 

1942. 
Never a dull state politically, California promises to excel 

past performances in 1946. Out-of-state observers should 

be reminded of the fact that primary elections will be held 

in June, J946, the legislature having advanced the date of 

the primary by two mooilis. 

Everybody's Atom 
BY J. D. BERNAL 

[Dr. Bernal, one of Britaill' s leading )'Olinger scientists, 

iJ pt·ofessor of physics at Birkbeck College, U11i1lersity of 

London, and a Fellow of the Royal Society. He is tbe a11thor 

of "The Social Function of Science."] • 
This revelation of the secrets of Nature, long merci

fully withheld from man, should arouse the most solemn 

reflections in the mind and conscience of every human 

being capable of comprehension. We must indeed pray 

that these awful agencies will be made to conduce to peace 

among the nations and that instead of wreaki:1g measure· 

less havoc upon the entire globe, they may become a peren

nial fountain of world prosperity. 

M
R. CHURCHILL'S words, written in the fore

knowledge of the effects of the atomic bomb, are 

echoed in many millions of minds today. People 

have been quick to see how the actuality of the atomic bomb 

has, implicitly changed the whole existence of man in this 

universe. The immediate effects, however horrible, have been 

decisive in eading the war; but the possibilities of further 

destructive use are in every man's mind and far Jess certain 

are the hopes that it may also bring equally untold benefit. 

These hopes are weak despite official reassurance because, 

though the people may have little experience of the behavior 

tof atoms, they have considerable experience of the behavior 

of men, corporately and individually. They remember that 

in the past science has been fully developed only in human 

destruction and this gives a poor augury for the beneficent 

use of these more powerful forces. 

President Truman in his broadcast said: 

We must constitute ourselves t-rustees of this new force, 

to prevent its misuse and to turn it into the channels of 

service to mankind. It is an awful responsibility that has 

come to us. 

The exercise of this trusteeship is, however, greater than can 

be borne by any government or group of governments. It 

is one t.I-Jat must be shared with the whole of the human race. 

Good will is not enough. It needs to be backed by an intelli

gent appreciation of the possibilities that the mastery of 

jitomic energy gives us, and of the ways in which these pos-

sibilities can be realized without disrupting our coal- and oil

based civilization. 

The perfecting of the atomic bomb is only the first im

pressive practical utilization of knowledge that appeared 

almost as startlingly as the bomb itself in the scientific world 

of fifty years ago. The discoveries of X-rays by Rontgen in 

1895, followed by that of radio-activ.ity by Becquerel, were 

totally unexpected; they broke up the complacent nineteenth

century, determiaist, physical picture and started a majot 

revolution in scientific thought. There followed the Ruther

ford theory of the atom with its heavy nucleus and attendant 

electron, which showed us a picture of matter very different 

from our old concrete imaginings; while the quantum theory 

of Planck and Bohr revealed modes of behavior of that mat

ter even farther removed from common-sense experience. 

These ideas led to an almost unbroken sequence of discov

eries-neutron, positron, meson--culminating just before the 

war with the splitting of the isotope of uranium which is 

the basis for the atomic bomb. The bomb itself is, therefore, 

the first large-scale, practical result of fifty years of intense, 

fundamental scientific activity. 

What the effect of the use of atomic ooergy is likely to 

be on society, we can now only dimly see. Those who know 

most about it are prohibited by military secrecy from making 

any statement. I can write about it only because it is work in 

which I have at no time been involved. What is important 

now, however, is not an accurate presentation of the imme

diate, technical possibilities of tlie utilization of processes in 

atomic nuclei but rather an appreciation of the social effects 

which such utilization is bound to produce. The first obvious 

and incontestable fact is that we have here a concentration 

of eaergy of the order of a million times greater than any 

we have had before. That does not mean, of course, that we 

have as yet actually increased the available energy in this 

planet by any perceptible amount. The rarity of the original 

elements, the practical difficulties of extraction of the active 

isotopes, and the unavoidable inefficiency of ilie disintegra

tion process, may make the effective cost per energy unit for 

many years far greater than that of the more prosaic sources, 

coal and oil. We may feel reasonably sure, however, that 
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the application of scientific analysis and practical ingenuity 
will overcome these difficulties in the course of a few years 
-if the effort which produced the atomic bomb is maintained 
at the same intensity. 

Long before thls time, however, there are obvious fields 
of utilization for costly but concentrated sources of energy. 
Such sources would obviously be at a premium in all remote 
parts of the world where the cost of transporting coal or oil 
is great and it is there that tl1e use of atomic power will first 
be economic. It does not follow, however, that the best appli· 
catioo of atomic energy is its tranformation into mechanical 
power. Before this is achieved, we may be utilizing atomic 
energy for the production of extremely high temperatures 
and pressures ; for a new metallurgy and ceramics, and in 
large-scale engineering as a super blasting agent. Already, 
in the availability of an enormous variety of radio-active 
elements in hitherto unthinkable quantities, we have means 
for the rapid increase of our chemical, biological, and medical 
knowledge. 

Sooner or later, however, it will be possible to use atomic 
power economically to provide directly or indirectly for im
mediate human wants. In the crudest way, such energy could 
be used to pump water and make fertilizer, extending and 
intensifying agricultural exploitation. At the same time, by 
increasing the facility of transport, it can make agricultural 
products more rapidly available. This means, in effect, that 
the basic limitatioo of food supply, already being felt acutely 
in the world, can be removed. -

The NATION 

The discovery of a new source of wealth does not imply 
its rapid, large-scale use. Columbus's landfall did not mean 
any immediate increase in the resources of medieval Europe, 
but it did open a new world, and, in time, that new world 
with its ever widening frontiers brought an overwhelming 
increase in human population and standards of living. The 
development of the atomic bomb is a signal that another 
new frontier has opened, a frontier more illimitable than the 
physical frontier of mountain and prairie because it is not 
tied down to the geographical limitations of this globe but 
only to the capacities of human intelligence and human abil
ity to cooperate. 

Just as, when the new world was opened, the more adven· 
turous could not be content with the constraints and resigna· 
tioos of the old, so, from now on, men will have a reason· 
able impatience at being tied down by the physical limita· 
tions of older methods of production and will demand the 
most rapid and the most effective development and e-xploita
tion of the new powers that science has put into our hands. 
It is here that lies the way out of the very real horror and 
apprehension that the atomic bomb has created. Attempts to 
control this force by secrecy and limitation are foredoomed to 
failure. The real way to insure freedom from fear and sus
picion is not negative restraints but rapid expansion. Many 
of the troubles of our time, particularly in advanced coun
tries like the United States, have been attributed to the clos
ing of the last frontier. With the unlimited possibilities of 
atomic energy, mutual suspicion and struggles for lebens-
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tat~m can give way to a new, universal constructive effort 
full of excitement, uncertainty, hope, and promise. 

The at1alogy of the opening of the New World, however, 
must not be pushed too far. What America gave us was some· 
thing that people were already acquainted with-lands, for· 
ests, mines--only more of them than they had ever dreamed 
of; our new resources are not in the physical world but come 
from the systematic and cumulative tradition of science, and 
their' benefits can be realized ooly by ordered and controlled 
progress, not by a further extension of individual and uaco· 
ordinated enterprise. 

Perhaps as impressive as the atomic bomb itself is the feat 
of scientific organization and industrial production that made 
it possible in three years to go from what was a laboratory 
experiment involving hardly more than home-made apparatus 
and sub-microscopic quantities of substance, to a practical 
release of energy on a scale thousand of times greater than 
ever before achieved. Social discoveries are intrinsically more 
important than physical ones. A .new ~ray of doing things has 
an indefinite future not tied to any particular field of know!· 
edge. The overriding need to avoid a fate similar to that 
we have inflicted on our enemy has shown what many scien· 
tists have long believed: that the potentials of modern science 
were not being realized for the simple reason that insufficient 
effort was being put into science. From now on this fact is 
as inescapable as the splitting of the atom itself. 

People had grown so accustomed to the multiplicity of 
ways in which science was affecting modern life that the 
majority, including many scientists, were content with the 
relatively small-scale and haphazard manner in which scien· 
tific research was conducted and applied. That method, or 
lack of method, is now dead. The object lesson of the two
billion-dollar expenditure on the atomic bomb, with its inte· 
gration of scientific, industrial, and military organizations, 
shows what can be achieved if such projects are tackled io 

· a big way. There are hundreds of projects in science, already 
known to be realizable theoretically, much less spectacular but 
of importance comparable to th~ of the atomic bomb. We 
have had one example of them already in this war; the de· 
velopment of penicillin, which has saved many times more 
lives than the atomic bomb has destroyed, or, we hope, will 
ever destroy. Here again the normal development of fifty 
years was condensed into two by turning on an adequate 
effort. The problem of protein structure, with its relation to 
agriculture, food, and disease; the problem of the control of 
genetics, with the production of new and useful species; and 
the great physiological, psychological problem of the relation 
of body and mind-all these should be tackled by interna· 
tional team-work. 

As long as people were content with the pre-uranic sden. 
tific progress, that is, as long as people were content with 
what they knew, the few imaginative scientists who saw the 
possibilities of th.e serious and adequate utilization of science 
could get no hearing. Now that everybody has seen what the 
pace can be, they are not going to be content any longer 
with leaving the realization of scientific benefits to their 
grandchildren or great-grandchildren when they could enjoy 
them in their own lives. The new era of the atom will also 
be the era in which the pursuit and application of science will 
become a majo~ inst~ad of an exceptional human occupation. 
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Put concretely, before the war, between one-tenth and one4 
third of 1 per cent of the national income of modern indus
trial states was devoted to scientific research. The war has 
raised this figure to more than 1 per cent, but a rational ap
preciation of the newly revealed possibilities of science can
not be content with such a limit. The figure must rise year 
by year until it reaches stability at some value that we cannot 
now assess, but may within our own lifetime reach as much 
as 20 per cent. This implies the recasting of the educational 
system so as to produce many times the number of scientific 
workers and at the same time give every citizen enough scien
tific knowledge to appreciate the problems •of the new age. 

A mere increase of scientific activity, however, is not 
enough; it must be coordinated and directed to really worthy 
tasks. The objectives of science-"what needs to be done"
are set by the conditions of society. Sometimes perverse con
ditions, such as war, require superior methods of destruction, 
but normally the aim of science should be to enable i.ndi
vidual men to realize their inherent possibilities, whether ex
pressed in art, in science, or in simple hUffill£1 relations. The 
basic requirements of food, shelter, and work must first be 
met for the present population of the world and for its future · 
increase. How· such general directives can be translated int() 
scientific research is a task for the scientists themselves. It 
oeeds to be organized-and organized on a world-wide basis. 
Science cannot be done in holes and corners. Only a combina
tion of the scientists of all the countries of the world, freely 
interchanging their ideas and persons, can provide sufficient 
mutual stimulation to insure a full growth of science. The 
development of the atom bomb itself required the massed 
leadership in physics of Britain and America, with contribu· 
tions from Denmark and from anti-Nazi Germans. German 
and Japanese science, after its perversion by fascism, was not 
up to the task. Success was achieved by worklng to a precise 
and narrow end, but for the general advancement and benefit 
of mankind the ends are multiple and indefinite. 

It often takes much greater ingenuity to find out what 
problems have to be solved than actually to solve them once 
rhey have been stated. Even now we can see only a very small 
fraction of the possible applications of atomic energy. These 
applications must not be attacked in a haphazard way. Just 
as in war we had our priorities, so we must have them in 
peace. The jobs that atomic energy can do immediately are 
probably gigantic enterprises in remote places. Its use, there
fore, must be concentrated where such action is likely to give 
the greatest human return, irrespective of national or indi· 
vidual interests. For example, even now the explosive force 
of the atom can be used to dig canals, to break open moun· 
tain chains, to melt ice barriers, and generally to tidy up the 
awkward parts of the world. 

The control of atomic energy, however, which is already 
promised by President Truman, should be from the start rl 

fully international control, under the guidance in the first 
place of the United Nations. The maintaining of secrecy on 
the principles and processes involved and the limitation of 
their application to the use of particular nations will be 
doubly disastrous, partly in slowing down the rate of useful 
progress, but, far more seriously, in withholding the utiliza
tion of atomic energy on account of mutual suspicion. It was 
possible to develop the atom bomb in secrecy but under a 
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cloak so wide that it covered hundreds of the most brilliant 

physicists, chemists, and engineers of America and Europe. 

Far more scientists -would have to be brought ia for the 

wider peace-time uses. New and valuable idea, from outside 

cannot appear effectively under conditions of secrecy. Science 

needs the widest range of free discussion to develop fruit

fully. Sir Henry Dale, president of the Royal Society, bas 

made an impassioned plea for open dealiag: 

I believe~ that the abandonment of any national claim to 
secrecy about scientific discoveries must be a prerequisite 
for any kind of international control, such as will obvi
ously be indispensable if we are to use atomic energy to 
its full value and avoid the final disaster which its misuse 
might bring. 

It is clear that publication and control are indissolubly linked. 

If we have control without publication, we shall have perma

nent suspicion and resultant stifling of scientific initiative 

through secrecy. Such a policy will actually tie up the active 

Life zn a 
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sources of energy, which will be kept for war purposes in

stead of used as fast as they are made. Leading scientists in 

the world have already recognized this. Sir James Chadwick 
has said: 

The fundamental principles involved in the atom bomb are 
so widely known that it is only a matter of time before 
every country, even without learning the British and 
United States secrets, develops a similar bomb. I do not 
think there is any safety in every country having it, but 
some effort should be made to control its use. 

The responsibility is heavy. It must be widely borne. The 

democratic countries have finished their first task of liberat

iilg all countries from domination by reactionary forces. The 

people of these countries and of the rest of the world must 

see to it that they do not again pass under a domination of 

fear created by the very weapons that gave them mastery. 

They will need all their intelligence and political wisdom 

from now on to conquer themselves. 

Vacuum 
BY PHILIP JORDAN 

Germany, Brz:ish Zone, August 13 

· T O LIVE in Germany today is to live in "Cloud-Cuckoo 
Land." It is remote, by a paradox, infinitely stable, 

and is separated from the normal activities of men 

and the currents of history by immense gulfs, wide, deep, 

and spiritually impassable. In the last week mankind has 

crossed a frontier at whose barriers he ba.; been knocking 

since the Renaissance first awoke him from a sleep that had 

lasted several centuries: he has discovered bow to harness 

the powers of atomic fission for his own purposes. Oa a 

plane infinitely lower, the Japanese Government bas all but 

surrendered, and for the first time in-how maay years is it? 

-thirty or more, the guns are about to be silenced all over 

the globe. 
You would hardly guess at those facts if you were here in 

Germany. They have made ao more impact on German life 

than the frail clouds which are moving slowly across the 

summer sky today. Oa those who garrison this section of the 

country the impact is hardly stronger. It is strangely ironic 

that one of the reasons for the indifference of the latter is 

due to our present inability to hamess illimitable power for 

other than destructive purposes: we are still as much at the 

mercy of the weather as we were before the airplane was 

invented. Here we have had no newsp~pers to read since the 

day before the Soviet Union declared war on Japan; and be· 

cause we have learned to rely on the airplaae and have now 

been betrayed by it, we are as much cut off from our onJy 

satisfying sources of information-the newspapers from 

home-as were our forefathers, in similar appalling weather, 

in the days before the railroad was invented. 
Radio? Yes, somewhere there is a radio, but until today 

a prolonged series of electric storms has interfered with 

receptioo; and when we do manage to turn it on we hear 

little more ~n the ineffable voice of Luxembourg, telling 

the Germans that they are guilty, in mud1 the same voice 

that a superior, genteel nursemaid uses when reproving some 

recalcitrant child for stealing jam from the larder. 
Not that the Germans are inclined to stick their fingers 

into the forbidden jam at the moment, but their disinclina

tion to listen to nurse is as convinced and certain as that of 

the child forced to receive a rebuke which he believes to be 

neither just nor relevant, It is natural to like jam; and if 

you are not old enough to have a moral sense, you don't listen 

to pious homilies on the sin of theft. 
But -the Germans have an additional reason for disregard

ing this stern, but, alas, amateur, voice: they are concerned 

now with satisfying a desire older even thaa that for glory, 

older than lhat for power or self-indulgence, a little older 

than that to reproduce your species: they are concerned with 

the problem of their collective stomach. Nothing else mat

ters. They dress up, they g~ to concerts, they flirt, they read 

the poverty-stricken little news-sheets we allow them, but..-

they talk of food, endlessly, distressingly. Atomic bombs, the 

end of "honorary Aryanism," peace on earth to men of good 

will and all that, these are phantoms for the delight of chil

dren, phrases with which the practical mind has no concern 

at the moment. You can have all the atomic bombs you like, 

they seem to say, provided that little Hansel and little Gretel 

can be guaranteed a cup of milk -ery morning and a slice 

of good bread several times a day. 
Well, of course, little Hansel and Gretel can be guaran

teed nothing of the sort. Montgomery, a fine fighting soldier 

but one who must still prove himself as an administrator, 

makes their flesh creep with hints of famine this winter, 

now so close; and he exhorts them to help themselves. They 

hear that their harvest is good, but they know better. The) 
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Bulletin of America's Town Meeting of the Air * George V . Denny , Jr ., Moderator 

Who Should Control the Atomic Bomb? 

Announcer: 
The Reader's Digest, America's 

most widely read magazine, wel
comes you to another stirring ses
sion of America's Town Meeting, 
the program that gives you both 
sides of issues affecting your life 
and mine. Tonight, back home 
at Town Hall in New York City, 
four authorities clash over an issue 
that may decide your safety and 
the preservation of our civilization. 
Now to open this important ses
sion, Tbe Reader's Digest brings 
you the president of Town Hall, 
founder and moderator of Amer
ica's Town Meeting, Mr. George 
V. Denny, Jr. Mr. Denny. ( Ap
plause.) 

Moderator Denny: 
Good evening, neighbors. look 

at that hand of yours. No, I'm 
not joking. This is serious busi
ness. Are you looking at it? It's 
the most powerful hand in all of 
human history. The cave man 
found that he could increase its 
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power with the aid of . a club
the kind of thing the Irish call a 
shillelagh. Later, man began to use 
spears and other pointed weapons. 
Then he found he could increase 
his power tremendously by throw
ing a stone with a slingshot. Re
member how David killed Goliath? 

It wasn't until the fourteenth 
century, however, that man learned 
how to hurl missiles at his enemies 
with the aid of gunpowder. But he 
had to use his hands and a weapon 
in the process. As the human hand 
has become more powerful, it's be
come more destructive. 

Let's not forget that it was a 
human hand, the hand of Major 
Tom Ferebee of North Carolina, 
that dropped the first atomic bomb 
on Hiroshima and wiped out a city 
of 126,000 people at one blow. 

Yes, that's the most powerful 
hand in all of human history. It 
was through the integrity of men 
of science, searching for truth, 
using their brains honestly, that 



we found out how to magnify the 
power of the hand so tremen
dously, for the hand is the faith
ful servant of the brain that di
rects it. 

Now the question is, can we 
apply our minds with equal honesty 
in determining how to use this 
power? It'll take the best and most 
courageous thinking on the part of 
each one of us if we are to prevent 
this gigantic power, now in the 
human hand, from being used to 
enslave or destroy us. So we've 
asked four thoughtful men of wide 
influence to lead our discussion this 
evening-a United States Senator, 
the Honorable Owen Brewster of 
the State of Maine; the military 
editor of the New York Times, 
Mr. Hanson Baldwin, and two dis
tinguished news analysts, Raymond 
Swing, who's heard regularly over 
most of these stations at 7:15, East
ern Peace Time, and Edward R. 

Murrow, who only last Thursday 
returned to this country from his 
post in Europe where he's the 
European representative of the 
Columbia Broadcasting System. 

Now we're going to bear first 
from this man whose voice cus

tomarily begins, "This is London." 
But, no, this is New York and this 
is Ed Murrow speaking. Ed Mur
row. (Applause.) 

M r. M urrow: 
A few weeks ago 1 was walking 

through the ruins of Berlin-the 
cinders of a civilization. Any one 
who has seen the damage done by 
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a bombing in the pre-atomic age 
must recognize that humans have 
now developed a method of de
stroying humanity. Perhaps that's 
unimportant, but at least it's worth 
mentioning. 

I do not believe that this discus
sion is really about the atomic 
bomb. It is about the control of 
aggressor nations. 

The atom bomb is an offensive 
weapon. We, in this country, are 
at something of a disadvantage 
when it comes to discussing its 
control, for we have not been 
bombed, even by old-fashioned, 
obsolete methods. Nothing is bet
ter calculated to lend urgency to a 
discussion of the control of bomb
ing than a few near misses. I have 
not yet discovered anyone who can 
draw a moral distinction between 
a whole lot of little bombs and 
one big one. 

We did not, in my opinion, lose 
the moral leadership of the world 
when we engaged in area bombing 
in Europe or when we used the 
atom bomb. 

The whole purpose of bombing 
is to destroy the enemy's will to 
resist and his ability to resist. That 
is an understandable military ob
jective, and it involves the killing 
and wounding of a lot of civilians, 
whatever kind of bomb is em
ployed. 

I would like to suggest that we 
make certain assumptions regard
ing the control of the atomic 
bomb. The first is that since 



the bomb has been used, it will 
be used, if there is another war. 
The second assumption is that 
whatever precautions we may take, 
this weapon will, with immeasur
able time, be available to other 
nations. Research, and perhaps 
espionage, will make it available 
to them. 

We cannot retain control of this 
bomb, not even with Senator 
Brewster's help. If we attempt 
to do so, even for a short span 
of years, we shall face the pros
pect of anonymous annihilation. 
We may be persuaded that no 
American government would ever 
abuse this terrifying power; that 
it would only be used in the de
fense of righteousness and justice. 
Other nations will not share that 
view, and they will make every 
effort to produce the bomb and 
they will succeed. 

At this moment, our represen
tatives engaged in negotiations may 
enjoy a temporary advantage, be
cause everyone knows they have 
that bomb in their pocket. But 
the time will surely come when 
other negotiators sitting around 
the table will also have a pocket
ful. 

The real problem that confronts 
us is this-what are we prepared 
to do to avoid the necessity of 
having to use this bomb again and 
to prevent its being used against 
us? 

The great powers must sacrifice 
their right of veto in the United 

Nations Organization. That repre
sents a great sacrifice of sov
ereignty. It can be argued that the 
existing international organization 
has not the authority to exercise 
control over the atomic bomb, I 
agree. But the bomb, like the 
bomber on the battleship, is an 
instrument of national policy. We 
cannot reduce the power of the 
bomb or put it back into the bril
liant minds from which it came. 

We cannot keep it secret, there
fore, we must, for our very lives, 
strengthen the Security Council. 
It would not involve common 
citizenship, common currency, 
language, or the free movement 
of populations. It would not mean 
that a lot of foreigners would be 
telling us how to run our country. 
It would mean that in our relations 
with other nations we would sub
mit to the decisions of a represen
tative international body. We 
would give up our freedom of 
action when it comes to making 
war. 

We now have an opportunity, 
perhaps only a fleeting one, to pro
vide the world with a leadership 
for which it is longing. The atom 
bomb has not altered the funda
mental problem. It has merely 
lent new urgency, jarred some of 
us, though perhaps not Senator 
Brewster, into a realization that a 
continuation of complete sov
ereignty is not compatible with 
the survival of civilization. 



I do not advocate the immediate 
broadcasting of the details of the 
bomb's construction, although that 
would probably have no fatal con
sequences. But I do say that we 
are now in a position to summon 
the nations for urgent reconsidera
tion of the sacrifices they are pre
pared to make to prevent the 
future use of this weapon. 

I have not seen the results of the 
atom bomb, but have had some 
personal experience of bombing 
and being bombed by methods that 
are now obsolete. 

We, in this country, have merci
fully been spared that experience. 
Those who had it, are inclined to 
believe that no sacrifice is too 
great if it will prevent a repeti
tion on a more massive scale. 

This is a great nation. I have 
seen its power thrown around the 
world. But we must live with the 
world; we cannot dominate it. 
Other nations are already at work 
on the development of this weapon. 
They have the resources. 

Think what our action would be 
if another nation had this secret 
and we had not. The competition 
is already beginning. If it con
tinues, no one can win it. We are 
faced with an opportunity which 
may not recur, and if we fail, retri
bution will not limp. (Applause.) 

Modera tor Denny: 
Thank you, Ed Murrow. Now 

you certainly have needled our next 
speaker, Ed. But I expect he's 
going to give you about as good 
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a~ you've sent. He is a member 
of the Naval Affairs Committee 
io the United States Senate and 
also one of the newly-appointed 
members of the Pearl Harbor In
vestigating Committee. I take 
pleasure in presenting to you the 
Honorable Owen Brewster, Senator 
from the State of Maine. Senator 
Brewster. (Applause.) 

Senator Brewster: 
I think I ought to wear a placard, 

"UNFAIR TO THE SENATE," 
in putting me in competition with 
one of the most persuasive and 
best-loved voices upon the air. 

I quite agree with Mr. Murrow 
that the atomic bomb has opened 
the Pandora's box, but I do not 
agree, if I may mix my metaphors, 
that we should jump out of the 
frying pan of our present predica
ment into the fire of sacrificing 
our sovereignty to some super
state. 

I might agree that we have the 
"bear by the tail," but are not pre
pared to let him go without know
ing where he is going to go, because 
up in Maine we are rather cautious 
about bears. (Laughter.) 

In New England the classic story 
concerns the Secretary of the Navy, 
from a typical prairie state, visiting 
the Brooklyn Navy Yard for the 
first time, and on boarding a ship, 
exclaiming in supposed amazement, 
'"Why, the darn thing is hollow!" 
(Laughter.) . 

It is with somewhat similar inno
cence and humility that one ap-



proaches the atomic bomb. Jules 
Verne is a piker before the impli
cations of this Frankenstein. 

A responsible scientist pictures 
an innocent-appearing suitcase in 
a hotel room here at Broadway 
and 42nd Street, under the impul
sion of a radio wave from any
where you please, suddenly ac
complishing the disintegration of 
this great city in which we meet 
with all its millions of inhabitants. 
Even your present dynamic Mayor 
LaGuardia might be helpless be
fore such a force. (Laughter.) 

This discussion assumes the pres
ent bead start of the United States 
in this discovery, and priority in its 
development and control, and also 
in counter measures for protection 
against its destructive possibilities. 

The United States might well 
rest its claim upon the right of 
conquest, exactly as. the continents 
have belonged, under international 
law, to those who first established 
possession. The United States, 
however, may much more appro
priately in this day and generation 
rest its claim not merely upon the 
right of discovery, but upon the 
far more solemn ground of the 
pledge by President Truman, to 
use this elemental force of nature 
only for the welfare of mankind. 

As humanity emerges by slow 
degrees from the jungle, America 
stands out as a "trustee" in this 
century of potential "Peace On 
Earth" -with American industrial 
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might reaching culmination in the 
creation of the atomic bomb. 

Cynics may comp-are this con
cept of America to the "Kultur of 
the Kaiser" and the delusion of a 
master race. But the reality re
mains that peace-loving people 
everywhere look to America for 
the salvation of the world from 
the dread forces of destruction that 
so recently threat~ned disaster to 
all alike. 

Without disparagement of our 
great Allies and their tremendous 
contribution to our common cause, 
it is yet evident and generally 
agreed that the unique geograph
ical location of the United States, 
plus our vast industrial develop
ment, made the indispensable con
tribution to the total victory we 
have achieved. (Applause.) 

The continuing cultivation of 
our unique resources is equally es
sential to keep the victory won. 
We have created a $2,000,000,000 
dynamo. We have developed a 
winning team of sci~ntists. The 
momentun1 of this machine must 
not be lost as we move from the 
muskets of 1776 to the modem 
machine gun in the development of 
atomic energy. 

Without blinking our eyes at 
certain blemishes in our past, no 
great nation on earth has a better 
record of peaceful development to 
justify a custodianship of this de
veloping device for the good of all 
mankind. This is not nationalistic 
drivel, but simple fact. 



This challenges in no way the 
historic development of other 
great nations, but recognizes rather 
the unique opportunity afforded us 
in this hemisphere for a com
paratively peaceful expansion until 
""e have made of this continent 
the productive model, and less hap
pily, perhaps, the envy of all the 
earth. 

I am not afraid of a "Pax Amer
icana," with the emphasis on the 
"pax." Pending the maturing of 
a world organization and the 
demonstration of its capacity to 
conserve the peace, no considera
tion can properly be given to turn
ing over this perhaps priceless 
secret to any other group since 
this discovery may spell life or 
death , not only for America, but 
for civilization itself, as it has 
been slowly and painfully evolved 
upon this earth by the sacrifices 
of the generations who have left 
to us this priceless heritage. ( Ap
plause.) 

Moderator Denny: 

Thank you, Senator Brewster. 
Now we hear the familiar voice of 
another distinguished commen
tator, the chairman of the Council 
for Democracy and the celebrated 
American Broadcasting Company 
news analyst, Raymond Swing, 
speaking to us from Washington. 
Mr. Swing. (Applause.) 

Mr. Sw ing: 
I shall start with a word about 

the theme that the United States 
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lest its moral leadership in using 
the atomic bomb in the war. My 
gifted friend Ed Murrow thinks 
not. He sees no moral difference 
between killing civilians on a vast 
scale and killing them on a scale 
not so vast. I think he's right. 

But, right or wrong, few, I be
lieve, can deny that we can forfeit 
the moral leadership of the world 
by the way we handle the atomic 
bomb from now on. At present 
we say, and Senator Brewster has 
said it tonight, that we're keeping 
the secret of the bomb to our
selves as trustees in the cause of 
peace. 

Now that word "trustees" is 
most carelessly used in this con
text. A trustee is someone ap
pointed to hold something belong
ing to someone else and to ad
minister it for someone else, being 
responsible for his administration 
to the authority who appointed 
him. A person can't be self-ap
pointed as trustee responsible only 
to himself. 

We may have the best of inten
tions, but we're not trustees, and 
to say that we are hides from our
selves, though not from anyone 
else, that we are thinking of our 
own safety. We think we shall 
not endanger other countries, and 
we shall be much safer if we keep 
other countries from having the 
atOmic bomb. 

If this belief of ours were shared 
by other countries - other than 
Britain and Canada, who are sup-



posed to share the secret of the 
bomb with us--our course would 
not create fear in the world. It 
would create a feeling of security. 

But in the nature of things, the 
other countries will feel weaker 
and will try to make themselves 
stronger, first, by finding the secret 
of the bomb themselves, which all 
countries with scientific equipment 
are ' doing just as fast as they 
know how, or by making other 
terrible weapons, or by combin
ing against us, or as it's called
counterbalancing us. 

So the exclusive possession of 
the secret of the bomb is an in
ducement to rivalry and the stimu
lant of fear. Whatever we say 
about promoting the peace of the 
world, we're not promoting world 
peace, but the "Pax Americana," 
a peace which we dominate so 
long as we are powerful enough 
to have our way. That is no more 
moral leadership than a super
dreadnaught is moral in over
shadowing a cruiser. Nor is it in 
the American tradition. 

It would be in our tradition to 
take the truly moral leadership, 
and that we can only do if we lead 
with a moral principle. Instead of 
using the atomic secret in a way 
to inspire fear, we should use it 
to inspire trust. We should use 
it to build, not to dismay. 

It is my contention that no sov
ereign nation should have the ex
clusive or the shared use of the 
atomic bomb (applause) , for all 
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sovereign nations are potential 
rivals and in a world of unlimited 
sovereignty, war cannot be abol
ished. So long as the possibility 
of war exists, the possibility ex
ists that a large part of the human 
race, and certainly all of civiliza
tion will be destroyed by the 
weapons of the next organized 
carnage. 

So in line with Mr. Murrow's 
thought, I advocate that we take 
what would be the greatest step 
in moral leadership in our history. 
We should announce our earnest 
desire to limit our own sovereignty 
in all matters of security by com
mitting our security to a greatly 
strengthened United Nations Or
ganization (applause) on the con
dition that the other nations of 
the world join us and similarly 
limit their sovereignty. 

We should announce that we 
shall take this earliest step to call 
a conference to organize the 
United Nations to exercise this 
sovereignty, and that if and when 
it is achieved, we shall turn over 
to the Council the secret of the 
bomb with the exclusive right to 
use it and to use all other weapons 
of war. 

Only by creating such a world 
government with full authority to 
maintain security for all nations 
can mankind hope to avert an
other war and so to survive the 
release of atomic energy and the 
perfection of guided missiles. To 
propose this would be assuming 



a moral leadership of grandeur 

equal to-yes, greater than-our 

technical, engineering, and scien

tific leadership. It is the one true 
hope of survival for ourselves and 

the civilized world. (Applause.) 

Moderator Denny: 

Thank you, Raymond Swing. 

Our next speaker is a graduate of 

Annapolis, served in the Navy for 

three and a half years, and since 

that time has been a student of 

military and naval science. I take 

pleasure in presenting at this time 

the military editor of New ·York 

Times, Mr. Hanson Baldwin. 

(Applause.) 

Mr. Baldwin: 

It is all very well tonight to 

talk as Mr. Swing has about what 

should be done with the atomic 

bomb. But some of the sugges

tions that have been advanced 

since the bombing of Hiroshima 

are out of this world. They re

mind me of epitaphs on grave

stones and of the wry remark of 

a man who had just wandered 

through a cemetery and had read 

many of those laudatory inscrip
tions. "I can't help wondering," 

he said, "where all the sinners are 

buried." (Laughter.) 

I can't help stressing, therefore, 

that blueprints of the millennium 

are pretty, Mr. Swing, but mean

ingless. The truth is, of course, 

that man's progress in the techno

logical and material fields has far 
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outstripped his political and spirit· 

ual developments. (Applause.) 

When we talk about what 

should be done with the atomic 

bomb, we ought to keep closely 

keyed to the reality of what can 

be done about it within the 
framework of our present political, 

economic, educational, and moral 

developments. There must be cer

tain guideposts, facts, assumptions, 

and premises to the practical action 
we can take. 

Let me try to outline a few of 
those: 

First, the atomic bomb, though 

it makes the waging of war far 

more devastating and horrible than 

ever before, does not spell the end 

of man or of civilization. What 

is to be feared from the atomic 

bomb is not the annihilation of 

man but his degradation; not the 

end of civilization but a reversion 
to the Dark Ages-the Dark Ages 

of tyranny and mental and physical 

poverty. 

Second, sooner or later, other 

great powers will discover the se

cret of manufacture o.f the atomic 

bomb, whether we give it to them 

or not. 

Third, in time the great powers 

will evolve some system of defense 

against atomic explosives, even 

though partial and incomplete. 

Fourth, the very potential of the 

atomic bomb and long distance 

rockets might be an attraction to 

unscrupulous men avid for power. 



Fifth, it follows that the atomic 
bomb per se is not necessarily a 
factor for peace. 

Sixth, the problem of control of 
the atomic bomb cannot be sep
arated from the problem of the 
development of atomic energy for 
industrial purposes. If nations are 
to be allowed to manufacture 
plutonium and uranium for peace
time use, it would be easy to con
ceal and difficult to prevent, by 
any system of international inspec
tion, the final step-the use of 
plutonium and uranium for war 
purposes. 

Seven, no international organi
zation yet exists to which control 
of the atomic bomb and atomic 
energy development could be en
trusted. Even when the United 
Nations Charter has been ratified 
by the participating nations, the 
resulting organization will not be 
of sufficient strength or maturity, 
as things stand now, to handle the 
awful responsibility of such power. 
You do not give a stick of dyna
mite to a baby. 

Technical strength and military 
power cannot be entrusted to po
litical and economic weakness. 
(Applause.) One need only glance 
at today's headlines to understand 
the weakness of the United Na
tions Organization. It is, plainly, 
not united. We lend lip service 
to internationalism but we still 
think and act in terms of national
i~m. Nor can we do otherwise 
until the peoples of the world 
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through the slow process of edu
cation think in international terms. 

I fully agree with Mr. Swing 
that the abandonment of national
ism and the sacrifice of sovereignty 
is the eventual hope of the world, 
but I feel very sure that the world 
is not educated to any such step 
today. 

My conclusion is, therefore, that 
for the time being the United States 
must retain control of the secrets 
of the atomic bomb and of its man
ufacture. (Applause.) I say this 
in the full knowledge that perhaps 
in three to five years, maybe more 
and maybe less, other great powers 
will discover these secrets whether 
we give it to them or not. But 
those years are years which must 
be wisely used. 

Keep control of the atomic 
bomb at home for the time being, 
but work immediately to strengthen 
the United Nations Charter and to 
make the United Nations Organi
zation a going concern. 

Propose the international abo
lition of conscription and inter
national limitation upon arma
melilts. Abolish the veto power 
and the Security Council of the 
United Nations Organization which 
now make it impossible to prevent 
great wars. 

Propose an international agree
ment which would outlaw the use 
of atomic explosives in war except 
in retaliation. 

Broaden the police functions and 
military strength of the United 
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Nations Organization. Set up un
der its authority an international 
atomic energy control commission, 
and then, but not until then, trans
mit the secret of the atomic bomb 
to the United Nations. 

I submit, ladies and gentlemen, 
our real problem is not the control 
of the atomic bomb. It is control 
of power in itself and of the na
ture of man. (Applause.) 

Moderator Denny: 

Thank you, Hanson Baldwin. 
Now will you gentlemen step up 
here around the microphone, 
please. We've come to the point 
where there's got to be a little 
give and take. Ed Murrow, we 
haven't heard from you for a long 
time. Here's your chance to get 
back at the Senator if you have 
any words for him. 

Mr. Murrow: I was very much 
impressed by the eloquence of the 
Senator's remarks--more impressed, 
perhaps, by his rhetoric than by his 
logic. (Laughter and applause.) I 
would like to put to him one ques
tion. That is, he used the phrase, 
"If we keep this secret, we will 
then be in for a period of com
paratively peaceful expansion." 
What is comparative peace? Does 
that imply only little wars in which 
we are not engaged at the out
set as was the case when this, one 
began? What do you, mean, 
Senator, by comparative peaceful 
developments? 

Mr. Denny: Senator, your words 
rise up to haunt you. 
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Senator Brewster: Well, for
tunately, I put it in the past tense 
and commented on the develop
ment of America through a com
paratively peaceful expansion as 
compared with the 2,000 years of 
wars that have afflicted Europe and 
presented us with our present mess. 
Here in America, we have been 
comparatively peaceful and offered 
this example to the world. ( Ap
plause.) 

Mr. Denny: Thank you. Mr. 
Baldwin. Have you a comment? 

Mr. Baldwin: As I was saying 
at the end of my talk, it seems to 
me that the basic problem is, not 
the control of the atomic energy, 
but the control of the spirit of man 
and of power-national and inter
national power. Such control I 
think can be exercised only by the 
heart and by the mind and by the 
spirit. The job ahead is not only 
one for governments, but it comes 
down to you and me, to the school, 
to the church, and to the home. 
(Applause.) 

Mr. Denny: Mr. Swing in Wash
ington should have a comment on 
that. 

Mr. Swing: Yes, I'd like to say 
something to Hanson Baldwin. He 
seemed to be chiding me for ap
proaching the millenium very 
swiftly. During the first part of 
his talk he didn't get very far to
ward it and then toward the end 
he seemed to me to make a fast 
leap in my direction. He said, let's 
have an agreement "to outlaw the 



use of atomic bombs in war except 
in retaliation." 

Now, obviously if there are to 
be wars, as that implies, even if 
the veto power is abolished, the 
bomb is pretty sure to be used and 
we are pretty sure to lose our 
civilization along with every other 
great power. Then you suggest 
that police functions and military 
strength of the United Nations be 
increased. Now these two ideas 
don't fit, as I see things. If the 
United Nations can enforce peace, 
there need be no wars. There need 
be only police action to enforce 
the law. 

Now why don't you come all the 
way to my position and let the 
complete control of aggressive 
weapons be handed over to a really 
United Nations Organization for 
its exclusive use. If it's the spirit 
of mao that you are afraid of, 
let me assure you the spirit of mao 
in this world today wants peace. 
(Applause.) 

Mr. Denny: Hanson, he is a very 
persuasive talker, isn't he? 

M r. Ba ldw in: Yes, I know that 
from old. There are too many 
"ifs," however, I think in Mr. 
Swing's declaration. I wonder if 
ht- really believes that all the other 
nations of the world will turn over 
to United Nations Organization 
some of their sovereignty. I predi
cated the final part of my talk 
upon the assumption that we 
would not give the atomic bomb 
to the United Nations until certain 
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conditions had been fulfilled, 
among them the giving up of some 
of the sovereignty of other nations 
as well as the sovereignty of the 
United States. I think that is a 
most important element. I doubt 
if even Mr. Swing believes that 
that will be accomplished quickly. 

Mr. Swing: Well, I also predi
cated my final gift of the atomic 
secret to the World Organization 
on the predication that everyone 
else gave up their sovereignty in 
exactly the same way we do. No 
one else is going to do it unless 
we take the lead. We have the 
bomb. We have to inspire the 
ttust. 

M r. Denny: Thank you, Mr. 
Swing. Mr. Murrow has something 
to say about sovereignty. I think 
he ought to get into this point. 

Mr. Murrow: Well, it wasn't 
really something about sovereignty, 
and I realize that this is not a 
humorous subject that we are dis
cussing. I did want to report 
probably the most cynical comment 
that I have heard on this subject 
which came from a Scots friend 
of mine a few weeks ago. 

He said, "For years I've been 
convinced that the pigs would in
herit the earth. Now, I'm not so 
sure there will be any pigs left." 

It does come down to whether 
or not nations are prepared to 
sacrifice their sovereignty. Hanson 
Baldwin seems to think that we 
must wait until we reach a period 
of perfection. Unless we give a 



lead, then I think we are doomed. 

(Applause.) 
Mr. Denny: Senator Brewster? 

Senator Brewster: Well, I don't 

know about the pigs of which he 

speaks but the State of Maine con

tributed 25,000 mice to the New 

Mexican experiment with the bomb. 

I haven't heard from the mice yet 

as to what they think about it. 

But Mr. Murrow is departing on 

a gLobal tour and we shall listen 

to his voice around the globe, fol

lowing a trail I took some two , 

years ago. I suspect that when 

he returns from that tour, after 

having surveyed the two billion 

people on this earth who are out

side the Anglo-Saxon domain

we are only 10 per cent of it-he's 

going to believe that, as Mr. Bald

win says, it's going to be quite a 

long time before we can accomp

li~h this supersovereignty of which 

our friends so fondly talk. 
Mr. Denny: Thank you. Now, 

gentlemen, we have a great Town 

Hall audience here which is anx

ious to get into this discussion, so 

while you get ready to answer their 

questions, let's pause briefly for 

scation identification. 

Announcer: You are listening to 

America's Town Meeting, the pro

gram that gives both sides of ques

tions vitally in1portant to you, 

sponsored by the most widely read 

of all magazines, The Reader's Di

gest. 

Tonight, Raymond Swing, Ed

ward R. Murrow, Senator Owen 

Brewster, and Hanson Baldwin are 

discussing the topic, "Who Should 

Control the Atomic Bomb?" 

For a complete copy of this dis

cussion, including the question 

period immediately following, send 

for the Town Meeting Bulletin. 

Write to Town Hall, New York 

18, New York. Enclose ten cents 

to cover the cost of printing and 

mailing. Now here again is Mr. 

Denny. 

QUESTIONS, PLEASEI 
Mr. De1wy: Now we're ready 

for the questions from our repre

sentative Town Hall audience, and 

I'll start with a question from the 

lady in red. 

Lady: Mr. Murrow. Don't you 

think that the fact that the United 

States has the bomb it will prevent 

another Pearl Harbor? 

Mr. Deuny: Don't you think it 
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will prevent another Pearl Harbor 

now that we have the bomb? 

Mr. Murrow: The bomb is an 

offensive weapon and had we had 

many of those bombs available at 

the time of Pearl Harbor, it would 

not necessarily have prevented that 

great disaster. The important 

thing it seems to me to remember 

IS that so long as that bomb is 



controlled by a single nation, it is 
an offensive weapon. We shall 
use it, if we use it, entirely on our 
own judgment and our own re
sponsibility. That seems to me a 
responsibility which we should, 
perhaps, not assume and which will 
not be willingly or enthusiastically 
granted to us by other nations. 
(Applause.) 

Mr. Denny: Thank you. Is 
there a question for Mr. Swing? 

Man: I address my question to 
Mr. Swing. Should we turn over 
the secret of the bomb's manufac
ture to the United Nations Or
ganization, what can we expect 
them to do with it? Would it 
not be far more practical for us 
to retain our custodianship while 
the building of a stronger United 
Nations Organization is continued? 

Mr. Swing: He has asked me 
a question that I have already an
swered. I have already proposed 
that we shall keep the bomb until 
a new organization is built to 
which we have yielded our sov
ereignty in matters of security and 
other nations have done so. But 
I think that is preferable to giv
ing the secret to an organization 
which is incomplete. I think while 
we have the bomb, we also have 
the means of persuasion. I want 
it to be used in a way to invite 
and create trust rather than the 
way we are using it now which 
is to create a certain amount of 
fear and dread. 
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Mr. Detmy: Mr. Swing, I think 
what the gentleman is driving at 
is are you in favor of creating the 
organization first and then turning 
the bomb over to it or turning the 
bomb over to the organization now 
and working toward the develop
ment of a stronger world organi
zation? 

Mr. Swing: Well, thank you, 
Mr. Denny. I had already said 
in my main statement I was in 
favor of our taking immediate 
steps to improve the organization 
and after the organization had 
been created then to turn the secret 
over to them. So I agree with 
him. 

Mr. Denny: Yes. That's very 
good. I just wanted to get that 
perfectly clear. Now the lady 
there in the chartreuse dress. Yes? 

Laqy: My question is to Sen
ator Brewster. How can we hope 
for a permament peace by retain
ing this world shaking weapon be
tween two nations? 

Senator Brewster: Well, it is 
my thought that I have more con
fidence because of the record of 
America in world history in its 
use of this vast energy and power 
for the good of mankind than I 
have in sharing it with all the na
tions of the earth, because we'll 
be unable to discriminate. If we're 
going to give it to the United Na
tions, they all get it. And so if 
any single one in that should ever 
fall from grace, we would be faced 
with this problem. This idea is 



not unique with me as I simply say 
what President Truman said, "We 
must constitute ourselves trustees 
of this new force to prevent its 
misuse and to turn it into the 
channels of service to mankind." 
I think that pledge from America 
with its history of a century and 
a half of nonaggression is the 
greatest assurance the peoples of 
the world can possibly have. ( Ap
jllause.) 

Mr. Detmy: Thank you, Sen
atOr. The man here? 

Man: I address my question to 
Mr. Baldwin. Mr. Baldwin, I 
would like to know if the eco
nomic production and the financ
ing of the bomb would give the 
control of the bomb to the United 
Nations? 

Mr. Denny: Mr. Baldwin? Well, 
I'm afraid I don't understand the 
import of it either. Let's have 
him repeat it and see if he can 
make it a little clearer to us. 

Man: I mean that it cost a 
great deal of money, perhaps two 
billion dollars, and a great eco
nomic and industrial plant to build 
this bomb. The smaller nations 
could not spend the money and 
would not have the development, 
the economic development, or the 
faccory to make such a bomb. 
Could we control that bomb in the 
United Nations League by that 
manner? 

Mr. Baldwin: Well, of course, 
I think I can talk around your 
question. It's a tremendous prob-
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lem. First of all, you've got to 
have some control over all the 
deposits of uranium in the world
pitchblende and other things from 
which uranium is derived. Those 
are scattered all over the earth. 
We don't know how much uranium 
material there is in Russia. We 
do know there is some in Czecho
slovakia, some in Canada, some in 
the United States, and some in the 
Belgian Congo. 

The United Nations organiza
tion would have to take control 
of that material. It would then 
have to presume to take over all 
the factories that we have built, 
llnd, literally, all of the industry 
of America has contributed to this 
bomb. It's not just the factories 
that are down in the south and 
in Oregon. It's the entire industrial 
nexus of America that has con
tributed. 

So you see that is the giant 
problem that would be involved in 
having the United Nations manu
facture and control the atomic 
bomb. It would in a real sense 
involve a financing problem and a 
sacrifice of sovereignty by all of 
the nations of the world. 

Mt·. DennJ'." Thank you, Mr. 
Baldwin. There are a number of 
distinguished guests here in our 
hall this evening. One of them is 
a man who probably knows more 
about thi bomb than anybody else 
but who can't talk about it. I'm 
referring to a man who I want to 
present co this audience and let 



the radio audience know that he's 
here. He's the man who took the 
idea from Mr. Einstein to Presi
dent Roosevelt back in 1939. 

Those of you who follow 
Raymond Swing's broadcast re
member that he told this whole 
story on his broadcast. I'm speak
ing of Mr. Alexander Sachs, dis
tinguished American economist 
who is up there in a box. Mr. 
Sachs, will you rise? Let us see 
you. (Applause.) Thank you 
very much, Mr. Sachs. We are 
sorry that we can't hear from you, 
but perhaps sometime we can. 

Also, there are two distinguished 
American veterans in the audience. 
I'm going to ask them to give us 
a comment question if they care 
to--a former lieutenant in the in
fantry, now chairman of the Amer
ican Veterans' Committee, Mr. 
Charles Guy Bolte. Mr. Bolte, 
have you a question? (Applause.) 

Mr. Bolte: I'd like to ask Mr. 
Baldwin a question. You say, 
Mr. Baldwin, that we cannot hope 
to get any sort of world govern
ment until we have educated peo
ple to be internationally minded. 

If you think back over history, 
I think you would probably find, 
as I do in thinking back, that 
what happened throughout history 
was that great attempts through
out the various religions, and so 
on, to raise the standards of human 
behavior were not always very suc
cessful by instilling new moral 
standards. What did happen was 
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that when police forces were in
stituted and a code of law was set 
forth in a nation, the citizens of 
the nation found they could live 
with a good deal more safety and 
security. · 

Now wouldn't you think that 
the same thing might hold true in 
international affairs and that the 
way to give the atomic bomb to 
the United Nations is to strengthen 
the organization so that it can, 
in fact, enforce the rule of law 
among the nations of the world? 
(Applause.) 

Mr. Baldwin: I have no quarrel 
with that, Mr. Bolte. Nor have I 
any quarrel in principle with what 
either Edward Murrow or Ray
mond Swing is saying. I think 
we agree in principle but we differ 
very definitely and violently as to 
the time that may be requhed for 
this process. I for one will not be 
cast down or despondent if an
other war does assail the earth at 
some future time. I believe that 
man progresses. I believe that 
profoundly, but I believe that he 
progresses slowly, and it's the ten
dency of Americans in case of such 
set-backs in civilization to become 
impatient, to want to see the mil
lenium in a day. I differ there 
with Mr. Swing; I agree heartily 
with all that Mr. Bolte has said. 
I'm all in favor of the United 
States taking the lead in trying 
to secure some law internationally. 
(Applause.) 



Mr. Demzy: Thank you. Mr. 
Swing, do you want to comment 
on that? 

Mr. Swing: Well, I heard my 
name being used there again. I 
just want to suggest that the dis
may that Mr. Baldwin thinks he's 
not going to feel in case there's 
another war isn't in line with what 
he, himself, said. He did say 
earlier that he didn't believe this 
civilization would be destroyed, 
but what would happen was that 
we'd go back to the Dark Ages 
and man would be degraded. Well, 
I'll agree with him about that; 
everybody will. That's all the end 
of civilization means-the Dark 
Ages and man's degradation. It 
seems to me that he would be 
much more dismayed than he lets 
on at this present time. We 
haven't any time. We haven' t the 
secret but for two to .five years, 
and then the question is whether 
the bomb will be used, not whether 
we share the secret. One way to 
make sure that the bomb isn't used 

is to make sure there aren't wars. 

(Applause.) 
Mr. Denny: Thank you. There's 

another veteran back there in the 

aisle who was assistant to Com

mander Stassen at Sao Francisco, 

a former lieutenant in the Marine 

Corps, and author of a lead ar

ticle in the current Atlantic, "A 
Serviceman Looks at the Peace." 

He is Mr. Cord Meyer. Mr. 

Mey.~r. (Applause.) 
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Mr. Meyer: Senator Brewster, 
I'd like to ask you a queston. Your 
argument rests on the assumption 
that we can indefinitely keep the 
atomic secret. No scientist who 
had anything to do with its con
struction agrees with you. The 
custodianship idea is good, at best, 
for a very limited time. Wh~t do 
you propose, Mr. Brewster, when 
the imminent day comes when our 
knowledge is universal and every
one shares it-that we sit back and 
wait pending the maturing of the 
international organization, as you 
put it? Is it going to go all by 
itself, Mr. Brewster? We don't 
have a long time, Mr. Brewster, 
to establish government on a world 
level. To suggest that this gov
ernment on a world level is im
possible for a long time to come 
is to say, Mr. Brewster, that we 
are doomed and that there is noth
ing that we can do about it. (Ap
plause.) 

Mr. Denny: I'd say that Mr. 
Cord Meyer is a good candidate 
for Town Meeting, wouldn't you, 
Senator? 

Senator Brewster: Well, I cer
tainly appreciate his contribution, 
and, fresh from the last war, even 
as he is from this, I was Executive 
Secretary of the League to Enforce 
Peace in the State of Maine, or
ganized under the leadership of 
Root, Taft, and others, with this 
very objective in mind. I have 
never ceased to labor in every po
sition of power that I have held 



and in the Congress of the United 
States, a low and unregenerate Re
publican from Maine (laughter), 
I have voted consistently through
out the past ten years for every 
measure calculated to bring a bet
ter understanding among the na
tions in this great dream of a day 
of peace. 

I am also conscious of the fact 
that there are many problems in 
our past. I'm conscious of the 
fact that we started a little experi
ment in this, · ourselves, a century 
and a half ago with every hope 
of success, and yet, at the end of 

5 years we fought the bloodiest 
civil war in all history to deter
mine whether any nation so con
ceived and so dedicated could en
dure. So, perhaps, my youthful 
enthusiasm has been moderated 
with an observation of years. I 
recognize what the scientists say, 
but I recognize, also, that we have 
a four or five-year head start, that 
this is not static, but dynamic, 
that the two billion dollar engine 
that we have built, that the great 
team of scientists we have created 
are not going to stand still, but 
are going on in the evolution of 
this mighty weapon that has been 
born, ·and that we do have that as 
a trusteeship pending the day when 
the time of peace on earth shall 
really arrive. So I feel that Amer
ica must rec~gnize, as President 
Truman said, its trusteeship of this 
for the good of all mankind. ( Ap
plause.) 
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Mr. Denny: 
ator Brewster. 
Swing? 

Thank you, Sen
Any comments, Mr. 

Mr. Swirtg: Yes, I've got a com
ment or two to make on ~at. It 
seems to me that Senator Brewster's 
impatience with mankind has taken 
only a few years to mature. He's 
still a young man and if he be
lieved in peace after the last war, 
won't he rejoin the peace move
ment now and work for it in the 
sense that Mr. Murrow and I want 
iL-that we now create a real 
security in the world. I want to 
add this idea, too, that the sov
ereignty that we are going to give 
up in this country and other coun
trie are going to give up, isn't 
a sovereignty that the people lose. 
It will be the people in the world 
organization which will really have 
the sovereignty and who will really 
do the abolition of war. 

Mr. Denny: Mr. Swing's doing 
a very persuasive job on his oppo
sition tonight-just inviting them 
over. All right, now, the young 
sailor back there. Yes? 

Sailor: I have a question for 
Mr. Swing. I would like to know, 
as long as he puts such a great deal 
of alliance on this moral persua
sion, whether he isn't thinking a 
little bit of the future more than 
the present. Where in European 
history has moral persuasion pre
vailed against the sword? The 
United Nations are predominately 
of European background. Let's go 
by the record. (Applause.) 



Mr. Swing: Well, I would say 

to that that the record shows that 

Europe set up a League of Nations 

at the end of the last war in the 

hope that wars might be stopped 

by collective action. While it was 

our idea, it was Europe which ac

cepted it and we did not accept it. 

Even Europeans are people who 

don't like killing and don't like 

being killed. (Applause.) 

Mt'. Denny: Thank you. We 

can't have a good Town Meeting 

discussion on this question of an 

approach to world peace without 

having our good friend, Ely Cul

bertson, here, and there he is ready 

to put Senator Brewster on the 

spot. 
Mr. Culbertson: My name is 

Ely Culbertson, and, like Senator 

Brewster, I am trying to build a 

bridge to peace. But Senator 

Brewster is not afraid of the atomic 

bomb. He lives 111 Maine. 

(Laughter.) 
Senator Brewster: Come up and 

see me sometime. 
Mr. Culbertson: We poor hu

man beings-we live right here 

in New York City-and we are 

scared to death. Can I therefore 

ask the Senator to define once and 

for all exactly and specifically that 

beautiful little word "sovereignty?" 

Mr. De1my: Senator, did you 

come with a definition of sov

ereignty in your pocket? (Laugt

ler.) 
Senator Brewster: Well, I read 

the Declaration of Independence 
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and to it I still subscribe. I won't 

repeat it here for this audience but 

I think it was fairly dear here in 

New York a good many years ago 

when we declared our indepenq

ence for which we have fought 

several wars. 
I think the American people 

know pretty well what we mean. 

I think we are quite ready to co

operate with all other peoples in 

all measures designed to keep the 

peace. But after the discussions 

at San Francisco and those now 

proceeding in London and the 

l roposals that are pending by very 

potent nations, I think it is evident 

that the millennium has not yet 

arrived. I do believe that America 

is the greatest hope of peace 

throughout the centu.ry that is now 

ahead. That's why I want to keep 

our powder dry. (Applause.) 

Mr. Denny: Mr. Culbertson 

wants to talk back there. 

Mr. Culbertson: Can I ask once 

and for all, dear Senator, will you 

define that beautiful word "sover

eignty" (laughte1')-not generali

ties, but specific? (Applause.) 

Senator Burton: When in the 

course of human events it becomes 

necessary for a people to assert 

among the nations their proper po

sition, then it is incumbent upon 

them to state their reasons and 

America a century and a half ago 

declared its right to govern itself 

in a democratic form, and this, 

a Mr. Murrow just reminded me, 

IS the only place in all the whole 



wide world where anything like 
this could now go on. I ask you, 
are we ready to surrender the sov
ereignty of this country to the 
fifteen or twenty different kinds 
of dictatorships that now dominate 
the different nations of the earth? 
(Shouts of "No" and applause.) 

Mr. Denny: Thank you. Now 
we'll take this question from the 
gentleman there in the back. Yes? 

Man: I wanted to address one 
to Raymond Swing, briefly. It is 
still a policing problem all over 
the world, and does Mr. Swing 
consider that Soviet Russia, once 
she has secured the secret of the 
atomic bomb--and all the speakers 
have agreed that eventually all na- . 
tions will have it-that she will re
linquish her insistence upon the 
veto power and Security Council 
setup? 

Mr. Denny: Mr. Swing? 
Mr. Swing: My answer to that 

is I don't know what the Soviet 
Union will do. I know that the 
Soviet Union is a federation and 
understands the federal principle. 
I believe the Soviet Union wants 
security. I'm sure the people of 
the Soviet Union want peace. At 
the present time, the Soviet Union 
sees us in possession of a weapon 
which we don't give to them, the 
secret of which we don't share with 
them. If people in the Soviet Union 
are now afraid of us and sense our 
using our power against them, then 
I think they are only acting as we 
would act in their place. 

If, however, we made it clear 
to the Soviet Union that we do 
not oppose them with the atomic 
bomb, but will share it with the 
world organization which is to 
keep the peace for all of us, then 
I think the Soviet Union, being a 
federal state, is more likely to come 
in than not. They won't come in 
unless we do propose it. ( Ap
plause.) 

Mr. Detmy: Thank you, Ray
mond Swing, Senator Brewster, Ed 

Iurrow, and Hanson Baldwin. It's 
hard to bring a discussion of this 
kind to a close and I know that a 
great many people all over the 
country, yes, and our men in the 
armed forces who hear this pro
gram in various parts of the world, 
and hospitals here at home, will 
carry on their own discussions of 
this baffling problem. Man is not 
going to give up readily once he's 
set out to do something as he's a 
very tenacious animal. And he's 
not going to give up readily on 
next week's topic, which I'll tell 
you about in just a moment as 
soon as our announcer tells you a 
brief, dramatic story of how a 
wrecked bomber carried a key to 
greater understanding between the 
United States and our ally, China. 

Announcer: "A Bridge Between 
Free Peoples," is the title of an 
article on a recent back cover of 
The Reader's Digest. It's by a 
Belgian-born priest who has taught 
in China for more than seven years 
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and is no'fv a naturalized Chinese of knqwledge in the mountains of 
citizen. He writes: Chi na.'' 

"While I was visiting a lonely moun
tain hamlet in northern China, the vil
lage barber invited me to occupy his 
brand new make hift chair. It was the 
bombardier's seat of an American B-25. 
As he trimmed my hair, I heard an 
amazingly cosmopolitan conversation 
among the other villagers, none of 
whom had ever been beyond the nearest 
hill. One discussed an American farm 
program. Another spoke of an Amer
ican patriot, Nathan Hale. A third 
chuckled over the strange cinema career 
of Mickey Rooney. 

"I expressed my wonder at the ex
tent of their knowledge to the village 
school teacher, a frosty bearded SO-year
old man who spoke English. His eyes 
twinkled as he admitted, 'I have been 
tdling them all these things just from 
memory, you know, from pure memory. 
But, come, I'd like to take you co see 
the American flying chariot that was 
forced down here after dropping bombs 
over Japan. We like to look at it 
because it is a symbol, a bridge between 
our two peoples, and a token of the 
hopes of freedom loving people of all 
the world.' 

"As we approached the fallen B-25, I 
saw lying beside it the cover of an old 
l<eader's Digest. I read its list of titles, 
'They Grow Their Own and Live Bet· 
tt:r'; 'Portrait of an American'; 'Alias 
Andy Hardy' - the very subjects that 
bad been discussed by the Chinese vil
lagers. I had found the secret of the 
remarkable memory of the old teacher. 
This plane that planted the seeds of 
death in Tokyo had planted the seeds 

The Reader's Digest is now pub
lished in six languages, and is dis
tributed in 53 countries. The 
editors of The Reader's Digest plan 
to add other foreign editions so 
that more and more The Reader's 
Digest will become a bridge be
tween free peoples. Now, here 
again is Mr. Denny. 

Mr. Denuy: Well, neighbors, we 
still have some unfinished business 
with the Jap . Your sons, fathers, 
brothers helped to win the mni
tary victory but it's up to us and 
our Allies to see that it was not 
in vain. If this peace should turn 
out to be only an armistice, what 
a mockery we should have made 
of this victory. 

So we invite you to join us next 
week when Brigadier General 
Carlos Romulo, Resident ConllDis
sioner of the Philippine Islands; 
Wilfred Fleisher, author and com
mentator; Royal Arch Gunnison, 
foreign correspondent and news 
analyst; and a fourth speaker to be 
announced discuss the question, 
"How Can We Make a Lasting 
Peace With Japan?" 
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Am10unce1·: Be sure to tune in 
next week when The Reader's 
Digest brings you Town Meeting. 
(Applause.) 
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